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Abstract

This dissertation addresses the problem of providingaffordable mobile multimedia
services in wide area wireless networks. The approach is to consider novel system
architectures, based onreusing and sharingof the existing network infrastructure for
cellular and terrestrial TV broadcasting systems. The focus has been on the radio
resource management techniques, and the evaluation of the potential cost savings,
compared to traditional evolution tracks of the cellular and broadcasting systems.

The design and dimensioning of the mobile broadcasting systems are considered
to be key, as one of the enablers for cost savings is the use of physical layer (radio)
broadcasting for dissemination ofpopular content. The studies show that deployment
cost of a wide area broadcasting network, using DVB-H technology, is very large if
high data rate and full area coverage is targeted. For this reason it is proposed to avoid
the broadcasting infrastructure dimensioning for full area coverage, and use instead the
cellular systems to enable error correction for broadcasting transmissions. In this way
the broadcasting coverage discontinuities can be hidden from the user’s perception.
For the special case of mobile users, the chosen approach is to trade system’s cost
and capacity for improvedperceived coverage. This trade-off is enabled by the use
of application layer forward error correction, using Raptor coding. The dissertation
also propose and evaluate techniques which allow aprogressive network deployment,
allowing the investments in infrastructure to closely follow the demand curve.

The general purpose Ambient Networks technology was chosento enable a
cooperation platform among cellular and broadcasting systems, especially the necessary
interfaces. Under the Ambient Networks framework, the achievable cost savings
offered by a hybrid cellular-broadcasting system are investigated, when combinations
of broadcast and point-to-point transmissions are jointlyutilized to provide file transfers
and streaming services. Two cases were considered: one where the cellular system acts
as a replacement and deliver the data in the areas where broadcasting transmissions
cannot reach, and another one where cellular system carriesparity data to users that
experience temporary outage in the broadcasting system. A simple interworking of the
two systems at application layer is compared to a more integrated approach involving
cooperation at network layer. The results are encouraging,as they show that file transfer
cost can be reduced by more than 50%, but only under certain conditions. However,
these cost savings can be easily ruined if the involved market players (i.e. content
owners, service providers, network operators, terminal manufacturers, etc.) do not
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cooperate for implementing the system features that enablethe cost reduction.
On a short term, hybrid cellular-broadcasting systems based on 3G and DVB-H,

offer a good platform for testing new and innovative mobile TV services, enriched
with interactivity and content personalization. Unfortunately, building hybrid cellular-
broadcasting systems is a risky business proposal for the present market players.
The show-stoppers do not come from the technological domain, but mostly from the
business domain. Today’s cellular and broadcasting systems live in different worlds, are
driven by different revenue models, and they are now starting to compete for controlling
the multimedia delivery channels to mobile users. From a technical perspective, the
outcomes of the presented studies, which serve as the basis for this dissertation, indicate
that future systems built on hybrid cellular-broadcastinginfrastructures are able provide
a long term and cost efficient solution for delivery of affordable broadband multimedia
services to mobile users.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

The wireless communications industry has gone through an impressive development
during the last twenty years. Today, the number of mobile phones in global use is
almost four billion and increasing steadily, while the number of portable computers with
wireless communication capabilities has surpassed the number of desktop computers.
We see now a global business with markets spanning the world,and large multinationals
as well as small- and medium-size companies competing fiercely.

The digitalization of communications and the rapid development of broadband
wired Internet connectivity at offices, homes, and public spaces, turned the personal
computer (PC) into an education, information and entertainment device. Storage of
music and videos, sharing videos, listening to Internet radio or watching TV, are just a
few examples of multimedia1 applications that are common in our PCs at home...and
even at work.

Reformatting and translation of content, in the digital domain, is the key to to
increase availability of media for a large variety of devices. The digitalized version
of previously analogue media is characterized by a higher level of adaptivity, being
more transferable and accessible to a variety of user devices. This adaptivity is one of
the main driving forces behind themobilityof media.

1.2 The Quest for Mobile Multimedia

The Internet user of the future is expected to mainly be connected to the network
by using a wireless device, be this a laptop or a smartphone. Unfortunately, cutting
the wires and making media applications mobile is not straightforward. The main

1According to Encyclopedia Britannica the termmultimediarefers to a computer-delivered electronic
system that allows the user to control, combine, and manipulate different types of media, such as text, sound,
video, computer graphics, and animation [1].

1
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reason is the large number of bits that may be required to be transmitted, to and
from the mobile terminal. The first to address themobile Interneton a large scale
were the cellular operators2. Blinded by the hype in the late 1990s and early 2000,
operators spent enormous amounts on licenses for third generation (3G) cellular
systems. Unfortunately, scaling up the capacity of a traditional wide-area cellular
system, encounters a big problem: cost per transmitted bit is virtually constant. Higher
user bandwidth directly translates into higher cost per supported user, due to larger
necessary investments in infrastructure, spectrum, licenses, etc. If the traditional
cellular system design is maintained (i.e. providing point-to-point communication
and wide area coverage) the cost of infrastructure grows linearly with the number of
users and the user bandwidth. Accordingly, the cost of a service grows linearly with
its bandwidth for any wireless system providing full coverage [2, 3]. On the other
hand, user satisfaction does not necessary scale with the number of bits received or
transmitted. The value of the Internet bits is not perceivedby the users in the same
way as the minutes of conversation. Since the perceived value is not the same, the tariff
structure cannot be proportional to the data-rate [2]. Today, the only successful pricing
for mobile data is flat rate, the same as for fixed broadband at home. In conclusion, the
proportionality between revenues and investments and associated economies of scale
(which made 2G a financial success), cannot be easily repeated when providing mobile
high-rate data services. If broadband mobile multimedia isto be affordable, by means
of wide-area cellular systems, either some QoS parameters (e.g service availability or
perceived delay) have to be sacrificed, or new system architectures with radically lower
cost factors must be developed (e.g. architecture based on sharing infrastructure and/or
spectrum) [4].

In order to enable the use of truly new and innovative multimedia services, higher
bandwidths need to be provided at a much lower cost than second and third generations
systems. In Sweden, an important research effort in this direction was started as a
part of the Personal Computing and Communication (PCC) program, aiming towards
future provision ofmobile multimedia communication to all at the same price as
today’s fixed telephony[5]. In particular, the4th-Generation Wireless project (PCC-
4GW), aimed at designing a wireless infrastructure that would be deployed as a
complement/replacement of 3G, around 2010-2015. Studyingalternative technologies
and architectures for such wireless access infrastructures was the aim of this project.
Key limiting factors that have been identified in this project are: spectrum shortage,
power consumption, and infrastructure costs.

The real challenge of the project was to design wireless systems that can provide
high-data rate in a way that isaffordableto both operators and users. For this reason
a number of feasibility studies were performed, testing newtechniques and system
architectures that could significantly change the cost and performance of these wireless
systems. This dissertation was initiated to examine one of PCC-4GW’s research issues:
asymmetric wireless infrastructures. Such infrastructures were seen as a potential low
cost alternative for delivering large amounts of educational and entertainment content

2Throughout the dissertation, the termcellular operatorrefers to wide-area cellular operators.
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to the mobile users [5]. The idea of broadcast and cellular systems integration served
as a starting point for investigating new system architectures that enable high data
rate communication with mobile users, especially in sparsepopulated areas. The key
concept, which enable low cost, is toreuse and sharethe existing infrastructure of
wide-area cellular and broadcasting systems, while also taking advantage of the large
amount of VHF-UHF spectrum previously allocated to analogue TV broadcasting. This
spectrum has become available, at least for the moment3, as the transition of broadcast
television from analog to digital transmission allows the traditional signal to be much
more highly encoded, thus requiring less spectrum per television program.

1.3 Cellular and Broadcasting Systems

Both broadcasters and telecom operators are seriously looking into the possibilities
for offering media content to mobile users. Following a slowdeployment of 3G
cellular networks, cellular operators are now starting to deliver multimedia services,
such as video clips from sport events or live TV programs. However, in the case of
highly popular content (e.g. live transmissions from certain events, movie sequels,
etc.) the 3G network operators ability to deliver this content is limited due to the
inefficiency of the current unicast point-to-point (p-t-p)architecture in transmitting the
same content to a large number of users. Unfortunately, for these operators, multimedia
services are delivered through dedicated p-t-p connections for each individual user
(e.g. HSDPA), thus limiting the maximum number of users suchservices can handle
and preventing mass market deployment, since both radio andtransport networks
do not have sufficient capacity for large number of high data rate p-t-p connection.
Additionally, content owners are mentally locked into the previous paradigms of radio
and TV broadcasting, thus they force the cellular operatorsto deliver the majority of
content through streaming sessions, in order to prevent thestorage of the content in
the user terminals. This requirement for streaming means that the content has to be
played at roughly the same time as it is transmitted, which exacerbates the requirements
for communication resources. To increase the network efficiency for transmission
of popular content to multiple devices, the 3GPP standard has been enhanced with
Multimedia Broadcast Multicast Services (MBMS) [6], whichuses cell broadcasting to
enable point-to-multipoint (p-t-m) transmissions. Nevertheless, MBMS will initially
offer only limited capacity (approximately three channelsat 256 kb/s), and thus it
is unlikely that it will be economical for mass multimedia services. The MBMS’s
potential for broadband multicasting is very low if it has toshare the same cell resources
with the legacy services (e.g. voice, video calls, Internetaccess). These could be the
main reasons why MBMS technology has not been implemented yet, on a large scale,
in the commercial cellular systems4. If the demand for broadcasting services will be

3In the long-run it is actually possible that a TV program requires the same spectrum as the former
analogue transmission, if high-definition formats, as HD or FullHD, become popular.

4There are other reasons as well, mostly related to lack of consensus in 3GPP, but is behind the scope of
this work to describe them in details. Further reading of [7]is suggested.
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large, the cellular operators must gain access to new spectrum and dedicate some of
these new resources for broadcasting operations. Even if 3GPP makes considerable
efforts in the direction of cell broadcasting5, for the near future, the multimedia will be
mostly streamed towards each user terminal using point-to-point technologies.

On the other hand, terrestrial digital broadcast networks are slowly developing
towards providing an alternative channel to the mobile devices, since they can
broadcast multimedia content to mobile devices at high datarates over large areas.
The broadcasting industry, both satellite and terrestrial, has shifted almost almost
completely from analogue to digital transmissions of TV andradio programs. Several
European countries already have fully functional terrestrial systems based on digital
video broadcasting (e.g. DVB-T in Sweden, Finland, Germany, Italy, etc.). Their
infrastructure and the spectrum allocated for broadcasting represent extremely valuable
resources.

One of the recent trends in the broadcasting industry is to define TV and Radio
broadcasting asinteractive services. The media broadcasting companies (e.g. TV
channels) are in a continuous search for a feedback channel from the consumers.
Solutions based on return channel through PSTN or cellular networks already exists in
consumer products, but they are not widely spread. A new standard for a return channel
was proposed and adopted as a member of DVB family: DVB-RCT (Return Channel
Terrestrial) [9]. Unfortunately, the DVB-RCT solution didnot gain critical acceptance
among the broadcasting network operators (e.g. Teracom in Sweden), as it required
too much effort and investment in their network infrastructure. Therefore, most of the
broadcasters (e.g. TV channels as BBC in UK or SVT in Sweden.)preferred solutions
based on SMS, voice calls, or internet for implementing interactivity in their programs.

In order to cope with portable terminals the broadcasting industry together with
some equipment manufacturers introduced several adaptations of the TV broadcasting
standard, DVB-T. One such new standard is called DVB-H (H stands forHandheld)
and it is supposed to be able to provide broadcast/multicastservices for low power and
small screen handheld devices [10]. DVB-H is a transmissionstandard that specifies
the physical and link layer, but it does not define transport protocols, audio and video
coding formats, etc. The end-to-end system is known as IP Datacast (IPDC) [11]
(More details about DVB-H and IPDC are included in Appendix D). The set of IPDC
specifications contain the necessary higher layer protocols to build a complete end-to-
end system, and it specifies, among others, the content delivery protocols, the electronic
service guide for service discovery and mechanisms for service purchase and protection.
The IPDC specifications also describe how a DVB-H network canbe complemented
with a bi-directional interactivity path offered by the cellular systems.

The first DVB-H based commercial systems have begun operation (e.g. Italy,
Finland). In the end of 2007, the IPDC and DVB-H technology has been recommended
by the European Commission as the official mobile broadcasting technology in Europe.

5Release 7 introduces an optimized version of MBMS: multicast/broadcast single-frequency network
(MBSFN) operation, based on simultaneous transmission of theexact same waveform from multiple cells. A
new system based on MBSFN and called downlink-optimized broadcast (DOB) was developed, as a special
mode of 3.84 Mb/s time-division duplex (TDD) operation in unpaired bands of spectrum [8].
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At present, the DVB-H is becoming a potentially strong competitor for 3G in the
mobile multimedia arena. Its big advantage is a higher system capacity and better area
coverage, as a lower frequency band and larger channel are employed. Additionally,
the use of COFDM technology and the operation of the radio transmitters in single
frequency networks (SFN) makes the system more robust to thechallenges of the
mobile radio channel.

The main concern regarding the deployment of DVB-H technology is the cost of
the required infrastructure. If only the existing broadcasting towers are utilized the
coverage of the DVB-H system will be much lower than for DVB-T. This happens
mainly because the additional losses due to much smaller antenna gain (e.g. -7 dBi
compared to 10 dBi rooftop antenna system), building or vehicle penetration loss, and
fast fading. To cope with these issues, there are two main solutions: either significantly
increase the transmission power and continue to utilize onetransmission tower, or to
employ additional sites and create single frequency networks (SFN). Many digital TV
sites will not be able to increase their transmission power until all analogue television
ceases (to avoid interference with the analogue TV coverage), or due to electromagnetic
exposure limits of the current international regulation [12] which limits the EIRP
(Equivalent Isotropic Radiated Power) of the largest TV towers to around 60 dBW.
Due to these reasons, the second approach must be mandatory rather than an option. In
an SFN many receiving locations are served by more than one transmitter, introducing
redundancy in the transmitted signal and improving coverage, especially when portable
indoor reception is required. The statistical field strength variation can be reduced
by the presence of several transmitters located in different positions. If additional
transmitters are considered, then the main broadcasting tower(s) can be operated at
lower power. A possible implementation would be to re-use existing cellular sites, to
avoid investments in tower, power, and backbone network.

A combination of cellular and broadcasting infrastructureis also possible by
utilizing the cellular sites to host complementary DVB-H transmitters. ThisCellular
DVB-H approach has received a significant interest from the cellular operators, but as
the upper limits for EIRP of cellular sites, as specified by [12], are much lower than
for tall broadcasting towers, it is expected that a large number of sites will be required,
leading todense SFNs. The cost of this deployment is roughly proportional with the
number of sites. The dominant part of expenses will be the transport network, additional
power, equipment (antennas, cables, transmitter, etc.), and other installation costs [13].

From a business perspective, the infrastructure deployment strategy for any wireless
network faces an important constraint: a sufficiently largenumber of users should be
served by the set of sites in order to eventually recover the investment, without leading
to un-acceptable prices for the services. In areas where user density is high (e.g. urban
areas), the deployment of a dense network providing high data rate and full coverage is
economically justified most of the time. In areas with lower user population densities
such investments may never be recovered, meaning that only alow density of sites and
low to moderate data rate can be supported [14].
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1.3.1 The market environment

In Europe, the new regulatory framework on communications [15, 16, 17] intends to
change the traditionalvertical integrated business into a fragmented, orhorizontal
set of businesses. In other words, Commission is expected toencourage the shift
from vertically integrated operators controlling the whole value chain (e.g. providing
handsets, content, services and network operations) towards separate providers for
services, connectivity (bit pipe providers), network operation, content, handsets, etc.
Different actors will compete/cooperate at different layers (e.g backbone network, radio
access network, network management, service provisioning, etc.)[18]. Already today,
looking at the value chain in the broadcasting business, there are different actors for
content provisioning (program editor), commercial distribution, delivery (multiplex
operator), and access (infrastructure provider). A similar situation exists also in the
cellular market, where a number of virtual operators lease capacity in the existing
infrastructure already provided by large operators. Increasing competition on each layer
is supposed to break monopolies and bring down the costs for service provisioning.
Additionally, new regulations on the interconnection feesand roaming tariffs for voice,
messaging, and data will soon set upper values for how much a user should pay for
certain services [19]. The most affected will be the largestcellular operators, who will
see their margins shrink, resulting in being forced to change their business models and
strategies for expansion.

On the other hand, the modularization of the business tradesperformance and
complexity for flexibility and reduced cost. Therefore, some operators, especially
multi-nationals, are fighting hard to maintain their integrated business. This is part
of their efforts to secure the bridge between revenues generated by selling the services
and content, and costs from operations and investments in the network infrastructure.

In appendix B a detailed presentation of the important challenges facing the wireless
industry in the next ten to fifteen years is included. These challenges were some o the
important outcomes of the Wireless Foresight project [20]6.

1.3.2 Hybrid Cellular-Broadcasting Systems

The integration of existing cellular and broadcasting systems into a unified platform
is not a new topic, and it has been a research subject since theintroduction of digital
broadcasting technologies (i.e. DAB) back in early 1990’s.The benefits and drawbacks
of different architectures were widely exposed in the literature, for example in [21, 22,
23, 24, 25, 26]. The most important aspects are summarized intwo contributions of
the dissertation author, together with a more personal viewabout the design of future
cellular-broadcasting architectures [27, 28]. Among the most important opportunities
that arise from cellular and broadcasting cooperation are:

• Compared to a dense cellular architecture, large broadcasting cells posses very
good multicasting capabilities to mobile, especially high-speed, users. The

6The dissertation’s author played an active role in the project.
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advantages are that frequent hand-offs are avoided, and thesame transmission
is shared by all receiving terminals.

• Cellular systems can provide the return channel necessary for enabling interactive
broadcast/multicast services, e-commerce, personalization, advertising, etc.

• Reuse of cellular sites for complementary broadcasting transmitters is one
efficient way to utilize existing infrastructure and reducedeployment time and
cost.

• Part of the allocated spectrum to analog and digital TV broadcasting may become
available for personal communication.

• Hybrid systems can offer new services, such as mobile TV, enabling interactivity,
personalization and customization. This offers a good opportunity for both
broadcasters and cellular operators increase the customerloyalty, reduce churn
and secure their profit margins.

• Digital broadcasting systems can be used as well for personal services, and
complement the cellular downlink capacity.

Despite these opportunities there are also a number of aspects that hinders the
development of hybrid cellular-broadcasting systems:

• The cellular and broadcasting systems belong to different industries, which are
now competing in the mobile multimedia market. It is not clear how the hybrid
systems could generate revenue streams for all of the involved market players.

• The network operators are not willing to share control of their infrastructure,
sensitive information about network performance, user behavior, etc.

• The regulators may not encourage the cooperation among cellular and broadcast-
ing network operators (or service providers) as a measure toboost competition
between technologies and diversification of business models in the market.

1.3.3 Hybrid system concept demonstration

This section provides a summary of the most significant previous related research efforts
in Europe. To our knowledge, there were no similar large scale projects (e.g. involving
several companies) in other parts of the world, but rather isolated projects at companies
or academia.

The first proposals for the integration of cellular and broadcasting systems appeared
in ACTS-MEMO project [29] in 1996. In this proposal the targeted service was
Internet access (similar to a wireless version of ADSL). TheDAB/DVB-T broadcasting
system was supposed to provide high data rate downlink (2-10Mb/s) while the uplink
was implemented using circuit switched GSM at 9.6 kb/s. Several prototypes were
successfully built.
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A subsequent EU funded IST project, MCP - Multimedia Car Platform, [30]
demonstrated the feasibility of in-car provisioning of multimedia services by combining
GSM/UMTS and DAB/DVB-T. A demonstrator was presented at theConsumer
Electronics Congress IFA in Berlin, in 2001.

Another project dealing with similar issues was COMCAR - Communication and
Mobility by Cellular Advanced Radio [31]. The project targeted at the conception
and prototypical realization of an innovative mobile communication network, which
shall satisfy the increasing demand for IP-based multimedia and telematics services,
especially in cars and railways. The COMCAR project was a part of UMTSplus, a
new system concept sponsored by the German Ministry for Education and Research,
which aimed atuniversality and mobility in telecommunication networks and systems.
The main focus in COMCAR was on asymmetrical and interactivemobile IP-based
services. GSM, UMTS, DVB-T and DAB were considered for integration and further
optimization mainly of the downlink, but also of the uplink.The main interest was in
theintegration of an additional downlink into UMTS, by means of DVB-T and DAB, to
enable high-quality asymmetric IP communication.

Based on the outcomes from MCP and COMCAR, the IST-DRIVE (Dynamic
Radio for IP-Services in Vehicular Environments) [32] project proposed a strategy to
share the spectrum resources of both systems in a dynamic manner. The technique,
called DSA (Dynamic Spectrum Allocation), was later perfected in the OverDRIVE
(Spectrum Efficient Uni- and Multicast Services over Dynamic multi-Radio Networks
in Vehicular Environments) project [33]. The main focus wason the delivery of high
quality vehicular multimedia services in a multi-operatorenvironment. The projects
addressed the interworking of cellular and broadcasting systems in acommon frequency
range, employing DSA.

The IST-MONASIDRE (Management Of Networks And Services In aDiversified
Radio Environment) project [34] developed a platform for multi-radio resource man-
agement in heterogeneous systems (cellular, broadcasting, and WLAN hot-spots). The
goal was to design a joint access selection and resource allocation strategy that is able to
assign the users, in realtime, to the best suited radio access for the service they require.
The assumed service was mainly real-time streaming of mediacontent.

These projects proved through simulations, measurements,and prototypes that
higher efficiency in using the infrastructure and spectrum is achieved by a joint
management of the cellular and broadcasting systems. However, the targeted services
were audio/video streaming and voice/video calls. Traditional user behavior and media
consumption patterns were assumed. These assumptions should be challenged now,
as the future average consumer of mobile multimedia services is far more demanding
when it comes to services, while not willing to pay too much. Understanding the
user demands and mapping them into the service and infrastructure design may bring
additional gains than the ones reported by the mentioned projects.

Another important aspect to outline is that all of these projects assumed a high
level of cooperation between cellular and broadcasting network operators, in the sense
that there was one operator which managed both networks and their radio resources.
This model is hard to justify today, as broadcasting and cellular systems belong to
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different industries and they grew on different markets, based on different business
models and value networks. It is highly unlikely that these industries will merge, and
any cooperation or interworking between systems will not happen without friction.
Instead of assuming integration of cellular and broadcasting into a centrally managed
system, theamount of information that operators are willing to shareis an important
factor that affects the efficiency of the radio resource management in a hybrid system,
and its impact on the cost performance should be assessed.

Today, both the telecommunication and media broadcasting markets are mature; a
lot of wireless infrastructure is already in place, multi-mode terminals are available,
and a multitude of services are offered. Interworking and cooperation among existing
systems and technologies receives increased interest fromboth network operators and
service providers. The potential infrastructure cost savings compared to traditional sys-
tems, scalability of the network infrastructure deployment, and reduction of operational
costs are among the priorities of the network operators.

1.4 Problem Formulation

In the previous sections the potential benefits of the cellular-broadcasting integration
were outlined along with the description of several projects and prototypes that proved
the technical feasibility and improved radio efficiency of such hybrid systems. These
results raised expectation about potential costs savings that hybrid systems might
enable, on a long-term basis.

The high-level question of the dissertation is if the hybridsystems are indeed
a feasiblelong-termalternative for delivery of mobile multimedia, compared tothe
traditional evolutionary tracks of cellular and broadcasting systems. Would a hybrid
system provide an economically viable and affordable solution to the future mobile
media service providers, when networks have to cope with a larger user population and
greater demand for services?

1.5 Dissertation Scope

Long-term viability of a communication system is not only a matter of technical
performance of the proposed solutions, but also depends on the market, the business
environment, and regulations. A complete answer to the above question should
consist of a full scale comparison, in terms of network cost and complexity, both
with conventionaltelecommunicationsystems (e.g. 3G-UMTS and its evolution) and
the new mobile broadcasting systems (e.g. DVB-H), for various user populations and
infrastructure densities. As this dissertation cannot hope to address the scope and scale
of such investigation, the main objective of the manuscriptis to quantify the potential
gains, and bottlenecks, arising frominfrastructure sharing and cooperative resource
management in hybrid cellular and broadcasting systems.

As the problem we face here is not entirely of traditional engineering type, an
explorative approach has been chosen. Therefore, the dissertation offers a partial
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answer to the high level question, by formulating, motivating and answering several
questions.

First, the concept of a hybrid cellular-broadcasting system must be tested against
the future look of the wireless services market. Therefore,the first question is:

Q1: What are the relevant working assumptions necessary for investigation of future
wireless communication systems, and what is their impact onthe hybrid system design?

The first part of Chapter 2 is dedicated to the question Q1. Themain objective is to
check if the mentioned advantages, and disadvantages, of the hybrid system hold under
the assumptions about the future. Through an appropriate system modelling, several
solutions to cope with some of the identified bottlenecks of technical and non-technical
nature are suggested.

The most challenging technical problems with hybrid infrastructure systems were
identified to concern thedeployment strategiesand efficient resource management.
The most important non-technical bottleneck is the lack of trust between the market
players, which prevents the close integration of cellular and broadcasting control into a
centralized (but probably most efficient) system. The second question is:

Q2: How to coordinate the radio resources of cellular and broadcasting networks
without integrating them into a centrally managed system?

Chapter 3 is dedicated to answering Q2, within the frameworkproposed by the
Ambient Networks technology. The design and dimensioning of the broadcasting
system are considered to be key, as one of the underlying assumption for cost reduction
is the use of physical layer (radio) broadcasting for dissemination ofpopular content.
Two different options are considered, with regard of reusing the cellular system: first is
to employ cellular sites for installing DVB-H complementary transmitters, and second
to let the cellular system itself to carry complementary data for the broadcasting
receivers. The addressed questions are:

Q3: How does the infrastructure cost scales with capacity and coverage for a DVB-
H based mobile broadcasting system deployed on existing sites for TV broadcasting and
cellular systems?

Q4: How much infrastructure cost can be saved in a DVB-H based mobile
broadcasting system, if the existing cellular system is directly employed for repairing
the broadcasting transmissions with point-to-point transmissions? (i.e. enhancing the
forward error correction mechanism)

Q5: For a given infrastructure setting, how much operational cost can be saved,
when providing multicasting services (i.e. media streaming or filecasting), in a hybrid
cellular-broadcasting system?
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For the performance evaluation studies is assumed that cellular system is using
3G-HSDPA technology and mobile broadcasting system employs DVB-H technology.
Chapter 4 is dedicated toQ3 and Q4, while Chapter 5 deals withQ5. Chapter 6,
contains the main conclusions. Based on the findings in the previous chapters, Chapter
7 discusses the challenges associated to the introduction of the Mobile TV services and
suggests several future work items.

1.6 Chapters’ Previews and Related Publications

The next sections summarize the content of each chapter and introduce some references
to previously published work7.

1.6.1 System Modelling - a preview of Chapter 2

Through a scenario process, described in [5] and [35], a few assumptions about future
multimedia services, user behavior, market and business environment, are formulated.
The hybrid cellular-broadcasting system concept is testedagainst the envisioned futures
and the outcomes are used to motivate some of the assumptionsin this dissertation,
especially the non-technical ones (e.g. related to user behavior, market structure, etc.).
The scenarios also motivate the chosen cost models and the choice of performance
measures from the business domain (e.g. cost of service, economies of scale). These
performance measures are shown to be more relevant for the future systems than
the traditionally used spectrum efficiency, system throughput and capacity, etc. The
scenarios work was published in one journal article and one book, as follows:

[5] A. Bria , F. Gessler; O. Queseth, R. Stridh, M. Unbehaun, J. Wu, J. Zander,
and M. Flament: 4th-Generation Wireless Infrastructures:Scenarios and Research
Challenges. InPersonal Communications, IEEE, 8(6):2531, 2001.

[I am the first author mostly for alphabetical reasons, but together with the second
author we were the main editors. The article is the result of collective work.]

[35] B. Karlson,A. Bria , P. Lönnqvist, C. Norlin, and J. Lind: Wireless Foresight:
Scenarios of the Mobile World in 2015.Wiley, September 2003.

[This was a collective work. The first author was the main editor, while the others
contributed by writing different sections. My main contribution are the editing of the
technical implications of the scenarios and the formulation of the working assumptions
to be used in the future research on wireless systems.]

1.6.2 Ambient Networking - a preview of Chapter 3

The design and implementation of the interworking between different systems, espe-
cially the definition of the necessary interfaces are treated in several publications de-

7The complete list of publications can be found in Appendix A.
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veloped under the EU FP6 - Ambient Networks project [36]. This chapter provides the
answer to the second question (Q2), describing the multi-radio resource management
concepts and the special requirements imposed by broadcasting and multicasting. The
new concepts are included in [37] and [38]:

[37] F. Berggren F,A. Bria , L. Badia, I. Karla, R. Litjens, P. Magnusson, F.
Meago, H. Tang, and R. Veronesi: Multi-Radio Resource Management for Ambient
Networks. InIEEE International Symposium on Personal, Indoor and Mobile Radio
Communications (PIMRC), 2005, Berlin, Germany.

[The introduced concepts are the result of teamwork within AN-WP2-T3 working
group and no-one can claim exclusive rights. My major contributions are mostly in
the last sections of the paper, where multi-operator aspects are discussed. I further
contributed with evaluation studies on this topic, providing figure 3. I was also the
second editor of the paper and I presented it at the conference.]

[38] F. Meago, A. Bria , I. Karla, P. Magnusson, R. Litjens, and H. Tang:
Multicast/Broadcast Opportunities in Beyond-3G. InInternational Workshop on
Convergent Technologies (IWCT), 2005, Oulu, Finland.

[The introduced concepts are the result of teamwork within AN-WP2-T3 working
group. My personal contributions consist in partial input on all chapters, iteratively
reviewing and editing parts of the paper, and writing the conclusions section.]

To validate the proposed concepts, both prototyping and simulation campaigns were
employed by AN project. The analysis considered several usecases of the proposed
multi-radio architecture, and is described in [39]:

[39] A. Bria , J. Markendahl, R. Rembarz, P. Pöyhönen, C. Simon, and M. Miozzo:
Validation of the Ambient Networks System. InProceedings of IEEE Chinacom
Conference, August 2007, Shanghai, China.

[I was the main editor and presenter of the paper. I collectedthe numerical
results provided by the other authors during the feasibility studies, and came up with
interpretations regarding the system validation.]

1.6.3 Infrastructure deployment - a preview of Chapter 4

One of the major concerns about the roll-out of DVB-H is the network infrastructure
cost. This concern is justified if the dimensioning of the network infrastructure is
performed to support realtime streaming and nearly full area coverage, as in traditional
broadcasting. Due to the severe propagation conditions that DVB-H faces (especially
for pedestrian indoor and vehicular reception, which were the most popular user cases
according to commercial trials [40]), a large number of new sites are expected to be
necessary for the installation of complementary transmitters, or repeaters, compared to
the already existing broadcasting network based on TV towers.
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The meaning ofcost, throughout this dissertation, can vary. Rather than express
it as a monetary amount, it is seen as a measure of number of sites, power, or other
infrastructure related assets or consumable8.

The answer to the third question, (Q3), consists of two performance evaluation
studies, each of them dealing with a relevant question:

• Is the existing infrastructure for radio and TV broadcasting able to sustain a
network for mobile multimedia services? The answer is described in [41].

• How much infrastructure cost is saved if the mobile broadcasting network reuses
the existing cellular sites? The answer is in [42], where an example of minimal
cost planning of of a DVB-H network is presented, offering a guide for how to
choose transmission power and the number of sites for several different scenarios.

[41] D. Gómez-Barquero,A. Bria : Feasibility of DVB-H Deployment on Existing
Wireless Infrastructure. InInternational Workshop on Convergent Technologies
(IWCT), Oulu, Finland, June 2005.

[I provided the working assumption regarding the deployment of the DVB-H systems
as well as a number of simulation parameters and their valuesspecific to DVB-H
technology. I also provided a part of the numerical simulations and results.]

[42] D. Gómez-Barquero,A. Bria , J. F. Monserrat, and N. Cardona: Minimal
Cost Planning of DVB-H Networks on Existing Wireless Infrastructure. In IEEE
International Symposium on Personal, Indoor and Mobile Radio Communications
(PIMRC), Sept. 2006, Helsinki, Finland.

[I refined the framework for analysis, while the numerical analysis was performed
by the first and third authors.]

How does the necessary infrastructure scales with coverageand capacity provided
by a mobile broadcasting network deployed on hybrid infrastructure, was the main
subject in [43]. From a system deployment perspective, the scalability of the network
infrastructure with increasing demand for services is of particular interest. For all high
volume businesses the achievement ofeconomies of scale(e.g. decreased cost per
TV channel when the number of channels increases) is key. Unfortunately, for the
particular case of DVB-H networks was found an almost constant, or increasing cost
per Mb/s, when the capacity and area coverage are enhanced bymoving to higher order
modulation and coding rates.

[43] A. Bria , D. Gómez-Barquero: Scalability of DVB-H Deployment on Existing
Wireless Infrastructure. InIEEE International Symposium on Personal, Indoor and
Mobile Radio Communications (PIMRC), 2005, Berlin Germany.

[The scalability study was designed by myself, together with the cost model.]

8For example, the cost of doubling the network capacity is to double the number of sites.
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The detailed answers to these questions are presented in sections 4.1 and 4.2, where
the investigations considered the most demanding service:real-time broadcasting.
The main conclusion is that using only one TV tower is not feasible, and additional
transmitters are necessary. The cost of high area coverage (i.e. over 90% of locations)
in a city-size DVB-H network is comparable to a cellular 3G system providing similar
data rates. The most scalable DVB-H network deployment was found the one with low
power transmitters on the cellular sites.

The conclusions of these studies outline the weaknesses of existing broadcasting in-
frastructures to provide mobile broadband services over a large area. As a consequence,
it is suggested that DVB-H networks should initially targetonly partial coverage of the
intended service area (e.g. a city plus suburbs). Obviously, the mobile terminals will
temporary experience lack of coverage when moving across this area. From this point in
the infrastructure roll-out there are two alternative paths: to deploy more sites in order
to eliminateoutage areas, or tohide the outage areas by employing smart error repair
mechanisms. If the business is successful the long term solution will be to deploy
more transmitters for improving the coverage and capacity.This does not mean that
the network operators should completely disregard the error repair. In fact, the choice
between installing new transmitters and sacrificing some ofthe QoS parameters, is a
result of a trade-off between coverage, capacity, and cost that the operator agree with.

In the second part of the chapter it is described this trade-off and an answer to the
fourth question (Q4) is provided. The error repair mechanism is proposed and evaluated
in [44] and [45].

[44] D. Gómez-Barquero,A. Bria , J. Zander, N. Cardona, Affordable Mobile TV
Services in Hybrid Cellular and DVB-H Systems. InIEEE Network Magazine, April
2007.

[The editorship was a collective work. I was responsible mostly on the description
of the proposed system architecture, and discussion on hybrid system performance.]

[45] D. Gómez-Barquero,A. Bria , Forward Error Correction for File Delivery in
DVB-H. In Proceedings IEEE Vehicular Technology Conference - Spring, April 2007,
Dublin, Ireland.

The above publications clearly outlined that demands imposed by real-time broad-
casting on the site density and transmission power can be relaxed if the real-time
constraint is relaxed. The bursty character of DVB-H transmissions combined with
a smart forward error correction technique, at the application layer, is the key to better
reception of signals by mobile users. Taking advantage of user mobility, the system
may compensate for coverage discontinuities by sending repair information between
the original service bursts. As a consequence, a framework for affordable IP Datacast
systems is introduced based on progressive and cost-efficient deployment of DVB-
H infrastructure. Instead of building an over-dimensionedDVB-H network which
supports indoor and vehicular users from the start, the proposal is to jointly utilize
the capabilities of existing broadcasting and cellular infrastructures, and to transmit
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redundant (repair) data in order to hide the DVB-H coverage discontinuities from the
user’s perception.

1.6.4 Operational Efficiency - a preview of Chapter 5

The main underlying assumption in this chapter is that once the infrastructure is in
place, the service provider’s goal is to deliver services atthe minimum cost. Only the
part of the the service cost which is related to the network operations is considered. To
answerQ5, the configuration of the radio transmissions is manipulated in order to take
advantage of the opportunistic situations, or better cope with unfavorable situations,
that can appear during service delivery period.

In [46] and [47] the application layer forward error correction (AL-FEC) is utilized
to hide the coverage discontinuities in DVB-H systems, by trading a part of system
capacity for improved user satisfaction. By sending additional parity data after the
original data bursts, the mobile terminals are able to recover what they missed during
the time they were in outage. In this way a part of the system capacity is utilized for
parity data when needed.

[46] D. Gómez-Barquero,A. Bria , Error Repair for Broadcast Transmissions
in DVB-H Systems. InWiley Journal for Wireless Communications and Mobile
Computing, accepted for publication in April, 2008.

[My main contributions are in the interpretation of the numerical results and the
description of the trade-offs between capacity, delay and perceived coverage.]

[47] D. Gómez-Barquero,A. Bria : Application Layer FEC for Improved Mobile
Reception of DVB-H Streaming Services. InProceedings IEEE Vehicular Technology
Conference - Fall, Sept. 2006.

[I initiated the work around using the application layer FECin the form of Raptor
coding for achieving a flexible trade-off between perceiveddata rate and coverage. The
paper was jointly edited.]

In the second part of the chapter, filecasting services and their associated costs
are in the main attention. Theopportunity costof using cellular and broadcasting
capacity for sending a multimedia file can vary over time according to the opportunistic
situations that can appear (e.g. the cost of sending certainamount of data over cellular,
or broadcasting, during peak hours is higher compared to off-peak hours.). It is assumed
that the service provider pays a fee proportional to the transmission time (air time) in
each system. Obviously, the higher the transmission data rate the lower the time needed
to transmit.

The cost of a multicast session depends on a number of factors. If multicasting
is emulated by means of point-to-point transmissions, as inthe traditional cellular
systems, the cost will be, more or less, proportional to the number of users involved.
When multicasting is implemented by radio broadcasting, as in the traditional radio
or TV broadcasting systems, the transmission cost is constant, i.e. regardless the
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number of users as long as all of them experience good reception conditions. The
chosen performance measure is the service cost, expressed as the sum of separated
costs for usage of cellular and broadcasting systems. Multicasting the same content
to many users raises an interesting optimization problem, as this sum is subject to a
minimization.

Today’s cellular systems make use of techniques based on adaptive modulation and
coding in order to achieve the maximum possible data rate on the radio channel for
the specific signal-to-(noise+interference) (SINR) ratioexperienced by each terminal.
Broadcasting systems are, in contrast, dimensioned to provide a single data rate over
the whole service area. The only mechanism that allows control of robustness of the
transmissions is due to the use of forward error correction.Accordingly, the more
parity data introduced in the transmission the more time it takes to deliver a specific
amount of user data. The question that arises is if there willbe significant gains if
the broadcasting system can also use adaptive rate, for controlling the area coverage
and system capacity. The answer to this question is in [48], where a novel cost-based
resource management technique is introduced. The technique is further developed and
its performance evaluated in [49], where the service cost minimization is shown to be
equivalent to finding the optimum broadcasting rate.

[48] A. Bria , Cost-Based Resource Management in Hybrid Cellular-Broadcasting
Systems. InProceeding of Vehicular Technology Conference - Spring, 2005 pp. 3183–
3187 Vol. 5., Stockholm, Sweden.

[49] A. Bria , Future Hybrid Cellular-Broadcasting Systems for Multimedia Multi-
casting. InProceedings of International Conference on Wireless and Mobile Commu-
nications (ICWMC), 2006, Bucharest, Romania.

Integration of the today’s most waived technology for mobile broadcasting, DVB-H,
in the proposed cost-based resource management is not possible, because modulation
and coding rate (MCR) is fixed for a given network deployment,and cannot be dynam-
ically changed. Accordingly, a DVB-H network cannot provide in one radio channel
more than one data rate, if we exclude the hierarchical modulation implementations,
which proved to be not popular among the network operators across the world.

As the operators cannot dynamically manipulate MCR during the service delivery,
the coverage and capacity of the DVB-H network are fixed for static users. However,
mobile users will be affected, temporarily, by shadowing and fast fading. For this
reason, a technique based on AL-FEC is proposed for implementing rate adaptivity
in a DVB-H system serving mobile terminals. Taking advantage of the spatial diversity
introduced by terminal mobility, in [50] it is shown how it ispossible to minimize the
service cost by trading system capacity and delay for enhancedperceived coverageat
mobile terminals, in much the same manner as would have been offered by changing
the modulation and coding rate. Unfortunately, this works only for mobile users. This
time the cost minimization is equivalent to deciding the optimum number of additional
parity bursts to be sent after original transmission.
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[50] A. Bria, Á. Gonźalez Font, Cost-Based Resource Management for Filecasting
Services in Hybrid DVB-H and 3G systems.Proceedings of IEEE International
Symposium on Wireless Communication Systems (ISWCS), Oct. 2008, Reykjavik,
Iceland.

[This is a continuation work of the cost based resource management, and the same
concepts were evaluated in a hybrid 3G and DVB-H system. The studies were proposed
and designed by me, while the numerical simulation work was performed by the second
author, under my supervision.]

Significant cost savings offered by the hybrid system compared to either cellular
or broadcasting systems, taken separately. Two interesting results were found. First,
the cooperation at network layer brings significant cost savings compared to a simple
interworking at application layer, but only when the targetgroup of users is too small
for being served in a wide area broadcasting system and too big to be served only with
the cellular system. otherwise the cost savings are marginal. Second, the information
about user distribution over the service area is absolutelynecessary for being able to
reach close to the upper bounds of the achievable cost savings.

1.6.5 Mobile TV Challenges - a preview of Chapter 7

Based on the outcomes of the previous chapters and a market study on Mobile TV, in
[51] the challenges that Mobile TV services will introduce in the technology, market,
and industry strategy are identified and described. The paper outlines the user and
operator expectations, together with some of the important, and mostly non-technical,
bottlenecks that have to be overcome for a successful business case.

[51] A. Bria , P. Kärrberg, and P. Andersson: TV in the mobile or TV for the mobile:
Challenges and Changing Value Chains. InIEEE International Symposium on Personal,
Indoor and Mobile Radio Communications (PIMRC), September 2007, Athens, Greece.

[This paper was a result of the Mobile TV project [52] (KTH andHH) and a
cooperation with London School of Economics and Political Science. I was the main
editor and presenter. I contributed with my own interpretation of challenges that Mobile
TV will impose to the wireless industry, given the studies onbusiness models and user
behavior performed by the other two authors.]
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1.7 Methodology

The design and dimensioning of systems based on hybrid cellular-broadcasting in-
frastructure is a multi-disciplinary domain, which spans over economic and business
aspects (e.g. trust and cooperation between operators and service providers), as well as
technology (e.g. radio resource management, forward errorcorrection, etc.).

Due to the nature of the services and system architectures weare looking at, the
time targeted for deployment of the envisioned systems is probably several years from
today. In such a case,setting the working assumptionsat the beginning of the work9

is one of the most important, but also most difficult, part of any research effort. The
fundamental problem with assumptions is that they are basedon conditions external to
the study (e.g. user preferences, social development, economic growth, etc.) and it is
unlikely that these external determinants will remain stable over the course of the study.
The exact future is uncertain and the experience of recent years shows that long term
predictions of the wireless market development have failedin many cases. Because of
this a substantial effort was spent in identifying trends, user expectations and technology
drivers before engaging in system design issues, infrastructure deployment and system
performance evaluation. Setting up the correct assumptions is crucial for understanding
how to evaluate the true potential of the proposed system design choices. The method
employed to establish the working assumptions was thescenario method[53]. The
work was conducted in an iterative manner. On numerous occasions we went back
and make alterations to work in progress. Preliminary ideas, drafts, etc. have been
presented and discussed at several occasions in different environments and with experts
from various fields, both from industry and academia. These external experts aided in
identifying important trends, research issues, etc. They also provided a sanity check of
our thinking and gave us feed-back in various ways.

As one of the assumptions is that revenues for services are considered to not increase
over time, the important aspects when introducing new services are mostly related to
the radio network related costs: the necessary investment in upgrading the network
infrastructure, the operational costs, and the scalability of these two expenses with
the user demand. For this reason, the aim is to provide a mapping of the technical
constraints into cost figures that can be utilized in a full business case analysis.

The main performance measure employed throughout the studies was thecost,
expressed as a measure of network infrastructure related expenses, necessary for
providing a certain service. The expenses are not expressedin monetary units, but
in assets (e.g. number of sites, spectrum bandwidth) or consumable (e.g. power).
Calculation of absolute values of the costs is therefore avoided. Instead, the choice
is to make comparisons with relevant reference cases and report relative cost values
(i.e. cost savings). Both the reference system and the proposed system are let to fulfill
the same technical constraints and the ratio of the obtainedcosts is calculated.

Monte Carlo simulations were utilized for gaining insight into the performance
achieved by the proposed system architectures and resourcemanagement techniques.
The numerical examples are based on the HSDPA and DVB-H current physical layer

9The most of the technical investigations started in 2004, after the scenario work has been finished.
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performance, but the studies allow to generalize the outcomes if other technologies
are employed. The impact of upper layers is disregarded, thus any data overhead
and delay due to signalling protocols, congestions in the transport network, etc.
are not considered. For the cost calculations and comparisons, only the cost of
network infrastructure is considered, while the costs of core network, service platforms,
marketing or administrative costs, etc. are excluded. Implementation issues are also
discussed and their impact on the realistic system performance is evaluated. Sensitivity
analysis of the results to different parameters is also performed.

The target confidence interval for the results obtained by numerical simulations is
1%. This is achieved by considering a large number of users (i.e. up to 10.000) in the
system and/or by running a large number of systems snapshots(e.g. between 5.000 and
10.000)10.

1.8 Definitions

The term infrastructure refers to the masts, antennas, sites, cables for data and
power, etc. The termnetwork is utilized for the the core network and the associated
infrastructure(s). Asystemconsists of one or more networks operated by anetwork
operator, and end-user terminals.

Service areais defined as the area where the service provider intends to provide the
service.

Area coverageis defined as the percentage of locations (test points) in theservice
area where the required CNR/SINR is met for a stationary receiver. For DVB-H, the
required CNR/SINR value is set according to the expected quality of service (e.g. max
5% lost bursts during the service time).

The term broadcasting refers to the distribution of audio and video content
to an audience. The distribution can be done through one or more distribution
channels provided by different distribution systems (IP networks, cellular systems, TV
broadcasting systems, etc.).

The termsradio broadcastingor physical layer broadcastingis utilized for referring
to radio transmissions (over-the-air) from one transmitter or a network of transmitters,
dedicated to all receivers in the service area. The transmitter(s) does not have any
information about existing receivers or if these receiversreceive the transmitted data
correctly.

The termmulticastingas a particular case of broadcasting when the distribution is
addressed to a specific group of terminals, called themulticast group. Every single
terminal in the multicast group has to correctly receive thetransmitted packets, or
it can communicate this failure back to the sender (e.g. using an uplink channel
provided by the cellular system), which can send the necessary repair information.
For example, multicasting can be implemented by radio broadcasting transmissions
followed by repair sessions performed either through additional broadcast transmissions

10If this confidence interval was not met in some of the presented studies due to complexity of simulations
it will be clearly stated.
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or unicast transmissions (through a cellular system, for example). Multicasting can be
also implemented by a number of point-to-point radio transmissions using a cellular
system, combined with radio broadcasting transmissions from a TV broadcasting tower.

The termbroadcasterrefers to the companies producing TV programs, for example
BBC, TV4, etc.

The termdistributor refers to distribution companies, for example ComHem cable
company, or Boxer for terrestrial TV in Sweden, but also somecellular operators.

The termcarrier is very much associated with the network operators. Examples are
Teracom for terrestrial TV in Sweden, or any of the cable network operators. Cellular
operators can also be seen as distributors of Mobile TV content.

1.9 Summary of Contributions

The main contributions of this dissertation are:

• Formulation of a set of working assumptions for doing relevant research on
the future wireless communication systems, and testing of the hybrid cellular-
broadcasting system against these assumptions.

• Utilization of established concepts from micro-economics, as congestion pricing,
opportunity cost and economies of scale and scope, in the design of novel radio
resource management in hybrid cellular-broadcasting networks.

• Description of the technical feasibility and scalability properties of a wide area
DVB-H network deployment.

• Evaluation of cost savings, both in infrastructure investments and operations,
offered by a hybrid cellular-broadcasting system comparedto the traditional
systems.



Chapter 2

System Modelling

This chapter presents the system modelling, focusing on identification of relevant
working assumptions and their implication on the problem definition. The chapter also
provides the motivation for the studies contained in the next chapters.

The trend towards heterogeneous systems is challenged in this dissertation, with
a particular focus on hybrid cellular-broadcasting infrastructures. The main reason
to look at such hybrid systems is the identification of a special class of interactive
multimedia applications, consisting of recreational and educational content1, which is
expected to generate a large amount of data traffic in future wireless networks [5]. These
services are characterized by a highly asymmetric traffic pattern (i.e. the user terminals
request massive amounts of information, while transmitting only short bursts of data
themselves) and multicast delivery, as most of the content is popular among customers.
Most of this content is not delay sensitive, in the sense thatit can be consumed at a
later point in time after its delivery in the terminal. As examples of such applications
we mention: time-shifted TV, video-clip download, cache memory synchronization
(e.g. AvantGo type of application), Itunes, etc. The mentioned service characteristics
(asymmetry, content popularity, and time shifted consumption) fit well with a hybrid
cellular-broadcasting system architecture.

2.1 Working Assumptions

This section outlines the main working assumptions about long-term specific aspects of
the social and market domains, which will have an important impact on the development
of the wireless systems and services. This step is absolutely necessary in any research
effort, which is concerned with systems which are going to befielded in the future,
and whose success and usage depends upon user adoption. Thisstep it is also often
the most difficult step, especially when targeting system deployment in, let’s say, ten
years time. In our specific context, it will be of little valueto investigate hybrid cellular-

1also found in literature asinfotaimentandedutainment

21
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broadcasting systems delivering today’s services, as voice calls, web browsing or TV
streaming, by simply assuming present consumption patterns, user behavior, and system
architectures. That is because even five years of wireless technology development is an
enormous time period, which involves significant changes. As a result, information
and wireless technologies will be soon regarded as commodities, and they will be taken
for granted by almost everyone on this planet. The paradox might be that the more
efficiently (and unobtrusively) these technologies fulfilltheir promises, the less people
will notice them. What can we assume about the future users of wireless services?
What services would they like to consume? How much are they willing to pay? To
whom is he or she going to pay? What will the wireless services market look like? etc.

The approach chosen was to develop scenarios of the future (see Appendix B),
designed to show possible future developments. Please notethat scenarios are not
predictions, but visions. They point in different directions, and can beseen as tool
for organizing our perceptions. The goal is to use the scenarios for making strategic
decisions that will be sound forall probable futures. No matter what actually occurs
in the future, by using this approach you are much more likelyto be ready for what
the future holds, if you have already thought about it thoroughly. The main focus
in our scenarios is on the challenges and development faced by the wireless industry
(i.e. operators, infrastructure and terminal vendors, service providers, and service
developers)2.

Through scenario rehearsal process, and keeping the hybridcellular-broadcasting
systems in mind, we were able to determine a set ofworking assumptionsabout the
future social, market and business environment in which these systems will be deployed.
The following compilation is probably not complete, but we believe that most important
aspects are included:

• Packet switching technology will dominate in the future systems, both in wired
and wireless domains.

• Broadcast media for public and local information services will remain a strong
business. This implies thatmulticastwill be one of the major type of information
and entertainment delivery in future systems.

• Cost of network planning and infrastructure deployment will significantly exceed
the cost of electronic equipment. From and economical perspective the deploy-
ment of new broadband wireless infrastructure will be too expensive to afford it,
soreusing already existing systemsbecomes a must.Competitionbetween many
operators and service providers will be encouraged by regulators, but it is likely
that several operators would prefer tosharea common pool of radio resources
(e.g. spectrum, sites) in order to save costs. Launching of wireless broadband
multimedia services will be initially enabled bycoexistence and cooperation
among all kind of existing wireless networks.

2The first set of scenarios were created in the 4GW project of the Personal Computing and
Communications program [5], the dissertation author was involved in the last part of the process. However,
in the Wireless Foresight project [54], he was an active memberfrom the beginning to the end
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• Wireless services will become a commodity. Competition and lower profit
margins will characterize the future market for wireless services, requiring
operators to be very careful when investing in new infrastructure. The user’s
willingness to pay for wireless services will remain constant, or probably
decrease over time, while the amount of bits transferred to and from the terminal
will have to increase.Over-dimensioningof network capacity must be avoided
and ascalableinfrastructure deployment will be preferred, so that cost scales
nicely with number of customers and bandwidth provided to them. One of the
most important goals of the system design is the achievementof economies of
scale(e.g. lower cost per customer as more customers join the network, lower
cost per TV program if more TV programs are provided, etc.).

• The terminals will exhibit a wide range of capabilities, handling several air-
interfaces, high data rate, and different user interfaces.However, short battery
time due to largepower consumptionwill remain a problem especially for
advanced multi-mode terminals. A multi-mode terminal supporting both DVB-H
and 3G at the same time (e.g. being capable to receive a phone call while the user
is watching Mobile TV) will probably consume a significant amount of power,
especially due to screen backlight, digital signal processing of the broadcasting
receiver, and traffic plus signalling exchanged with the cellular network [21].

• One essential condition for the mass market success of mobile multimedia
services is that they have to beaffordablefor the consumers. Future users are
definitely not prepared to spend more for wireless services than they pay today.
For these reasons, future wireless networks must be able to deliver, atlow cost,
significant quantities of bits to the user terminals. The cost of retrieving the
content through the radio interface should be much lower than the cost of the
content itself.

• The end user appreciates the feeling of beingalways best connected. The
implication of this is that users may have the opportunity tochoose not only
between different radio accesses available, but also between service providers,
billing mechanisms, etc.

• Users are already accustomed to being connectedanytime and anywhere, so
coverage (as perceived by the user) should not be compromised in the future. It is
not expected that future users are willing to sacrifice functionality for the added
value of mobility - mainly because he or she will rarely use any other stationary
telecommunication devices.

From the foresight studies a few approaches towards system design for low-cost
provisioning of future mobile multimedia services can be identified:

• Avoid over-dimensioning of network capacity and coverage,through sharing the
under-utilized resources of alternative systems (when they exist).
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• Try to reuse existing infrastructure instead of deploying new infrastructure. Share
existing infrastructure among different systems.

• Share bits among many users through physical layer broadcasting, when this is
possible and economically justified.

• Maximize theuser perception of coverageby hiding the coverage imperfections
utilizing clever techniques for off-line data delivery anddata caching and
management in user terminals.

These guidelines are reflected in the identification of the key problem addressed in
the dissertation:Resource management for efficiently sharing existing infrastructure
and radio resources among several operators and services.Ambient Networking
and its specific multi-radio resource management, introduced in the next chapter, is
therefore developed as a larger concept, which can be particularized for cellular-
broadcasting systems.

The cost based resource management techniques proposed forevaluation in Chapter
5 has its roots in the assumptions that future competition for radio resources will be
open and enabled by very flexible trade mechanisms. Introducing service cost in the
resource management and making an objective out of minimizing it is justified by
the assumption of mature markets, where revenue per user reaches a stable level and
cannot be increased any more, so the way towards increased profit is to decrease costs.
The competition between different operators, or service providers, for delivering their
services through shared cellular and broadcasting radio accesses is accounted for in the
chosen cost model.

2.2 Modelling the hybrid system

Our approach is DVB-H centric, with the 3G cellular system providing interactivity
for services, error reporting, and repair for the DVB-H broadcast channel. A short
description of the DVB-H system can by found in Appendix D.

The enabling factor for a smooth integration with cellular systems is the utilization
of Application Layer - Forward Error Correction (AL-FEC), based ondigital fountain
codes. Their advantage over the other FEC techniques are obvious in the context of
cellular-broadcasting integration. With a digital fountain, a client obtains encoded
packets from one or more servers, and once enough packets areobtained, the client
can reconstruct the original file [55]. AL-FEC is key to provide an efficient and flexible
error repair in hybrid cellular and DVB-H systems, as specific packets do not need to
be retransmitted as it would be needed with the alternative link layer technology, MPE-
FEC. With AL-FEC repair sessions simply consist of transmitting additional parity
packets that are useful to all users.

This concept is not new to the IPDC standard, as AL-FEC is already included in
the standard in the form of Raptor coding, for filecasting services. The use of AL-
FEC is essential to enable efficient and flexible error repair, as it provides amulti-burst
protectionof the transmission. AL-FEC is not considered for streamingservices in
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Figure 2.1: The hybrid cellular-broadcasting system architecture. AL-FEC data is
provided at the Media Server.

IPDC, but our proposal is to employ it within the current specifications by delivering
the streaming content as a succession of time-constrained files using File Delivery over
Unidirectional Transport Protocol (FLUTE).

We believe that an essential factor for lowering the cost of service is to avoid
full DVB-H area coverage from the very beginning and performincremental DVB-H
network deployment based upon the user demand. Thus, we propose to take advantage
of the bursty character of DVB-H transmissions and the users’ mobility in order to
hide the coverage discontinuitiesfrom user perception. This is possible by sending
additional parity data, either via DVB-H or the cellular network, during the time
intervals between the original service bursts. This approach also enables faster time-
to-market for DVB-H, as it can quickly trade capacity and delay for improved user
satisfaction. This is important as deployment of new infrastructure might take years.

Our solution targetsinteroperability at the network layer, following the current
trends proposed in a larger context by the Ambient Networks (EU IST-FP6) project
[56, 57, 18]. The cellular system is seen not only as an interaction channel for error
reporting, but also as means to deliver repair data. Therefore, user perceived reliability
and coverage can be significantly enhanced by the redundancyoffered by the cellular
systems, achieving an efficient use and reuse of the access networks. The hybrid system
architecture is depicted in Figure 2.1.

Evolved 3G (E3G) cellular networks appears to be a very good complement DVB-
H networks, due to the recent enhancements of the 3G standardwith high speed point-
to-point connections using High-Speed Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA) technology
[6]. Moreover, the use of the cellular systems can improve radio resource utilization
in DVB-H. In a realistic scenario, there will always be some users that experience
significantly worse DVB-H reception conditions than the majority (due to fading, noise,
and interference), and it may be cheaper to serve them through the cellular network
instead of over-dimensioning the DVB-H infrastructure.
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2.2.1 AL-FEC for Error Repair in Hybrid Systems

AL-FEC is a new technique based on spreading variable size parity data (generated by
Raptor coding) among two or more bursts. Its use is proposed with twofold goals:
first to provide a mechanism for trading data rate for improved robustness of the
transmission, and second to hide the coverage discontinuities for vehicular users at the
expense of higher packet delay.

We identify three alternatives for error repair of the source data using AL-FEC in a
hybrid cellular and DVB-H system. They differ in the way the parity data is transmitted:

• Broadcast over the whole service area in an additional DVB-Hburst.

• Transmitted through the cellular system, using a dedicatedconnection (e.g.,
HSDPA).

• Transmitted through the cellular system, using cell broadcasting (e.g. MBMS).

The ability of the cellular system to deliver parity data will heavily depend on the
distance between users and cellular base stations and the network load. One alternative
is to deliver parity data on request. That is, terminals notify the media server when
the additional parity packets are needed. Parity information will be transmitted either
through dedicated connections (e.g. HSDPA) or cell broadcasting (e.g. MBMS),
according to the number of users in a cell and their receptionconditions. Another
alternative is to continuously push parity data in already known problematic areas using
cell broadcasting, so that terminals can directly listen tothe cellular transmission. We
investigated only the situations when dedicated connections are used, and leave the cell
broadcasting cases for future work.

Forstreaming services, one possibility is to transmit pre-scheduled additional bursts
with parity information several seconds after the originalbursts, as exemplified in
Figure 2.2. This method was first introduced and evaluated in[47].

The principle is simple. Mobile terminals unable to successfully decode a burst will
synchronize to the extra burst, having an extra chance to receive the content correctly
before the next burst arrives. Note that the extra bursts arededicated to the mobile
users moving around locations where there is discontinuouscoverage. Users in good
coverage locations will neglect all extra bursts.

This technique trades system capacity, delay, and terminalpower consumption for
improved mobile user satisfaction, taking advantage of thespatial diversity introduced
by users’ mobility. User velocity, time between the original and additional bursts,
and shadowing (slow fading) characteristics (i.e., standard deviation and correlation
distance) determine the statistical correlation between reception conditions of both
bursts. The lower the correlation between reception conditions, the higher the
probability of successful mitigation of coverage discontinuities. For example, the
probability that a terminal in a bad reception position willthis bad reception position by
the time the extra burst is transmitted will be very low if theterminal moves very slow,
if the fading correlation distance is very high, or if the thetime between transmissions
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Figure 2.2: Example of error repair for streaming services using AL-FEC in DVB-H
[46].

is very short. However, if any of these is false, then the probability of a difference in
the reception will increase.

Terminal’s power consumption will increase for each additional parity burst to
which the terminal is synchronized. Depending on the reception conditions, some
terminals may receive more extra bursts than others. Thus, terminals that do not need
to receive this extra data will have to not synchronize to additional bursts, otherwise
they pay in their own power consumption for the improved coverage of users in poor
reception areas.

Terminals not able to decode a burst can receive repair data through the cellular
network before the next burst is received. The most advantageous scenario is when a
terminal receives just a bit less than the amount of data necessary to recover the burst,
so few repair packets are needed. Otherwise, in the worst case, the whole burst can be
carried by the cellular system, if it is economically justified.

If the recovery of a burst cannot be performed in time, there are two alternatives:
either the burst is discarded and the user will never see the associated content, or
the terminal must wait until the burst is completely recovered, while caching in the
meantime the next DVB-H bursts. This will introduce a time-shift in the presentation
of the content, but none of the content will be lost. In general, repairing bursts for
streaming services implies the introduction of a delay, equal to the time between
the original and additional bursts when using DVB-H, or equal to time needed to
receive the repair data required when using the cellular network. The advantage is
that the multimedia stream will restart, after a break, fromthe same point where it
was interrupted. On the other hand, this may lead to a time shift between streams
played in different terminals. However, for most streamingservices, except for some
live transmissions (e.g., a football game), this time shiftmay not be an issue at all.
Unfortunately, the trials for mobile TV did not included considerations of these aspects,
so we cannot be sure about the user acceptance.
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Figure 2.3: Example of error repair for file delivery using AL-FEC and MPE-FEC in
DVB-H. The file size is 6 Mb and MPE-FEC coding rate is 3/4, meaning that the file is
divided into 4 bursts (burst size is 2Mb) and the correction can cope with a percentage
of erroneous sections per burst up to 25% [46].

For filecasting services, error repair with AL-FEC can be performed by simply
transmitting additional parity data bursts after the original file has been sent, as shown
in Figure 2.33. The service provider has to determine a fixed parity overhead to be
transmitted over DVB-H (which determines the number of bursts per source block),
that is sufficient for nearly all users in the intended coverage area. How much
parity is transmitted in DVB-H depends on the anticipated network conditions, service
characteristics, target users, and the amount of additional bandwidth or transmission
time that can be used. Too little repair data will not allow most mobile users to recover
the source block, while a too much amount of repair data will consume resources that
could be used for other services.

2.2.2 The infrastructure cost models

Both cellular and broadcasting systems contain two major components: the Core
Network (CN) and the Radio Access Network (RAN). The focus ison the RAN costs,
as they are significantly higher than CN costs. A simplified cost function of a RAN is
assumed, which models the cost proportional to the number ofsites, as suggested in
[13].

In general, the RAN cost involves two different terms: one time costs4 (e.g. sum
of site acquisition, mast, electronic equipment, cabling,etc.) and operating costs5 (e.g.
electricity consumption, site rental, maintenance, data link, etc.). The main assumption

3This is the standardized transmission mode in IPDC when using AL-FEC. The drawing also illustrates
the difference between MPE-FEC and AL-FEC. In the case of MPE-FEC, if a receiver misses one burst, it
must wait until that specific burst is retransmitted.

4Capital Expenditure CAPEX.
5Operational Expenditure - OPEX.
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is that the existing cellular and TV broadcast infrastructure is reused, thus investment
in building new sites is neglected. As the annualized investment in equipment6 is
small compared to other network related costs, we mainly assume that the site costs
are dominated by the operating costs.

For the case of broadcasting TV towers, the annualized equipment cost and
operating costs are assumed to be proportional to the transmitted power (due to power
amplifiers, antenna system, electricity consumption, etc.). The linear dependence
between cost and transmission power is justified by the modular construction of modern
power amplifiers, cost of antennas and cables, and supply power consumption7.

2.3 Multicast/Broadcast service modelling

Future wireless multimedia services can be described by three parameters which are,
more or less, directly related to the network infrastructure cost and efficiency of
resource usage, which in turn determines to a large extent the cost of a service [38].

First, and most important is thedata rate. The adaptiveness of digital content,
enabled by a generous number of video and audio CODECs, makesthis parameter more
and more elastic. For example, a video stream can be encoded with different quality
leading to different data rates. However, aminimum data ratemight still define a large
class of applications. The systems must be adaptive in orderto efficiently carry services
with low, high, and variable data rate.

Next is thepopularity of the contentamong the users. We may experience anything
from very high popularity (e.g. videoclips or live transmissions from the Olympic
Games) to very low popularity (e.g. an obsolete movie seriestargeting a limited class
of customers). For this reason, the systems should be able tohandle both unicasting
and multicasting/broadcasting in an efficient manner.

Another is thetolerance for delay, in the sense that the actual consumption of the
content may happen some time after the delivery time or the time of the content creation.
For services such as live streaming from a sport event, usersare not likely to tolerate
excessive delay. In contrast, video clips from the same event may be downloaded
and stored in the terminal over night and visualized the nextmorning. In most cases,
increased delay can be traded for reduced network cost.

Tolerance to errorsis another property that stresses the service provisioning. For
video and music content the user does not visually perceive bit errors as long as the
quality of image and sound is acceptable. This is not the casefor games or other
interactive applications, where errors may not be tolerated at all. Tolerance to errors
has an impact on some important design parameters, such as tonetwork reliability, area
coverage, etc.

The manner in which the service is initiated is also important. When the content
is ordered separately by each user we have apull-service, while when the content is

6Annualized investment is the equivalent cost per year of owning an asset over the planned lifespan.
7Proportionality between cost and power was observed by studying several manufacturer offers, and

confirmed during interviews with persons working for the broadcasting industry. References can be provided
on request.
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supplied by the provider, without a specific request at a certain moment in time from
the user, we have apush-service. Obviously, the push-type of delivery is best for
an operator, as the operator has the liberty to efficiently configure and schedule the
transmissions. Filecasting is a good example of push-service.

2.3.1 Multicast/Broadcast service classification

3GPP service concepts (the QoS classification can be found in[58]) already identify
two service categories that are applicable to multicast/broadcast:

• streaming- typically a guaranteed and constant bit-rate transmission.

• backgroundor download- a transmission with non-guaranteed bit-rate that could
be interrupted and resumed.

Considering the existing 3GPP concepts, but departing fromthem, in [38] we pro-
pose for multicast/broadcast services the following classification for multicast/broadcast
services, that will be utilized in (and across) the presented studies8:

• Real-time streaming9: streaming services (e.g. breaking news, video-goals,
scheduled TV programs) that need to be transmitted as soon aspossible either
when they become available, or at a scheduled time. No (or very low) tolerance
to delays, but tolerance to data errors.

• Streaming: streaming services (e.g. streaming of news and events) which should
be transmitted simultaneously in the whole service area, while possibly being
re-scheduled and delayed. Tolerance to data errors.

• Download: download services (e.g. download of audio and video files) which can
be transmitted at different times in different parts of the service area. Tolerance
to delays and data errors.

• Error-free download: download services (e.g. software updates, file download)
which can be transmitted at different times in different parts of the service area.
Tolerance to delays, but no tolerance to data errors, which is typically achieved by
retransmissions. Retransmissions can even use multicast/broadcast mechanisms.

8This service classification is not exhaustive and a number of mixed configurations could also exist.
9In the broadcast industry context this corresponds tolive broadcasting.



Chapter 3

Ambient Networking

Lower network deployment cost is the key driver for multi-access heterogeneous
wireless systems. Each of the existing wireless technologies has its own strengths
and weaknesses. For example, WLAN offers short range broadband communication;
cellular systems provide wide area coverage, but only point-to-point communication;
and TV and radio broadcasting networks are the most common way of simultaneous
distribution of news, entertainment, and other mass content. Ideally, in each location
the most suitable technology should be deployed, hencereducing costs by using the
right technology in the right place.

A key enabler of a multi-access system is the ability of newermobile terminals
to handle several radio access technologies at the same time(e.g. Bluetooth, WLAN,
GSM, 3G, and DVB-H). In this way it becomes possible for the mobile terminal to
switch from one technology to another, or use them simultaneously1 (E.g. in the case of
Nokia N95, SonyEricsson G900, etc.). For example, providing full area coverage with
only one technology is no longer required, but rather all these technologies together can
enable the terminal to bealways connected.

A new innovative, industrially exploitable network visionwas developed under the
Ambient Networks project2 [56, 57, 18], based on dynamic coordination and integration
between networks to avoid adding to the growing patchwork ofextensions to existing
architectures. Networks target forthcoming dynamic communication environments
where a multitude of different wireless devices, radio access technologies, and network
operators can cooperate as well as compete by means of instantaneous inter-network
agreements.

Ambient Networking [56] is the result of convergence, seen from the perspectives
of services, devices, networks and business. Users appreciate to bealways best
connectedwhile remainingtechnology agnostic. Moore’s law has sustained the device
convergence so that today we experience a wide range of devices, from low end

1Note that in some cases the use of multiple technologies simultaneous is a violation of regulations, for
example in the US FCC Part 15 regulations a device may not use both frequency hopping and spread spectrum
at the same time. Hence Bluetooth and IEEE 802.11b WLAN cannot beused at the same time.

2EU - Frame Program 6
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supporting one technology to high-end featuring multiple technologies, both for fixed
and mobile network access. The Internet paradigm and IP networking are now the norm
for all the communication networks. Business convergence is a consequence of the
other three mentioned convergence trends, and it means thatcommunication services
are bundled and offered to the customers by using any of the available channels. It also
means that market actors will face a more open and competitive marketplace, where
opportunities have to be quickly identified and exploited. Important business decisions
will need to be made in no time and cooperation between marketactors will be key
for taking full advantage of the identified opportunities. However, this will be possible
only if efficiently supported by technology, at anaffordable cost[35]. Lowering the
deployment cost mainly benefits the established operators,but Ambient Networking
also enables a business environment where entry barriers for new or smaller players
will be lowered, increasing competition and lowering the end-user costs.

The framework for dynamic cooperation between both different kinds of networks
as well as between business entities is based on a novel concept, called Network
Composition. The terms and conditions of the technical and commercial cooperation
can be negotiated on the fly and described by aComposition Agreement (CA).

The future communication networks are expected to use a common multi-service
layered architecture. Networks will have distinct layers for services, control, backbone,
and access. Hereafter, the focus is on the control layer. Theproposed mean for
cooperation is acommon control plane, distributed across the individual, heterogeneous
networks. This new control plane functionality can be deployed both as an integral
component of future network architectures that have betterintrinsic support for network
heterogeneity or as an add-on to existing, legacy networks that allows them to inter-
operate with future networks [57]. Ambient Networks are based on the ”all-IP
networks” vision and adopts the Internet design principles. The most important aspects
of this approach is a clear separation between transport andcontrol related tasks. The
control space is not only responsible with the management ofthe transport functions
within its own network, but also for the establishments of agreements with neighboring
networks which are willing to cooperate for providing end-to-end services through the
setup of a service chain over several networks. The implementation of such a control
layer is not only a technological challenge fort the networkinfrastructure, but also for
the user interface.

3.1 The Business Environment enabled by AN

This section describes the business environment in which weexpect the future
multimedia services will be provided. The focus is on identifying the business roles
specific to the wireless services market.

Disintegration of the communication market is taking placeand the separation of
business roles will probably encourage new market actors toexist, being very focused
on one or only few specific roles or activities [18]. If different businesses provide
complementary functionality and cooperate, then their overall operating costs can
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Figure 3.1: Ambient Networking [18]

be reduced. The operational costs and the amount of investments can be lowered
through a shared use of the existing infrastructure, resulting in a reduced need for
over-provisioning. Furthermore, cooperating actors may benefit from a larger customer
base. The most obvious example is when several access providers covering different
or overlapping areas, jointly establish a network with greater coverage and increased
capacity. Such cooperation, in this case a roaming agreement, does not come for free.
First, some new technical functions are needed and secondly, there is a cost for the setup
of a business relationship. Such business relationships can be very diverse and complex,
leading to a multitude of scenarios, where actors can behavein a manner ranging from
fully cooperative and very competitive with each other. Based on a common view
developed in the AN Project, the most important business roles are shown in Figure
3.2.

The different business roles involve certain activities which can be can be taken
by differentmarket actors. An example set of activities associated with each business
role is shown in Figure 3.3. A market actor is a business entity, that fulfills one or a
specific set of roles. For example, the dissertation refers to cellular network operators,
broadcasting network operators or virtual network operators as being market actors, that
fulfill the role of access provisioning. They can also take other roles, such as access or
service provisioning/aggregation.

The content providersare the ones who owns and aggregate the content, and are
paid for it either directly by the user or by the service provider. A good example are
the TV channel companies (broadcasters). A TV channel is both a content producer
and aggregator, due to its ability to both generate and buy raw material. Content can be
presented as data files or data streams, be stored or generated live. Today, the content
providers retain more than 70% of the revenues generated by mobile TV services.

The service providersestablish the communication services for the users. The
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Figure 3.2: Ambient Networks - Overview of the business roles.

Figure 3.3: Business roles, and associated activities.
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service provider is responsible with implementing the connection to external networks
(including Internet), ensuring that every user is reachable, and managing the different
access pipes that are available to the user. They may also process the content, for
example adapt it to different viewing conditions (e.g. variable screen size, short clips,
etc.). Usually, users have a direct relation with the service provider, as all the aspects
related to quality of service, support, and their perceivedvalue for the money are
supervised by their service provider. MobiTv3 is a good example of a service provider
for Mobile TV.

The service aggregatorsdo the bundling of services coming from several service
providers into a service package the users can buy.

The access providersdeal with the direct connection of the users terminals. One
access provider may operate one or more radio access networks, using dedicated
technologies (here 3G and DVB-H) that can be accessed by the users over a certain
area, for example local, regional, or national. The traditional access providers are
the cellular and broadcasting network operators. Cellularoperators have tried to
combine and integrate most of the presented business roles,especially access and
service provisioning (leading to vertically integrated businesses). Their goal in taking
over the content provisioning is an attempt to secure the revenues coming from selling
content. However, this was not a successful approach, and today the operators are
mainly distributing content and have less interest in production and aggregation of
content.

The access aggregatorshave a similar role as the service aggregators, bundling
several accesses into one package that can be offered to the service providers.
Multicasting over a hybrid cellular and broadcasting system, is a good example of
activity that can lead to emergence of this role, which can betaken by a virtual network
operator, who manages to gain partial control over both cellular and broadcasting access
networks in exchange for a fee. However, the aggregator’s role can be also taken by one
of the cellular or broadcasting operators. In this case, theComposition of cellular and
broadcasting networks may be mediated by anaccess broker, as shown in Figure 3.4.

The Access Brokeris an external entity which has trust relationships with all
operators that are involved in the communication (as the operators do not have trust
relationships directly between each-other). Obviously, this broker can facilitate a
certain amount of information flow among operators. The broker can also negotiate
pricing schemes with network operators, on behalf of the users.

3.2 Multi-Radio Access Architecture

In order to facilitate dynamic composition of access networks, a Multi-Radio Access
(MRA) architecture has been devised consisting of Multi-Radio Resource Management
(MRRM) and Generic Link Layer (GLL) functionality. In Figure 3.5 the solid lines
represent user plane data flow while the dashed lines show theMRA (MRRM and
GLL) signaling through the layers. Arrows indicate controlinterfaces between different

3http://www.mobitv.com
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Figure 3.4: Simplified mobile multimedia value chain.

functional blocks, carrying information and control commands (e.g. for configuration
or for measurement data retrieval) [59].

One of the key objectives of the MRA architecture is the efficient utilization of the
multi-radio resources by means of effective radio access selection mechanisms. This
is of interest to end users, providers, and regulators. Users and providers benefit from
flexible use of different types of radio accesses (RA), including selection of abesttype
of access, both from a user’s point of view, (e.g., low cost, high bit rate), and from
a provider point of view ( e.g., load sharing among managed radio access networks).
Users benefit from getting access toany network, support for rapid establishment of
roaming agreements (dynamic roaming), and efficient announcing strategies (of both
user needs and provider offers) is available. This calls forthe management of the overall
network resources of multiple network providers and operators. MRA is the part of the
Ambient Control Space that is closest to the radio interface.

The MRA architecture consists of two main components:Multi Radio Resource
Management (MRRM), for joint management of radio resources and load sharing
between the different RAs; andGeneric Link Layer (GLL), which provides a toolbox
for unified link layer processing, offering a unified interface towards higher layers and
an adaptation to the underlying radio access technologies.MRRM maps higher level
requests to the services provided by GLL. In this dissertation only MRRM is employed.

The main feature of MRA is resource sharing and dynamic agreements between
ANs, including different access providers, through Composition. Other features include
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Figure 3.5: Multi-Radio Access Architecture [37]

efficient advertising, discovery and selection of RAs (the possibility for a user to
simultaneously communicate over multiple RAs, in parallelor sequentially), and
efficient link layer context transfers. Further, the MRA architecture supports multi-
radio multi-hop communication using both moving and fixed relays.

3.3 Multi-Radio Resource Management

A general framework for multi-radio resource management (MRRM) in multi-operator
and multi-radio environments is defined in [37]4 and later analyzed in [59, 60, 61]. This
section summarizes these results.

Located in the control plane, the MRRM consists ofradio access coordinationand
network-complementing RRM functions(see Figure 3.5). RA coordination is generic
and includes the principal coordination abilities, such asload/congestion control and
RA selection. In contrast, the network-complementing RRM functions are RAT-specific
functions, and provide missing (or enhance inadequate) RRMfunctions to legacy or
future networks, or act as translation layer between the RA coordination functions and
RA intrinsic RRM functions. The MRRM RA coordination functions are generic and
can coordinate the RAs at system, session, and flow level. A detailed description of the
connectivity framework and level specific abstraction employed in AN is provided in
Appendix C.

The MRRM functions are built upon, or mapped onto the networkintrinsic RRM
functions, which belong to the underlying radio access. Signaling among MRRM
communicating entities is conveyed either over IP or directly mapped onto the GLL.
The MRRM handles the access to radio resources, over both single- and multi-hop
links, provided by the available radio accesses, where eachradio access corresponds to

4The work was performed under the IST FP6-Ambient Networks project [36].
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distinct or possibly identical RATs and administrative entities.
MRRM aims at providing flexibility in the implementation of service delivery

over different spectrum and business regimes for both legacy and future technologies.
Basically, RA coordination consists of the following functions:

• RA Advertising : informs about the presence of a network, the ability to
communicate and cooperate with other networks and/or its capabilities to provide
a given service - possibly in a business oriented fashion (with associated costs).
For example, proxy advertisements could be sent on behalf ofother access
providers or network nodes.

• RA Discovery: uses the RA Advertisements to identify and monitor candidate
RAs and routes for specific flows.

• RA Selection: selects the appropriate RAs for a given flow. The RA Selection
process completes in two steps: The first step is the RA Evaluation wherein
several parameters may be considered, including signal quality and strength,
end-user QoS needs, end-user cost-capacity performance, multi-operator network
capacity, RA capabilities, RA status, RA availability, user and provider pref-
erences and policies, and operator revenues in single/multi-operator scenarios.
This evaluation is followed by an RA Admission decision, ensuring that already
established QoS agreements are protected. The RA Selectionfunction also
involves negotiation of MRRM roles during composition, andexchange of rele-
vant information during MRRM operation (through various forms of information
exchange).

• RA Monitoring : provides measurements data (e.g., different network load
measures) as input to other MRRM functions.

• Overall Resource Management: maintains an overall control of network
resources and protects established QoS agreements pro-actively within an AN
and in coordination with other ANs. Means for this include load sharing,
excess QoS elimination, QoS downgrading, flow/session dropping and dynamic
spectrum control within or between RAs.

MRRM functions can be centralized or decentralized. If decentralized, the functions
can be spread over the MRRM entities of different ANs depending on network
composition agreements (e.g., master-slave relation), among the constituent RAs.
Additionally, MRRM functions should support single-hop ormulti-hop networking
(including ad hoc networks) as well as multicast/broadcastservices.

3.3.1 Access Selection

As the fundamental MRRM function, Access Selection5 uses knowledge about avail-
able access flows for a particular terminal to assign one or more flows to each

5Through the first phase of AN project the dissertation authormainly contributed to the Access Selection
functionality.
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active AN bearer [60]6. Access Selection function decides which (radio) access
flow(s) (among the available ones) that should be used for theend-to-end bearer in
a multi-radio access scenario. An access flow can contain a single access link, in
case of single-hop communication or multiple access links in case of multi-hop or
multicast/broadcast communication. The radio access flowsare the elements managed
by MRA functionality.

Access selection may consider many parameters when determining the best flow-
to-bearer mapping. Smart algorithms are needed to react to any changes in conditions,
e.g., deteriorations in radio signal quality, and reallocate resources accordingly. For the
purpose of RA selection, MRRM interacts with other functional areas which implement
the other AN control functions such as handover control, context management, security
control, etc.

In general, the objective of the Access Selection can be realized via optimization
of a utility function. This utility function can be derived from a single performance
metric or a weighted combination of several performance metrics, such as achievable
user throughput, blocking or dropping probability, communication costs (in terms
of resource consumption and/or price), resource utilization (load balancing), etc.
Examples of criteria for optimization can be: radio link quality (e.g. highest SINR),
the lowest congestion level, lowest cost, etc.

3.3.2 Multi-Radio Access Selection Input Parameters

For any decision process, there is some information necessary for making the decision.
The Access Selection uses as input one or more parameters that characterize the
candidate access flows, user’s terminal, and the desired service [60]. These parameters
can be divided in the following two broad categories:

1. Static parameters: The values of these parameters change on a time-scale that is
much longer than the usual life-time of a flow (or session) andare not dependent
on the current radio or load conditions. Examples of such parameters are: Access
Point (AP) capacity, service QoS requirement (rate, delay,jitter, etc.), RAT
preference, financial costs (Euros/min or Euros/MByte), terminal capabilities,
and level of integration among RAs (this determines the amount and type of
management information that can be exchanged).

2. Dynamic parameters: The parameters in this category are dynamic because their
values vary on a time-scale (e.g. hours, minutes, seconds oreven milliseconds)
that is comparable to (or less than) the usual session life-time and depend on
the current load conditions, user’s speed and location, etc. Examples of such
parameters are: AP load and congestion level, instantaneous or averaged radio
link characteristics (signal strength, interference level, SINR, etc.), amount of
resources needed for satisfactory communication quality,congestion costs, and
the terminal mobility.

6The dissertation author has contributed in this paper in section Multi-Radio Access Selection Concepts
and provided figure 5.
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The input information for the Access Selection will be signalled between the
MRRM entities either via a fixed network (on the network side)or transmitted by the
network or the terminals over the air. For signaling over theradio interface the network
and/or terminals could use either broadcast or dedicated radio channel. This signaling is
necessary in order to make this information available to theMRRM entities throughout
the MRA system for their own RA selection decisions.

3.3.3 Multi-Radio Access Selection Deployment

In case of Multi-operator networks, RA selection is strongly influenced by the level of
cooperation and/or competition between the network operators. In order to present the
effects on the Access Selection we defined the following three categories7:

1. Fully cooperative operators.

In this case the different RAs from different operators fully share the control over
their respective resources. This level of cooperation was agreed upon during the
composition process and also configured in the MRRM functions. Effectively,
this situation is equivalent to a single operator case.All relevant information
that is required for the Access Selection decision is available (e.g. operator-
sensitive information such as current congestion level, resource consumption per
user, pricing information, etc.), is freely shared betweenthe MRRM entities, and
can be used in the Access Selection decisions.

2. Partially cooperative operators

In this case the different operators only partially share the control over their
respective resources. The information available to the MRRM entities for the
Access Selection decision is limited because some of the operator-sensitive
information is filtered out (i.e. not exposed to the other operators). This
information could be the congestion level, pricing, resource consumption, etc.
However, a certain amount of trust is established and some compensation
schemes has been agreed upon. For example, if a user is transferred from operator
A to operator B, then operator B might shift other user(s) back to operator A in
order to fairly share of traffic and revenues.

3. Non-cooperative (fully competing) operators

In this case there is no shared control of the operators’ resources, but rather fierce
competition for the users. The Access Selection algorithm here has rather limited
information available to make the access selection. Unlikein the previous cases,
where access selection was mainly the job of the network, thephysical location
of the Access Selection functionality in this non-cooperative case is expected to
be either at an MRA anchor node (e.g. Access Broker or Access integrator) or
in the terminal. If brokers do not exist and Access Selectionhappens only in

7Note here that in reality any degree of cooperation is possible, i.e. the cooperation level could be
interpolated between these three categories.
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the terminal, then operators can compete by sending offers (e.g. broadcast or
personalized pricing information) to the user terminals, helping them in select an
RA. This applies in scenarios where the operators compete for offering the same
service to a limited number of users. However, an important consideration in this
kind of access selection is system stability, i.e. the risk of having a (large) group
of terminals frequently change between the operators due tochanges in pricing
information.

3.4 Multicast/Broadcast Services in Ambient Networks

The description of multicast/broadcast services that are expected to arise in the future
networks, along with theservice provisioning methods (advertising, joining, polling
and tracking)andMRRM functionsneeded for their support in Ambient Networks are
introduced in [38]. This description is necessary in order to understand the particular
impact of multicast/broadcast to the overall service transmission scheme and MRRM
functions that might be needed in a multi-access environment.

3.4.1 Advertising

An multicast/broadcast service may need to be advertised before being transmitted.
This advertisement may very well be an multicast/broadcasttransmission itself, and
potentially triggering interaction with the user (or more precisely with their terminal)
such as joining the advertised service, requesting more details of the advertised service
or requesting advertisements of similar services. Serviceadvertisements might be sent
over different RATs and communication paths. These messages may indicate how the
service will be delivered through the different RATs and communication paths , i.e.:
whether RATs and communication paths are chosen a priori or dynamically, or whether
a negotiation should occur over a specific RAT. The area whereadvertising is performed
may not correspond to the service area intended for multicast/broadcast service delivery
either geographically (due to mobility) and/or in terms of coverage (due to the presence
of multiple RATs).

3.4.2 Joining

It can be useful to request that users join a service in order to be able to receive
the service later on. The joining procedure could provide the user with appropriate
decoding keys, and/or it could be a mechanism employed by theservice provider for
tracking the users. However, even in the case of multicast, the joining is not strictly
needed, since a multicast transmission could be an encrypted broadcast transmission
where only the intended users are able to decode the transmission (thanks to some other
mechanism through which keys can be exchanged). Joining messages could be sent
through different RATs, as well as they may be relayed through multiple hops, even
outside the service area.
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3.4.3 Polling/ and Tracking

Simply knowing the number of interested users is not sufficient: their RAT capabilities
and radio conditions are also important in order to decide which are the most appropriate
RATs, multi-hop routes, and channel types (common/dedicated) for transmission. For
these reasons it is typically useful topoll the users that are interested in receiving the
content. Polling might also be useful for broadcast transmissions in a multi-RAT and
multi-hop environment, in order to to avoid transmitting any content if there are no
users listening. There is of course a trade-off between the signaling that would be
needed in polling (including the time and delay that it implies) and the actual resource
savings that it can provide. This trade-off depends on the specific network scenario.
A similar result could also be obtained through atracking. In this case, before the
service becomes available for transmission, interested users are polled, and their status
and reachability within the network are continuously updated over time. By doing
so, when the service becomes available for transmission, the network would already
have all information needed to decide upon the most suitableRATs and communication
paths. In the best of worlds, there may be networks where multicast/broadcast services
are delivered through fast, optimal, and dynamic coordination of all possible RATs and
hops. However, such a solution would likely imply a significant signaling load, and
complexity in the polling/tracking mechanism, therefore it might only be suited for
relatively small networks, while not representing a scalable solution as such.

3.4.4 MRRM functions for multicast/broadcast support

We summarize here the main characteristics of the MRRM functions needed for the
support of the described service provisioning methods, both from the distribution side
and the receiver side. With distribution side we mean the source as well as any potential
AN node or receiver functioning as a relay towards further receivers. The distribution
side RRM should be able to:

• Operate on a service area defined such that it accounts for multiple RATs and
communication paths, as well as multiple domains and movingnetworks.

• Use (Fixed or Dynamic) resource reservation strategies.

• Use the reserved resource for other services with non-guaranteed QoS, when the
resource is idle.

• Identify spare resources in sub-parts of the service area for transmission of
multicast/broadcast service content in those areas.

• Advertise the service possibly through different RATs and hops, with potential
user interaction.

• Poll the involved users over possibly different RATs and hops, either just before
transmission (polling) or in advance, keeping memory of their status over time
(tracking).
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• Poll the users over the whole or part of the service area in order to learn whether
the transmissions of all or only specific parts of the contentare still required. This
may also be initiated by the user.

• Transfer ongoing sessions to available RATs in order to freeup resources to
support a pending service.

The receiver side includes the intended destinations of content delivery (e.g. users,
sensors, etc.), plus any potential AN functioning as a relaytowards further receivers.
The receiver side RRM should be able to:

• Join the service through possibly different RATs and hops, independently from
the side where this is initiated.

• Require transmission of the whole or specific parts of the multicast/broadcast
service content (e.g. some packets or frames).

• Combine different transmissions over possibly different RATs to improve the
quality of the received content.

3.5 Validation of AN architecture

The Ambient Networks project developed a complete and coherent solution for a
control architecture in future networks based on heterogeneous radio access. In
particular, the concept of Ambient Control Space has been proposed to support
a technology-agnostic, modular, and dynamic control plane. The second phase
of the project (2006-2007) had an increased focus on validation, where two com-
plementary tracks were followed: proof-of-concept prototyping and performance
evaluation through simulations. The prototype modules, focusing on requirement
engineering, were validated during the process of integrating them into a common
control space prototype, which was later used to build the demonstration setups. The
system performance evaluation through simulations dealt with aspects such as capacity
utilization, reachability, cost and performance trade-offs, and also provides evidence
that the important AN features (e.g., composition) do not introduce excessive signaling
overhead. The work targeted different composition aspects, advertising and discovery,
negotiation of composition agreements, and their interaction with multi-radio access
and mobility control. Our validation approach is based on several use cases.

This section is based on the work published in [39]. The work verifies that
Ambient Networks operate as expected and that the main objectives are achieved (i.e.
better overall capacity utilization, improved reachability and reliability for users, and
improved end-user cost/performance ratio). The benefits from using AN technology are
shown to be achieved at a reasonable cost in terms of resources consumption, both in
terms of network traffic load and mobile terminals’ battery consumption.

Nevertheless, the system description was far too detailed and complex to allow a
feasible implementation of an Ambient Networkprototypewithin the time and resource
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budget of a two year research project. Therefore, the project adopted a common
storyline i.e., ajoint use casewhich helped to narrow down the potentially broad range
of functionality contained in the System Description in order to focus on important,
project-level aspects. With a clear picture of the functionality needed, the process
of selection and prioritization was greatly facilitated. Once the functionalities were
selected, an integration framework was adopted. This framework served as glue for all
the software modules, enabling the creation of a truly integrated prototype. We used
the prototype as a test bed, not only for isolated analysis ofthe novel AN concepts,
but also to observe the interaction among them within a complex Ambient Network
environment. As a contribution to the validation activities in the project, the experiences
and results obtained in the implementation and integrationwork was fed back to all
other work groups, especially the group coordinating the top-down design of the system.
Prototyping made possible a string of successful demonstrations proving that the idea
of using one common control plane for ambient networks is viable and that this control
plane is able to manage and control such a complex networkingarchitecture.

With the prototype implementation (e.g. on standard laptopPCs), it was possible
to reach a sufficient level of detail to assess the feasibility of a particular concept, but it
was difficult to assess how such functionality performs if tens or hundreds of nodes are
involved. The system evaluation closed this gap and studiedabstracted functionality on
a large scale by means of simulation. However, the simulatoris not designed to be a
full AN simulator with all interfaces and full functionality.

The work centered on a set of Evaluation Cases (ECs), which were in line with
the joint use case for the prototyping. The general businessenvironment assumes
several competing operators, which may also cooperate to enable better service. For
each case the performance aspects of selected control functions are studied. There are
four evaluation cases targeting different AN functionalities and deployment scenarios.

The first evaluation case deals with advertising and discovery of existing access
networks. Although necessary, the associated overhead is shown to not be large or
introduce a significant penalty (e.g. decreased system capacity or consume too much
power). How large the penalty associated with inter-operator handovers was the main
topic of the second evaluation case. The concern was that toofrequent handovers
may lead to worse performance since the user is often disconnected, or the network
consumes too a high amount of resources for the user in question. The analysis for the
first two cases was performed only in WLAN hotspot scenarios. The special case of
mobile multimedia services is considered in the third case,where the handover time
and signaling overhead are estimated. The fourth evaluation case deals with scalability
of the algorithms for access selection under different business relationships among
competing operators.

The main conclusion of the system evaluation is that signaling load due to
composition procedures is very low compared to the load generated by the user data,
in the order of 1%, even when the amount of user data exchangedis small. To obtain
a service, in a competitive multi-provider environment,it makes more sense for a user
to negotiate more with a few networks as compared to negotiating less with a large
number of networks.The reason is that attachment and other one-time signaling,such
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as signaling for composition validation and realization, requires the exchange of more
bits than multiple rounds of negotiation.

3.6 Chapter’s conclusions

The MRRM functionality in Ambient Networks was defined and consists of RA
coordination and network-complementing RRM functions. Out of all the identified
coordination functions, Access Selection was found to be the most important and
challenging. The access selection, in the case of multi-operator networks, is strongly
influenced by the level of cooperation and/or competition between the network
operators. With respect to multicast/broadcast services we identified advertising,
joining, polling, and tracking of the user terminals as necessary provisioning methods.
However, there is a trade-off between the benefits gained andthe amount of signalling
required to implement these provisioning methods.

Taking also into account the conclusions of the previous chapter, and based on
the confirmation that Network Composition does not introduce significant delay or
overhead, we suggest that cooperation of the cellular and broadcasting networks should
be enabled at the network layer.





Chapter 4

Cost-Efficient Infrastructure
Deployment

This chapter presents evaluations of the achievable cost savings in infrastructure
deployment for mobile broadcasting systems, when reusing existing sites for TV
broadcasting and cellular systems.

4.1 Feasibility of Mobile Multimedia Broadcasting

The feasibility of deploying a DVB-H broadcasting system using existing cellular and
broadcasting sites was investigated in [41]. We showed, by simulations on a 25 km
radius test area with a TV tower in the middle of it, what capacity and coverage for
portable reception can be achieved for different transmission power and density of
reused cellular transmitting sites. Cellular sites are placed following a homogeneous
hexagonal lattice of cells. The value considered for the cell radius of the cellular system
is 2.5 km, giving 109 sites in the service area. Heights of thebroadcasting tower and
the cellular sites are 150 m and 35 m respectively. Ideal omni-directional antennas
have been assumed at all sites. The (envisaged) requirementof a minimum capacity
of 10 Mb/s (per 8 MHz RF channel) [62] has been considered for DVB-H. Three
different reception categories are considered: fixed DVB-Trooftop and pedestrian
DVB-H indoor and outdoor1.

For shared DVB-T/DVB-H network we assume theFrench mode(8K mode, GI 1/8,
64-QAM with 2/3 code rate and total capacity, shared by DVB-Tand DVB-H, 22.2
Mb/s). The required CNR is 20.1 dB for DVB-T rooftop and 25.3 dB for DVB-H. For
dedicated DVB-H network we assume the specific 4K mode, GI 1/4, 16-QAM with 1/2
code rate and capacity 10 Mb/s. The required CNR for DVB-H is 17.2 dB. DVB-H
CNR values correspond to good portable reception of DVB-T (i.e. excluding MPE-
FEC) during 99% of the time. For both types of networks the absolute guard interval

1A complete system model can be found in [41].
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Figure 4.1: System deployment.

is 112µs, meaning an equivalent guard interval distance of 33.6 km.Target coverage
values considered are 99% for rooftop reception and 95% for handheld reception.

An omni-directional antenna with -5 dBi gain is assumed for the handheld terminals.
The operating frequency is 700 MHz. For the sake of simplicity, no external
interferences have been considered in our study, and no MPE-FEC (only stationary
terminals were considered)2. The shadowing has been implemented by means of three
uncorrelated log-normal distributions, namely: outdoor,building and micro-scale, with
standard deviation values of 5.5 dB, 6 dB and 3 dB, respectively. Indoor users are
characterized by the three types of shadowing, whereas building shadowing is not
considered for outdoor users. The building shadowing follows a truncated distribution,
so its sum with a mean building penetration loss of 7 dB never becomes a gain. The
micro-scale shadowing accounts for the fast fading and depends only on the user’s
position, and has thus the same value for all links between the user and all sites. On
the other hand, the outdoor and building shadowing are computed independently for
each path. No spatial correlation has been considered in ourstudy. The path loss model
given in the recommendation ITU-R P.1546 has been used for the broadcasting tower.
The propagation loss curves for the 50% percentile of the time have been used. As the
curves are valid for a receiver antenna height of 10 m, a height path loss correction
factor of 12 dB has been used to account for 1.5 m receiver antenna height. The link
budget considered for rooftop digital TV reception differsin the absence of building
penetration losses, building and micro-scale shadowing, height loss correction factor,
and the use of a directive antenna of 11.4 dBd gain and a 5 dB feeder loss. The sub-
urban Okumura-Hata path loss model has been considered for the cellular sites.

The results confirmed the fears that reusing only the existing broadcast infras-
tructure for DVB-T leads to very poor area coverage and capacity, especially for

2This can be motivated also by the fact that one can compensate for the other in terms of contribution to
the link budget for typical values (e.g. 2-3 dB)
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Figure 4.2: Area coverage vs. transmission power (EIRPTV ) for a 150 m high TV
tower. Service area radius is 25 km [41].

a shared deployment of DVB-T and DVB-H (Figure 4.2). Shared and dedicated
network configurations differ in the CNR requirement for handheld reception due to the
different transmission mode used. The difference between outdoor and indoor handheld
reception is due to the building penetration losses (constant building penetration loss
and a higher standard deviation of the shadowing). If cellular sites are used for
complementary transmitters, then the required power levelat broadcasting site can be
significantly reduced, but at the expense of a large number ofcellular sites (Figure 4.3).
In conclusion, a data rate of 10 Mb/s for indoor handheld terminals is hard to achieve
over a 25 km radius without very high transmission power and proper planning of the
transmitting sites.

In Figure 4.3 we can see that even with a 50 dBW (EIRP) broadcasting tower (150
m high) almost all cellular sites have to be utilized. This happens even if they contribute
with transmission powers up to 22 dBW. If the plan is to deploysimple RF repeaters
(for cost reasons) at these cellular sites, this result is not good news.

If assuming up to 30 dBW transmission power for the cellular sites, about 30
sites are needed, which is still quite a significant number. On the other hand, if
no broadcasting tower exists, 60 cellular sites of 30 dBW cando the job. From
this example, where 95% indoor coverage is targeted, we can observe that: (1) a 50
dBW transmitter placed on a traditional broadcasting towercan replace about half
of the necessary cellular sites, (2) half of the cellular sites can substitute for a 10
dB increase (from 50 dBW to 60 dBW) at the broadcasting tower. However, it is
very difficult to estimate which of the implementations willbe cheaper in reality: a
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of 95% for indoor handheld devices.EIRPTV is the transmission power from the TV
tower [41].
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broadcasting tower with 60 dBW EIRP, 60 cellular sites of 30 dBW EIRP, or a hybrid
infrastructure. The actual investment size and operational costs depend on the specific
business environment, relationships between infrastructure owners, competition from
other systems, etc.

The previous study let us speculate a bit on the deployment cost of DVB-H networks
as a function of their coverage and capacity, while in [42] weactually determine some
cost figures for a DVB-H system that isprogressively deployed3 using both broadcasting
tower and cellular sites. A multi-objective genetic algorithm is adopted for finding
minimum cost network configurations as a function of the areacoverage level. The
proposed approach is especially suited for designing denseSFN in urban environments,
where a large number of cellular sites might be available, and indoor and vehicular
reception are required. The multi-objective optimizationproblem consists of obtaining
cost-minimized and coverage-maximized infrastructure configurations.

A simple cost model is assumed based on the assumptions introduced in Section
2.2.2. The cost of utilizing one cellular site for installing a DVB-H radio transmitter is
expressed inCost Units). The Cost Unit is defined as the cost of reusing a cellular site
for installing a 21 dBW EIRP DVB-H transmitter.

The scenario considered for numerical evaluations consists of a hexagonal service
area of 25 km radius, a TV broadcasting tower of 250 m height situated in the middle
of it, and a hexagonal cellular network with 2.5 km cell radius (this yields 108 cellular
sites). The DVB-H antenna can be placed at a height of 35 m at each cellular site. The
range of transmission power values considered for the cellular sites is: 21, 24, 27 and
30 dBW EIRP.

The DVB-H transmission mode considered assumes an FFT size 4K and relative
Guard Interval 1/4. Different Modulations and Coding Rates(MCR) have been
considered: QPSK 1/2, QPSK 2/3, 16QAM 1/2 and 16QAM 2/3. Assuming a MPE-
FEC coding rate 3/4 to cope with vehicular reception, they provide capacities of
3.75, 5, 7.5 and 10 Mb/s, and their CNR requirements are 7.5, 11, 13.5 and 16.6
dB. Indoor pedestrian reception has been considered, as it is the most critical user
case. The operating frequency is 700 MHz. DVB-H terminals are characterized by
an omnidirectional antenna with -7 dBd gain and a noise figureof 6 dB. The shadowing
is characterized by a log-normal distribution with a standard deviation value of 5.5 dB.
A mean building penetration loss of 11 dB with a standard deviation of 6 dB has been
assumed. The ITU-R P.1546 path loss model has been used for the TV tower with a
height loss correction factor of 18 dB, and the sub-urban Okumura-Hata model for the
cellular sites.

The important outcomes of this study are:

1. Depending on the cost of using cellular sites, the total network cost can be
minimized by a proper choice of TV tower power and number of cellular sites
used. For example, Figure 4.4 can be a planning guideline, asit shows which
power level should be chosen at the TV tower for achieving a minimum total

3Progressively deployed means that capacity and area coverage are progressively increased during the
network infrastructure deployment.
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Figure 4.4: Total Network Cost vs. cost of using a cellular site for DVB-H, for 95%
required area coverage and 10 Mb/s capacity.EIRPTV is the transmission power of
the TV broadcasting tower [42].

network cost. Under our assumptions, an EIRP level of 50 dBW leads to the
most cost efficient network for a wide range of possible cellular site cost.

2. Only using one TV tower or only cellular sites are never thecheapest solution,
if more than 90% are coverage is targeted. In Figure 4.5 we caneasily notice
the difference between the curves foronly TV tower, or only cellular, and the
curves for hybrid infrastructure. In our example it seems clear that the minimum
cost implementations should involve both the broadcast TV tower and the cellular
sites.

3. Scalability of the infrastructure cost with capacity andcoverage is problematic.
In Figure 4.5, doubling the data rate implies more than double the total network
cost. This means an increased cost per transmitted program (data stream) when
the network is upgraded to a higher capacity4. The scalability issue will be further
detailed in the section 4.2.

4The upgrade do not involve more spectrum.
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4.2 Scalability of DVB-H Infrastructure Deployment

This section investigates the scalability of DVB-H deployment with capacity and
coverage of the network. The same test bed as in [41] was employed for analyzing how
much infrastructure is required for expanding the DVB-H system capacity by switching
to a higher modulation and coding rate (MCR).

The study in [43] describes thecost per Mb/s of provided system capacity. The
meaning of system capacity in broadcasting is the over-the-air data rate. We are
interested in finding if this cost decreases, remains constant, or increases, when the
operator increase capacity and area coverage, over a given service area. The author’s
belief is that the market success of the DVB-H networks will be partly determined by
the dynamics of the cost per Mb/s. An ideal situation would beto experienceeconomies
of scale, in the sense that the value of cost per Mb/s decreases when more capacity is
provided over the service area.

4.2.1 Cost Modelling

As the cost is difficult to express in monetary units, we try touse the necessary EIRP
or the number of cellular sites as cost measures. The underlying assumption is that the
cost of deployment, for a given EIRP from the TV broadcastingtower, is proportional
to the number of the additional cellular sites required to meet the target area coverage.

The annualized cost for a broadcasting site is a function of the system capacity, R,
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and it can be written:

Cb(R) = C0b + C1b(R) + C2b · Pb(R) (4.1)

• C0b accounts for annualized cost of equipment, site rental, maintenance, licence,
etc.

• C1b represents the cost of (backbone) transmission capacity - can be over leased
lines, optical fiber or microwave links. This cost is usuallyan increasing function
of the necessary capacity,R[b/s].

• C2b is the cost per EIRP unit (Watt), and accounts mainly for annualized cost of
power amplifiers and antenna system and expenses for electricity.

• Pb is the EIRP of the broadcasting site (also a function of R).

At low EIRP levels (up to 40 dBW, for example) the first two costcomponents
are dominant, while for high EIRP levels, such as 50 or 60 dBW,the annualized
equipment cost (number of power amplification modules, larger antenna) and running
costs (electricity and maintenance) are dominant5. Note that the annual electricity bill
for a 50 dBW EIRP transmitting site is not negligible6.

For the network of cellular sites hosting DVB-H transmitters the annualized cost of
operation is:

Cc(R) = C0c + C1c(R) · n + C2c · n (4.2)

• C0c accounts for core network cost (e.g SFN related, MUX, etc.).

• C1c is similar toC1B .

• C2c accounts for site rental, maintenance, electricity, licence, etc.

• n is the number of cellular sites employed in SFN.

The dominant part of expenses will be represented by transport network, additional
power supply needed, equipment (antennas, cables, transmitter, etc.), and other
installation costs [13]. The cost of electricity per site isassumed to be small compared
to the rest of the costs per site, hence not being an importantcost driver by itself7.

In a hybrid cellular-broadcasting network, the number of cellular sites needed
depends on both the capacity,R, and the EIRP at the broadcasting sitePb. The
annualized cost of operation is a modified sum of (4.1) and (4.2):

5Derived from analyzing the offers from two major vendors. Theactual price offers are confidential.
6Assuming 10 dBd antenna gain, and 25% transmitter efficiency weend up with around 400 MWh/year,

which at 0.082 Euro/kWh cost around 32.000 Euro/year!
7Assuming 30 dBW EIRP, 10 dBd antenna gain, and 25% transmitter efficiency we end up with around

3.5 MWh/year, which at 0.082 Euro/kWh cost around 278 Euro/year. However, if over 100 cell sites are used
the total cost of electricity may well compare with the broadcasting tower.
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Ch(R) = C0b + C0c + C1b(R) + C2b · Pb + [C1c(R) + C2c] · n(R,Pb) (4.3)

For the case of DVB-H deployment on one site (e.g. shared withDVB-T) the cost
is more or less proportional with the EIRP, if we assume thatC1b does not vary too
much with the capacity. For cellular deployment, the cost isclearly proportional with
the number of employed sites.

4.2.2 Results

For the numerical evaluation we have assumed a scenario corresponding to a medium
size city, where the TV tower is situated close to the city-center. Our system model
consists of a hexagonal service area of 25 km radius, a broadcasting tower situated in
the middle of it, and cellular sites that are placed following a homogeneous hexagonal
lattice of cells. The value considered for the cell radius ofthe cellular network is 2.5
km, resulting in 109 sites in the service area. The antenna height is 150 m for the
TV broadcasting tower and 35 m for the cellular sites. Ideal omni-directional antennas
have been assumed at all sites. The EIRP for DVB-H at the cellular sites have been
optimistically assumed to be 30 dBW. In reality this may be lower due to possible
interference caused to the cellular system, especially GSMin 900 MHz.

We have assumed the specific 4K mode and a relative Guard Interval (GI) 1/4.
This gives the same absolute guard interval of 112µs and equivalent guard interval
distance of 33.6 km, than most DVB-T networks (8K mode with GI1/8). Three
different modulations (QPSK, 16-QAM and 64-QAM) and two coding rates (1/2 and
2/3) have been considered. The coverage targets are 70%, 90%and 95%. DVB-
T/H service capacity (Mb/s) and CNR requirement for good portable reception for
different modulation and coding rates (MCR) are listed in the Table 4.1. Two reception
conditions have been considered: pedestrian DVB-H indoor and outdoor.

An omni-directional antenna with a gain of -5 dBi is assumed for the DVB-H
terminals. The operating frequency is 700 MHz, and since only pedestrian users are
targeted, MPE-FEC is not considered. The shadow fading has been implemented by
means of three uncorrelated lognormal distributions, namely: outdoor, building and
micro-scale, with standard deviation values of 5.5 dB, 6 dB and 3 dB respectively.
Indoor users enjoy three types of shadowing, whereas building shadowing is not
considered for outdoor users. The building shadowing follows a truncated distribution,
so its sum with a mean building penetration loss of 7 dB never becomes a gain. The
micro-scale shadowing accounts for the fast fading and depends only on the user’s
position, and has the same value for all links between the user and all sites. On the
other hand, the outdoor and building shadowing are computedindependently for each
path. No spatial correlation has been considered in our study. The path loss model
given in the recommendation ITU-R P.1546 (curves for the 50%percentile of the time)
has been used for the broadcasting tower. As the curves are valid for a receiver antenna
height of 10 m, a height path loss correction factor of 12 dB has been used to account
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Table 4.1: CNR and Bit Rate for different MCR in DVB-H.

MCR CNR(dB) Bit Rate (Mb/s)

GI 1/4 GI 1/8 GI 1/16 GI 1/32

QPSK 1/2 11.5 4.98 5.53 5.85 6.03

QPSK 2/3 14.7 6.64 7.37 7.81 8.04

16-QAM 1/2 17.2 9.95 11.06 11.71 12.06

16-QAM 2/3 20.9 13.27 14.75 15.61 16.09

64-QAM 1/2 22.1 14.93 16.59 17.56 18.10

64-QAM 2/3 25.5 19.91 22.12 23.42 24.13

for 1.5 m receiver antenna height. The sub-urban Okumura-Hata path loss model has
been used for the cellular sites.

If using only one broadcasting tower and no additional transmitters at the cellular
sites, then scalability is very bad (i.e. required dBm per Mb/s increases when MCR
increases, mostly because of the non-linearity of the upperpart of the Shannon curve).
Moreover, there is almost an order of magnitude difference in cost when the system
is dimensioned for indoor reception, compared with outdoor. The detailed analysis o
this case is not included here, but the reader is directed to [43]. Here-after we focus
mainly on the hybrid infrastructure configurations, and compare with the only cellular
deployment case.

The results plotted in Figure 4.6 show good scalability for outdoor scenarios, even
with weak economies of scale (i.e. cost per Mb/s stays the same or even decreases if
more Mb/s are provided) if the capacity is up to 10 Mb/s and theDVB-H transmitters
are deployed only at the cellular sites. For the cases when the core of the DVB-H system
remains the TV broadcasting tower, then the scalability figures are not encouraging at
all. These results suggest that future DVB-H networks should be deployed as SFN,
utilizing a sufficiently large number of sites. While this is good news for cellular
operators willing to adopt DVB-H, it is a real problem for thebroadcasting operators
that do not own enough sites in their service area.

Table 4.2 gives more precise estimates of the number of cellular sites per Mb/s
for different scenarios. Observe that these values are optimistic, in the sense that
the number of sites necessary for a certain capacity and coverage is the minimum
possible and is a result of an optimization process. In reality, when upgrading from
one modulation and coding rate to a superior one it is not guaranteed that the previous
set of sites is maintained and that only additional sites areadded.

Note that for QPSK 2/3 and 16-QAM 1/2 the values are almost thesame, making
the latter a better choice due to higher offered capacity. Analmost similar situation
can be noticed for 16-QAM 2/3 and 64-QAM 1/2. One conclusion may be that 1/2
coding rate is preferable to 2/3. It should be also pointed out that, even if the most
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Table 4.2: Number of cellular sites per Mb/s under differentsettings for EIRP of the
broadcasting tower, coverage target, and MCR. Note thati/o refers here to indoor and
outdoor coverage respectively [43].

Pb Coverage i/o QPSK 16-QAM 64-QAM

(dBW) (%) 1/2 2/3 1/2 2/3 1/2 2/3

70 i 3.0 3.3 3.0 3.6 3.8 4.4

o 1.4 1.7 1.4 1.7 1.7 2.0

90 i 5.0 5.4 4.9 6.0 6.4 -

0 o 2.4 2.6 2.2 2.6 2.7 3.1

95 i 6.4 6.9 6.1 7.7 - -

o 3.0 3.0 2.8 3.2 3.3 4.0

70 i 1.2 1.5 1.7 2.5 2.7 3.4

o 0 0 0 0.7 0.7 1.1

90 i 2.8 3.6 3.6 5.0 5.3 -

40 o 0 0.9 1.1 1.6 1.9 2.4

95 i 4.0 4.8 4.8 6.4 6.8 -

o 1.2 1.5 1.6 2.3 2.4 3.1

70 i 0 0 0 0.7 0.9 1.9

o 0 0 0 0 0 0

90 i 0 0 1.8 2.9 3.4 4.8

50 o 0 0 0 0 0 1.0

95 i 1.6 2.6 3.0 4.5 5.1 -

o 0 0 0 0.8 0.9 1.8
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Figure 4.6: DVB-H service capacity vs. number of employed cellular sites, for different
area coverage targets and EIRP values for the broadcasting tower. Service area radius
is 25 km [43].

scalable upgrade happens when only cellular sites are employed, the absolute cost of
this implementation might be higher than for hybrid situations.
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4.3 The cost of mobility

This section discusses hybrid IP Datacast over DVB-H and 3G systems as a possible
solution to offer affordable network infrastructure and services for themobile users.
The potential DVB-H infrastructure cost savings are evaluated, when sacrificing part
of the DVB-H capacity for transmitting additional parity data to mobile terminals
experiencing temporary errors. The implications of delivering parity data through
the cellular network are also discussed. The simulation results show that there exists
significant potential for cost savings, compared to a situation when DVB-H network
infrastructure is over-dimensioned. The content of this section has been previously
published in [44].

To illustrate the potential DVB-H infrastructure savings that can be obtained by
considering a hybrid system, we investigated the transmission of a streaming service
and a filecasting service to vehicular (in-car) users. In order to avoid complex
simulations of a hybrid DVB-H and E3G system, we considered sending parity
information only with DVB-H. This is followed by a discussion of what would happen
if the cellular network is employed instead. We considered vehicular users since they
experience both coverage discontinuities and strong impairments due to fast fading.
Moreover, they also experience an additional attenuation of the radio signal due to
vehicle’s body (vehicle penetration loss)8. We also included a comparison between
the AL-FEC and MPE-FEC, as both technologies are part of the DVB-H standard, with
MPE-FEC being the first implemented in the hardware.

4.3.1 System Model

We considered two DVB-H deployment scenarios in a hexagonalservice area of 25
km radius, assuming that the existing broadcasting and cellular infrastructure can be
reused. The first scenario consists of a network with only onetransmitter mounted on a
250 m height TV tower situated in the middle of the service area. The second scenario
assumes a dense SFN deployed only at cellular sites. The antenna height at the cellular
sites is 35 m and the cell radius is 2 km (leading to 157 cells inthe service area).

In our simulations, users are initially uniformly distributed over the service area and
move according to an urban mobility model developed in [63] (this movement can also
be interpreted as different trajectories a user might follow). A description of the model
together with the values assumed for different parameters can be found in Appendix E.

We looked at the percentage of users that successfully receive the service, as a
function of the EIRP from the TV tower, and the number of sitesin the SFN. Note that
both transmitted power from the TV tower and number of sites are directly related to
the DVB-H infrastructure investment. An EIRP of 30 dBW (1 kW) at the cellular sites
has been assumed.

The DVB-H transmission mode considered is: FFT 4K, GI 1/4, QPSK 1/2; this
provides a channel capacity of 5 Mb/s at the physical layer. Radio link budget values

8The vehicle penetration loss can be also mitigated by installing a separated receiver on the vehicle, having
a good antenna, and relay to the mobiles inside - hence allowing for a much greater antenna gain.
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correspond to an urban environment at a frequency of 700 MHz.The DVB-H terminal
antenna gain is -7 dBi. Both shadow fading (characterized bya lognormal distribution
with a standard deviation of 5.5 dB and a correlation distance of 70 m), and fast fading
are considered. To account for a practical implementation of an AL-FEC code, a 1%
overhead has been assumed, as in the standardization work ofRaptor coding in DVB-H.
The detailed simulation settings can be found in [47] and [45], where a similar system
model is employed.

4.3.2 Numerical Results - Streaming Services

First, we evaluated the improvement in user satisfaction for streaming services when
transmitting an additional parity burst∆t seconds after the original bursts. The criteria
for defining asatisfied useris that the percentage of lost bursts during the service session
should not exceed 5%. According to [64], this criteria corresponds to agood/fair
recovery of DVB-H streaming services. A 10 minute duration streaming service at
256 kb/s has been considered. It consists of 100 bursts with acycle time of 6 s.

Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8 show the percentage of satisfied users as a function of the
EIRP from the TV tower and the number of sites in the SFN for different cases using
AL-FEC. The FEC coding rate in the original bursts is 3/4. Thecurves for FEC 3/4
mean that no additional parity bursts are transmitted, and are intended as reference9.
Note that AL-FEC and MPE-FEC have similar performance in this case. The coding
rate 3/8 represents the situation when an additional parityburst is introduced for each
original burst (burst size is 2 Mb). The EIRP values and number of sites that provide
90%, 95%, 98%, and 99% area coverage are also included in order to help the reader
quantify the achievable gains.

We can see the improvement in the percentage of satisfied users due to the
additional burst, and how this improvement increases with∆t. As the distance moved
between the reception of the original and additional burst increases (depends on∆t and
user velocity), the less correlation between reception conditions, and the greater the
improvement. Under our assumptions, for∆t values larger than 30 s no further gain is
visible (Note that 30 s is more than the time between two consecutive bursts.). It should
be pointed out that retransmitting all the original bursts with MPE-FEC provides similar
performance.

From Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8 we can also see that around 99% area coverage is
needed to provide the streaming services with MPE-FEC to 95%of the users. With
AL-FEC, if we target 95% satisfied users, for a∆t of 30 s we can save more than 4 dB
in EIRP in the single TV tower deployment, and 35 sites in the SFN deployment. The
corresponding area coverage is 93% in the TV tower case, and 90% in the SFN case!
Higher improvements in the SFN scenario are due to the more uniform distribution of
the signal power over the service area compared to the singletransmitter case10.

9The reference case assumes 3/4 FEC coding per burst, similar asin traditional MPE-FEC
implementations. If extra bursts are introduced in AL-FEC we adjust the coding rate accordingly.

10The size of the outage areas were larger in the single transmitter case, hence the probability that the
mobile user gets out of the outage area during∆t is lower than in the SFN case.
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Figure 4.7: Performance results for a 10 min. streaming service at 256 kb/s: Satisfied
users vs. Transmitted power from TV tower [44].
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4.3.3 Simulation Results - Filecasting Services

We defined thefile acquisition probabilityas the percentage of users that manage to
receive the file after the original and parity bursts are transmitted. Fig. 4.9 shows the
acquisition probability of a 30 Mb (approx 3.75 MB) file as a function of the EIRP from
the TV tower, for different numbers of transmitted bursts with AL-FEC. The cases when
using no FEC at the link and application layers (15 bursts), and when using MPE-FEC
(coding rate 3/4, 20 bursts) are also shown for comparison. Acycle time of 6 s has been
considered as for streaming services.

In this case a larger improvement, relative to streaming, isobtained with AL-FEC
compared to MPE-FEC. The difference in EIRP between MPE-FECand AL-FEC with
20 bursts is 5.5 dB at 95% file acquisition probability. Note that the performance of
MPE-FEC is close to sending no parity at all. This is due to theincrease of the number
of bursts that must be correctly received to decode the file (from 15 to 20). When using
AL-FEC, a significant gain is already present with only one parity burst (16 bursts).
However, the gain obtained by every additional parity burstdecreases as the number of
parity bursts increases (see the small difference between 19 and 20 bursts).

Fig. 4.10 shows the acquisition probability as a function ofthe number of sites in
the SFN scenario. Similar observations to the previous figure can be seen. In this case,
almost 50% of the sites (a reduction from 130 down to 72) can besaved, at a 95%
acquisition probability, when using AL-FEC compared to MPE-FEC with 20 bursts.
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Figure 4.10: Performance results for a 30 Mb filecasting service: Acquisition
probability vs. Number of sites in the SFN [44].

4.3.4 Discussion on the Hybrid System Performance

Figures 4.7 - 4.10 showed the benefits of additional parity bursts sent through DVB-H
to mobile users that happen to miss the original service bursts. They also show the
percentage of users that actually benefit from the transmission of additional bursts.
Now, let us now consider delivering this parity informationthrough the cellular
network.

For filecasting, the number of parity bursts (bursts over 15 in our example) can be
divided into a part which is sent through DVB-H and another that can be requested
and delivered through the cellular network. The same curvescan then be interpreted
as a lower bound on the hybrid system performance (under the assumption that bursts
in DVB-H can be lost, but not the ones sent via the cellular network). The potential
system efficiency improvement by using the cellular networkfor parity delivery can
be seen looking at the curves for 19 and 20 bursts. In both deployment scenarios (i.e.
single TV tower and SFN) less than 3% of the users benefit from transmitting the 20-th
burst through DVB-H. Sending this 20-th burst through through the cellular network
will save one DVB-H burst for another file transmission, or service. The cost efficiency
of such approach is, however, determined by the actual number of users in case and the
load of the cellular system.

For streaming, there is not such a direct relationship as forfilecasting, as the figures
do not show the number of bursts recovered thanks to the additional parity bursts.
However, in our simulations we observed, for example, that around 3% of the users
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in the single TV tower scenario (and up to 6% in the SFN scenario), would loose one
out of one hundred bursts. Retrieving this burst, on request, through the cellular system,
may not be a problem assuming that users experience this lossat different moments in
time and in different parts of network.

4.4 Chapter’s conclusions

The main conclusion of this chapter is that deployment of DVB-H systems with wide
area coverage (i.e over 90% on a 25 km radius) will be very costly, especially when
target over-the-air data rates is around the envisaged commercial requirement of 10
Mb/s. For this reason, it is suggested that network operators follow a different direction
than traditionally. Thus rather than dimension their infrastructure so that this rate is
available anytime and anywhere, instead the operators should take advantage of the
service’s characteristics and QoS requirements, user mobility patterns, etc. in order to
provide high rate sometimes/somewhere. The resulting packet losses during the time
intervals when mobile terminals experience poor or even no coverage can be mitigated
by smart interworking with a cellular system and/or clever media content management
in terminals (e.g. caching). This approach may lead to lowerinfrastructure cost, while
at the same time delivering satisfactory services to the endusers.

Avoiding full DVB-H area coverage for mobile and portable indoor users is
probably a key towards providing affordable mobile TV services in wide area IPDC
systems. Over time, the infrastructure deployment should be incrementally expanded,
based upon the user demand and adding capacity and transmitters only where needed
and cost efficient. A progressive deployment is of special importance in the initial
phases of the network roll-out, especially if the user population is small and services
are still being developed.

Forward error correction at the application layer, with Raptor coding, was identified
as key for serving mobile terminals, and it provides flexibletrading of system capacity
and delay for improved perceived coverage. Moreover, this type of error correction
enables easy interworking of DVB-H networks and cellular systems, as it can be
implemented at the application layer without requiring anyextra functionalities in the
existing networks.

From the previous examples we notice that the cost of delivering a file or a streaming
session is a sum of two components: one is the cost of using thebroadcasting systems
and the second is the cost of using the cellular system. The service provider has to
minimize this cost by finding an optimum balance between the broadcasting usage (i.e
number of bursts that are sent over the DVB-H system) and the cellular usage (i.e
quantity of bits delivered to each user via the cellular system). Finding this balance
is not obvious, as it is conditioned by a number of factors that are changing over time
(i.e. the load of the systems, user mobility, etc.).



Chapter 5

Cost Savings Through
Operational Efficiency

In this chapter the necessary infrastructure is assumed already in place. A service
provider perspective is adopted. The dynamics of costs experienced when using
cellular and/or broadcasting systems is considered. Through system level simulations,
we estimated the cost savings achievable by a hybrid system compared to traditional
cellular and broadcasting systems. Additionally, the comparison between a simple
interworking at application layer and a more integrated systems involving cooperation
at network layer is performed.

5.1 Error Repair in DVB-H and the related trade-offs

In this section dynamic variation of AL-FEC are considered as a solution for enhancing
the mobile user perceived coverage. A novel method to hide the coverage disconti-
nuities from the mobile user perception in a DVB-H system that provides only partial
coverage of the service area (as perceived by the mobile user) is also introduced. The
chosen approach is to transmit additional bursts containing repair data after the original
data bursts. In this way, the terminals that happen to miss part or all of the original
data bursts have an extra chance to receive the information correctly, thanks to the time
and space diversity introduced by the bursty character of DVB-H transmissions and the
terminal’s mobility. We adopted the use of application layer FEC instead of link layer
FEC, and we will later motivate this choice based upon the obtained results. The work
was previously published in [46].

To illustrate the potential of this approach, we considereda DVB-H system
dimensioned for pedestrian outdoor users (i.e. to provide 99% area coverage), and we
evaluated the trade-off between the quality of service perceived by vehicular users (both
streaming and filecasting services), as a function of the FECoverhead (i.e. capacity
devoted for error repair) and the delay introduced.

65
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Figure 5.1: DVB-H Deployment scenario.

The DVB-H deployment scenario consists of an SFN deployed at55 sites, uniformly
distributed over a hexagonal service area of 25 km radius, asin Figure 5.1. We assumed
at all sites are equipped with synchronized transmitters of30 dBW Effective Isotropic
Radiated Power (EIRP) with an omnidirectional antenna at a height of 35m. The
considered DVB-H transmission mode is: FFT 4K, GI 1/4, QPSK 1/2, which provides
a channel capacity of 5Mb/s at the physical layer. Link budget values corresponding to
an urban scenario at a frequency of 700 MHz have been considered. DVB-H terminals
are assumed to have an omni-directional antenna with -7 dBi gain and a noise figure
of 6 dB. Shadowing is implemented, in the simulation, by a log-normal distribution
with a standard deviation of 5.5 dB and a correlation distance of 70 m. Fast fading
(Rayleigh distributed) is also considered. A constant vehicle penetration loss equal to
7 dB has been assumed. The path loss model is Okumura-Hata, and the model for
combining signals in the SFN is the one proposed in [65]. In our simulations, 10 000
users are on the move with a constant speed (Rayleigh distributed with an average of 30
km/h). Initially, they are uniformly distributed over the service area. Their movement
is described by the model presented in Appendix E.

In the simulations, the number of correctly received sections in each burst is
computed (the section size is 1 kB) using the CNR performancemodel given by the
DVB-H Calculator [66]. This model provides, among other things, the required average
CNR (including fast fading) for the different physical layer transmission modes to
receive all information correctly in a burst as a function ofthe Doppler frequency in a
TU6 channel (DVB-T threshold). This channel model was proven to be representative
for DVB-H mobile reception for Doppler frequencies above 10Hz (i.e. vehicular
reception) [64]. In the numerical simulations first the average CNR (considering path
loss and shadowing for each burst) is computed, then the fastfading experienced
by each section in the burst, assuming that the channel is stationary in the section
period (i.e. the channel coherence time is larger than the section period). Finally, the
cumulative average CNR per section is computed and comparedto the DVB-T threshold
given by [66] to decide whether is correctly received or not.This approach has been
validated with a physical layer performance model developed from DVB-H laboratory
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Figure 5.2: Example of CDF representing the amount of repairdata needed by the
mobile users in order to successfully decode a 2Mb DVB-H burst. MPE-FEC 3/4 and a
Doppler frequency of 20 Hz is considered [46].

measurements for the TU6 channel model [67]. For the sake of simplicity, to account
for a practical implementation of an AL-FEC code, a constant1% reception overhead
has been assumed.

5.1.1 Repair of a Single Burst

We defined asatisfied usera user that does not experience more than 5% burst losses
during the service time, when MPE-FEC 3/4 is used1).

Figure 5.2 shows the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the amount of repair
data needed, for each user, to decode one burst. A constant Doppler frequency of 20 Hz
is assumed here (it corresponds to 30 km/h at 700 MHz). In thiscase we employed a
slightly different definition forcoverage. This is defined as the percentage of vehicular
users that correctly receive a burst, assuming that users are uniformly distributed and
MPE-FEC 3/4 is used. In our example, for a system deployment with 55 sites the
coverage for vehicular users is 82%, while the area coveragefor outdoor pedestrian
users is 99%. We also plot the curves for 73 and 91 sites in order to illustrate how it
becomes more costly (i.e. needs considerably more sites) toprovide close to 100% area
coverage. Note that the proportion of users that need a smallamount of repair data is
very small: almost 10% of the users need up to 0.75 Mb of repairdata, while around 2%
miss the whole burst. This happens due to the very rapid transition from near perfect

1Recall that the difference in performance for a single burst between MPE-FEC and AL-FEC is negligible.
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reception to no reception at all characteristic of the physical layer of the underlying
DVB-T standard.

5.1.2 Repair for Streaming Services

This subsection presents the evaluation of the quality improvement perceived by the
users of a streaming service when complete bursts (2Mb) withadditional AL-FEC
parity data are introduced∆t seconds after the original bursts. A 10 minutes service
at 256 kb/s has been considered, meaning 100 bursts with a cycle time of 6 s. Figures
5.3 and 5.4 show the CDF of the number of correctly decoded bursts by the users when
using MPE-FEC (coding rate 3/4) without retransmissions (this serves as our reference
case), and with AL-FEC when additional parity bursts are sent ∆t (10, 20, and 30 s)
after the original bursts. The case with MPE-FEC and a pure repetition (∆t=10 s) is
also shown for comparison.

Due to the reduced size of the source block (1.5 Mb), the gain brought by AL-FEC is
rather small, as also shown in [47]. However, AL-FEC provides greater flexibility, since
with MPE-FEC there would be no other option than retransmitting the whole burst. We
can see that for larger values of∆t, the improvement is higher as the distance moved
between the reception of the original and the additional burst increases (this reduces the
correlation between reception conditions). In our scenario, for∆t values larger than 30
s no further gain is visible. That is, once the correlation islow enough, no further gain
is obtained by delaying the additional burst (keeping the velocity constant).

In these examples, we see that for the reference case (MPE-FEC 3/4) only 20% of
the users receive more than 95 bursts correctly, whereas with an additional parity bursts
with AL-FEC for ∆t equal to 30 s the percentage increases to 77% of the users2.

An interesting alternative is to deliver the streaming content as a succession of
files (larger source data blocks), as this will reduce the necessary FEC overhead.
Unfortunately, in the case of live transmissions, this willintroduce a significant
visualization delay from the real-time. This approach is behind the scope of this
dissertation, but the study in [68] can provide the reader with details regarding the
potential benefits and drawbacks.

5.1.3 Repair for Filecasting Services

In this subsection the delivery of files of several sizes withAL-FEC as a function of the
number of parity bursts transmitted is investigated. The chosen performance measures
are the percentage of users able to decode the entire file (acquisition probability), and
the amount of necessary repair data needed by the rest of the users, that do not manage
to decode the file. MPE-FEC is also considered for comparisonpurposes. A cycle time
of 6 s has been considered, as for streaming services. Next figures show the acquisition
probability when the file size is 2, 4, 8, 16, and 32 Mb, using AL-FEC, as a function of
the number of bursts transmitted (Figure 5.5) and the FEC overhead relative to the file

2The effective AL-FEC coding rate is 3/8 (FEC overhead 166%),and thus the system capacity will be
reduced to 50% of the capacity in the case of MPE-FEC 3/4.
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Figure 5.3: CDF of the number of correctly received bursts during a 10 min. streaming
service at 256 Kb/s [46].
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Figure 5.5: File acquisition probability vs. number of transmitted bursts, with AL-FEC
[46].

size (Figure 5.6). Note that the first point on the left of eachcurve correspond to the
case when no FEC is used. The simulation points correspond tothe markers positions
on the curves. A continuous line is used to link these points in order to help the reader
to easy identify the different cases.

Obviously, the more parity bursts transmitted, the higher the probability of receiving
the file successfully. The gain obtained by transmitting an additional parity burst
decreases as the total number of parity bursts grows. Transmission of larger files
without any parity data becomes very difficult; as more bursts need to be received
without any error (this case corresponds to the first marker to the left in each curve).
When AL-FEC is used, small files usually require proportionally more FEC overhead
than large files, since users will experience less gain from the spatial diversity. This
is also the reason why larger gains are obtained for higher receiver velocities or larger
burst cycle times [45].

Small files are also more vulnerable to complete burst loss. This effect is visible in
Figure 5.6, where the file acquisition probability is higherfor larger files with moderate
to large amounts of parity information transmitted (more robust coding rates than 3/4 in
our case). The figures offer aguideline for system planning, in the sense of providing the
right amount of parity data is a function of the file size for a given targeted percentage
of users receiving the file.

We compared the performance of MPE-FEC and AL-FEC for file delivery in Figure
5.7. It shows the CDF of the amount of repair data needed to decode a 30Mb file. The
curve corresponding to no FEC at the link and application layers is also included (15
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Figure 5.6: File acquisition probability vs. AL-FEC overhead [46].

Table 5.1: File acquisition probability when using MPE-FECand AL-FEC, both with a
3/4 code rate [46].

File Size (Mb) 30 15 7.5 4.5 3 1.5

Nr. of Bursts 20 10 5 3 2 1

MPE-FEC 0.37 0.52 0.65 0.73 0.77 0.82

AL-FEC 0.81 0.80 0.80 0.81 0.81 0.82

bursts).
If we look at the curves for 20 bursts we see a significant difference between MPE-

FEC and AL-FEC. The worse performance of MPE-FEC can be explained due to the
increased number of bursts that must be correctly received to decode the file (from 15
to 20)3. The curve for MPE-FEC with 40 bursts represents the case when the file is
transmitted twice (2 times 20 bursts with MPE-FEC 3/4). The simple repetition of the
file is insufficient to achieve a 95% acquisition probability.

In table 5.1 the acquisition probability when using MPE-FECand AL-FEC (both
with a coding rate 3/4) is evaluated for different file sizes.The AL-FEC advantage
decreases for files equal or smaller than 1.5Mb (one single burst), both FEC techniques
having similar performance.

3Moreover, reducing the MPE-FEC coding rate will not improve the performance, as the file would be
partitioned into more bursts (e.g. in 60 bursts for a coding rate 1/2 - not shown here).
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Figure 5.7: CDF of the repair data needed to correctly decodea 30 Mb file (' 3.8
MB)[46].

5.1.4 Terminal Power Consumption

Additional parity bursts also imply an increase in the battery power consumption of
the terminals. However, only terminals unable to decode theoriginal data bursts
will synchronize to the additional bursts, and thus the battery consumption will be
proportional to the number of additional bursts they try to receive.

In [47] the power consumption of the user terminals is evaluated for both Al-FEC
and MPE-FEC repair mechanisms. The results show significantly lower values for AL-
FEC. The average time when the terminal’s receiver is ON is considered to be the key
performance metric related to the power consumption of the terminal. The following
formula is used to calculate the percentage of time when the terminal’s receiver is ON:

TON (%) =
(Bd + St + Dj) + α · (B′

d + St + Dj)

Bd + Ot

· 100 (5.1)

whereBd andB′

d are the burst durations of the original and the additional burst,St is the
synchronization time,Dj is the allowance for jitter,α is the percentage of additional
parity bursts that the receiver tries to synchronize to, andOt is the off-time (cycle
time). If a user does not synchronize to any additional burst, the second term disappears
(α = 0).

Figure 5.8 shows theaverage time user terminals’ receivers areON as a function
of the effective burst data rate4, for 95% user satisfaction. These values have been

4Effective burst data rate is the actual payload, excluding the parity information
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Figure 5.8: Terminal Power Consumption vs. Effective BurstData Rate for a 10 min.
streaming session at 200 kb/s, and a target of 95% satisfied users [47].

computed using Equation (5.1). The assumptions used were a synchronization time of
120 ms, an allowance for jitter of 10 ms, and a 4% overhead due to section and transport
packet overhead [69]. The AL-FEC curve corresponds to the case when additional
bursts are delayed with∆t=3.5 cycle times (Tc).

The reason for the AL-FEC curve to be so flat is that, in our simulations, the
majority of the users experienced fairly good coverage, thus they only synchronized
to a few additional bursts (less than 6%).

5.1.5 Discussion

Filecasting services with AL-FEC require considerably less network infrastructure
than streaming services with the conventional MPE-FEC, especially for large files. A
conventional streaming service in DVB-H can be considered as a succession of small
files that fit in one burst (maximum 1.5Mb of IP data), and thus it is not possible to
benefit from the spatial diversity introduced by the mobility of the users in the same
way as for large files that span over several bursts . As an example, in Figure 5.6 we
saw that the acquisition probability of a 32Mb file with a FEC overhead of 100% (i.e.
coding rate 1/2) is slightly higher than 98%, close to the coverage for pedestrian outdoor
users. To achieve a similar acquisition probability for onesingle burst with MPE-FEC
(coding rate 3/4), we would have to increase the number of sites from 55 to 91 (see
Figure 5.2).

To increase the robustness of the transmission for streaming services, we propose
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employing AL-FEC and transmitting additional service bursts containing parity infor-
mation after the original data bursts. The technique can be directly implemented with
the current IPDC standard by delivering the multimedia services as a succession of
time-constrained source data blocks using FLUTE. However,the gain is not as high as
for filecasting due to the small size of the source blocks. TheFEC efficiency can be
improved by delivering thestreaming content as a succession of larger source blocks,
while sacrificing latency [68]. Each terminal must buffer all bursts associated with the
corresponding source block, in order to avoid any interruptions of the stream presented
for playback. The larger the source block, the greater the diversity gain, enhancing
the coding efficiency to protect against transmission errors. In this way, the robustness
of the transmission can be increased not only as a function ofthe FEC overhead, but
also as a function of the number of data bursts coded jointly in a source block, which
implies an increased network latency. Basically, the latency equals to the amount of
content seconds of the original multimedia stream that are coded jointly into a source
block. For example, the considered 32 Mb file could contain approximately 2 minutes
of a streaming service at 256 kb/s. For comparison, a source block of 8 Mb size (half
a minute of a 256 kb/s streaming service), requires a FEC overhead close to 200%
(coding rate 1/3) to achieve a 98% acquisition probability.A complete block loss in the
first case leads to 2 minutes of outage rather than half a minute as in the second case.

In the case of mobile TV, the main drawback of this approach isthe introduction
of increased visualization delay, which would be translated into a larger service access
time (i.e. the time elapsed between the moment when the user chooses the program
and the moment when it actually starts playing) and zapping time between channels. A
larger service access time will probably not be an issue, as the non-real-time content
will dominate. Unfortunately, zapping time is currently seen as a crucial parameter
for DVB-H usability5. However, the proposed technique does not necessarily affect
the zapping time if original data bursts are played as soon asthey are received. This
alternative implies that users will experience a visualization delay the first time they
suffer a burst error. This interruption could be hidden using adaptive media CODECs,
which could slow down the multimedia stream playout, and it may lead to a time
difference between streams played by different terminals across the service area, as
not all of them will loose the same bursts at the same time. With some exceptions (e.g.
real-time transmissions of sport events), for most streaming services this time-shift may
be tolerated by the users6.

We have shown how system capacity and network latency can be traded for mobility
support and lower infrastructure cost, especially for large source blocks that span over
several bursts. Our numerical results show that itis possible to serve vehicular users
with a network infrastructure originally dimensioned for outdoor pedestrian reception
achieving link margin gains of 7 dB by sacrificing up to half ofthe system capacity and
delivering content as a succession of large source data blocks (e.g. 32 Mb).

Giving up the real-time streaming requirements and migrating towards a mobile

5This is an outcome from most of the commercial trials
6We do not have a strong support for this hypothesis, as none ofthe field trials tested the reaction of the

users to such a service behavior.
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TV service, based mostly on file downloading and caching of data in the terminals, is
perhaps the most important paradigm shift that could lead tomore affordable wireless
infrastructure and services. Our approach may be of especial interest in the initial
phases of the network roll-out, when the user population is small and the services are
still under development, as it allows a progressive enhancement of the user perceived
network capacity and coverage.

In the following sections, interworking of DVB-H and evolved cellular 3G networks
is used to enhance the performance of the FEC based repair mechanisms.
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5.2 Cost-Based Radio Resource Management

This section introduces the evaluation of the operational cost savings that are possible
when a cellular point-to-point communication system and a wide area broadcasting
system (e.g. TV tower or SFN network), are jointly utilized by a service provider.

One of the assumptions about the future is that wireless services become a
commodity and that the associated market is mature. This translates into a market
penetration close to 100% and the average revenue per user isexpected to remain almost
constant over time. Minimizing the cost of service deliverybecomes an essential way
to maximize the profit, under these conditions. Therefore,minimization of the service
costwas considered to be a relevant objective of the radio resource management across
the heterogeneous systems.

In this context, physical layer (radio) broadcasting is seen as the key element to
enable lower operational costs while providing mobile multimedia services to a large
number of users. The underlying assumption is that the service provider will try to use
radio broadcasting to serve a large number of users at the same time, instead of serving
them one by one, in order to save the available system capacity for other services.
However, some users will still need dedicated transmissions as they will not be able to
receive all the broadcast transmission. Delivering a mediafile to a specific group of
users raises the problem ofmulticasting at minimum cost.

First, a framework for cost-based resource management in a hybrid unicast-
broadcast system is introduced. The scenario assumes a service provider that leases
capacity from both cellular and broadcasting systems for a price that can vary over
time. The cost of sending a file is assumed to be proportional to the time needed for
the transmission. This cost model is chosen in order to account for the opportunistic,
or unfavorable, situations that may arise in real life implementations, where prices for
access are not only depending on the production costs but also on the alternative use of
the resources.

We looked at cases where the service provider has full accessto the management
of the radio accesses (the same situation as would occur if the same operator controlled
both broadcasting and cellular systems), but will also investigate the situations where
the connection with the network operators is restricted to asimple IP interface (i.e., the
network operator offers only best effort delivery of IP packets). In order to understand
the importance of cooperation at the network level, we made cost comparisons with
a reference case represented by a simple interworking, performed at the application
layer, of the cellular and broadcasting radio accesses. In this reference case the service
provider choose to deliver the whole service using only one system, the one that is
expected to provide the lowest cost for the whole file transmission (based on the number
of recipient users).

The study considers only filecasting services, as the expected gains are larger than
for streaming. Two cases are included:

• CASE 1: Filecasting services to stationary or low mobility users.

The aim of this case is to quantify how cost can be saved if the broadcasting
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system can adapt its data rate in response to the number and area distribution
of the targeted users. The service provider chooses the broadcasting rate,
and implicitly the coverage pattern. This is possible in systems using cell
broadcasting technology similar to 3GPP’s MBMS or DOB. A DVB-H system
can also use hierarchical modulations over several frequency channels.

• CASE 2: Filecasting Services to mobile users

In this case we face the specific problems generated by mobility: temporary
shadowing and fast fading. By system level simulations we quantify the
cost savings when AL-FEC is employed over both cellular and abroadcasting
networks. In this case the broadcasting system is not rate adaptive.

The objectives areto show how flexible combinations of physical layer broadcasting
and point-to-point (unicast) should be used to minimize thedelivery costof popular
multimedia content andto quantify these cost savings.

A simple cost/price model, based on the transmission airtime is assumed. By means
of numerical simulations, the potential to reduce costs is demonstrated.

5.2.1 Related literature

The issue of radio resource management in hybrid cellular-broadcasting systems is not
new and has previously been treated in the literature, with respect to the opportunities
to achieve better radio resources utilization. In [70] and [71] assigning the data traffic to
the broadcasting or cellular access, depending on a utilityvalue, is investigated. Their
results show significant gain in spectrum efficiency compared to traditional systems.
However, their investigation did not consider combinations of unicast and multicast
to reduce the cost even further. Moreover, the radio channelcharacteristics and user
mobility are not taken into account, thus their analysis is only looking at a queuing
theory problem. The main contribution of these papers is thesuggested framework for
resource management, based on adaptive service schedulingpolicy and dynamic access
network selection.

A number of EU funded projects have also looked into the similar issues. In
the IST-DRIVE [32] and the IST-OverDrive[33] projects the investigations targeted
mostly the dynamic spectrum allocation between cellular and broadcasting systems.
They have proven increased spectrum efficiency is possible,if this mechanism is
allowed in a WCDMA/DVB-T hybrid network. A good summary of these projects,
from a resource management perspective, can be found in [72]. The MONASIDRE
project [34] formulated the resource management problem, as a joint radio access
selection and resource allocation, allowing to decide the allocation of each user to
the best suited radio interface for a given service requirements. They formulated the
problem mathematically for a generic heterogeneous environment composed of cellular,
hot-spot, and broadcasting systems. A detailed description can be found in [73].
Unfortunately, most of the systems evaluations performed by the project are related
to combinations of cellular and hot-spot systems and very little appears regarding
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cellular-broadcasting combinations. However, the problem formulation and the general
conclusions of this project constituted an important source of inspiration.

5.2.2 System Modelling

Service and Traffic Model

An important assumption is that mobile multimedia files willbe delivered mostly in
a push fashion. To some extent, this is true even for the on-demand services (i.e.
users individually request the media items they want). After batchingandranking the
requests, as suggested in [70, 71] we end up with a push-type of multicast7, so the
network operator initiates the transmission according to its own cost preferences, QoS
constraints, etc.

RRM design

Competition and cooperation among operators and service providers are two important
aspects of the future wireless marketplace. One of the working assumptions is that the
future will be an open wireless access market, where the resources are distributed in
almost real-time according to the demand and supply paradigm. While services and
access will slowly be part of separate markets, pricing the access becomes of great
importance for any network operator that makes available its network capacity to a
number of service providers.

For this reason, radio resource management in a heterogeneous infrastructure
environment, and especially the Access Selection functionality, should be designed so
that it supportscompetitionin order to maximize the benefits from sharing available
resources among different services, but also enablescooperationamong operators (e.g.
sharing and co-farming infrastructure and spectrum) in order to save resources through
a more efficient utilization.

Micro-economics suggestscongestion pricingas a very efficient manner of resource
utilization in communication networks [74]. Prices vary according to the congestion
level experienced by the each system or radio access8. Following this guideline, we
proposed a cost model based on the time of usage of the radio resources, here the
broadcasting and cellular radio access networks. The cost is incurred by the service
provider who purchases access to the cellular and broadcasting resources, by paying
a certain price per time unit, as set by each network operator. For the broadcasting
infrastructure this will be expressed as a cost per second oftransmission, while in
cellular radio access the cost is defined per second per user.The service provider
minimizes the service cost by choosing the optimal transmission parameter settings.

We considered a scenario where the wireless infrastructureis already in place. The
service providerintends to send multimedia files to different numbers of users with

7If the service is delay tolerant and allows batching of the requests for a certain period of time, the
operator/service provider must transmit each requested itemto a certain set of terminals, referred as the
multicast group, or set of recipients.

8Congestion pricing is a known method for maximizing producer revenues.
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multi-mode terminals that can simultaneously handle both DVB-H and cellular radio
accesses. The service provider is assumed to gain access to part of the capacity of
a cellular and broadcasting system for specific prices, and will choose, on a minimum
cost basis, either the broadcasting rate or the amount of parity9 that should be inserted in
the DVB-H transmission. The broadcasting rate or the numberof parity bursts in DVB-
H constitutes aresource management decision. The cost for sending one multimedia
media file to a certain number of users will be expressed as a sum of costs that the
service provider must pay for broadcasting and cellular access from the respective
operators.

The study focuses on the evaluation of how much, in the best ofworlds, the
operational costs can be reduced, by employing a hybrid system compared to the
traditional solutions (i.e. sending the file through only broadcasting or only cellular
systems). We are also interested to show how a real system canbe implemented, what
type of limitations appear, and what are their implications.

Cost Calculations

Each multimedia item, or file,i is characterized by a lengthLi (bits) and its set of
recipientsNi, of sizeni. The service provider has to pay a price per time unit of using
the broadcasting system,cb, and a price per time unit per user for the cellular system,
cc

10.
For the case when the broadcasting radio access provides thepossibility to switch

among several available data rates (CASE 1), the cost experienced by the operator when
delivering the item (file)i using broadcasting rateRl is Cil. This cost is the sum of
the cost for the time needed to send the file using the broadcasting tower to the users
that can receive it, and the cost of serving the remaining users through point-to-point
connections provided by the cellular infrastructure.

The sets of available data rates in broadcasting and cellular air interfaces areRB ,
andRC . For each available broadcasting rateRl ∈ RB there is a set of usersKl, of
sizekl that is able to receive the item with this rate (e.g. if they meet a specific carrier-
to-noise ratio required byRl). Obviously,Kl is a subset ofNi. The cost per item,Cil,
incurred by the service provider when sending the media item(file) i of sizeLi(bits) to
ni users, is written as:

Ci(Rl) = cb

Li

Rl

+ cc

ni−kl
∑

j=1

Li

rj

(5.2)

whererj ∈ RC is the cellular data rate for each userj in the setNi−Kl (see Figure
5.9). This expression is valid if0 < kl < ni. For kl = ni we have only broadcasting
with the lowest rate available. Forkl = 0 only the cellular system is employed.

9The investigations are limited to the cases when either broadcasting rate or amount of parity can be
variable during the service time. A combination of them is alsopossible, but this was left for future work.

10These prices multiplied by the time of using each system are thecosts that the service provider must
support.
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In practice, the service provider would try to minimizeCi by choosing, at the
beginning of the file transmission, the appropriate broadcasting data rateRl. Intuitively,
for each of the available broadcasting rates there is a corresponding area coverage, that
will determine the number of users served entirely by the broadcasting system. The
remaining users will request the content from the cellular network. For the service
provider, to make anoptimal decisionon the rate it needs perfect knowledge about
the achievable data rates at each terminal, in both radio accesses, at the moment of
transmission.

In the CASE 2 the only mechanism to increase or decrease the robustness of the
broadcasting transmission is to alter the amount of AL-FEC parity. We already know
this will work only for mobile users, while stationary userswill not benefit significantly.

For any media filei of sizeLi(bits) the cost (experienced by the service provider)
of transmitting it toni users, is:

Ci(Bp) = cbBd(B0 + Bp) + cc

ni
∑

j=1

bj

rj

(5.3)

whereBd is the burst duration,B0 is the number of original bursts (Li divided by
the burst size), andBp is the number of parity bursts transmitted in DVB-H.bj is the
amount of parity retrieved by each userj with 3G-HSDPA system at raterj . Note that
bj is zero for the users that do not need any repair data.

The minimum value of the cost per item,Ci, is given by a certain value of the
number of parity burstsBp inserted at the end of the DVB-H transmission. After the
parity data has been transmitted over the DVB-H, the remaining users (i.e. those who
were unable to receive enough data to recover the file) retrieve the necessary amount of
parity through the 3G-HSDPA system.

We compared the above costs per file with a reference cost, represented by the case
when the service provider can choose only one system for serving all the users, either
broadcasting or cellular. As the cost is a function of air-time, the decision will vary if
the file has to be sent to a large number of users or only to a few.Intuitively, the cellular
system should be preferred for low numbers of recipients, while broadcasting is a good
choice when sending to a large numbers.

For the CASE 1 the reference cost is:

Ci−ref−1 = min(cb

Li

R0
, cc

ni
∑

j=1

Li

rj

) (5.4)

whereR0 is the broadcasting data rate that can reach all the users in the service area
(i.e. provides full coverage).

For the CASE 2:

Ci−ref−2 = min(cbBd(B0 + Bp0), cc

ni
∑

j=1

Li

rj

) (5.5)
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In case of using only the DVB-H system the cost is calculated by including the
necessary number of parity bursts until all targeted users retrieve the file correctly,Bp0

(as there is no other mechanism to send repair data in this case).
The performance measure we have chosen to evaluate is thecost savingscompared

to reference strategy. Cost savings, for each case, are defined as the ratio between the

respective reference cost and the minimum achievable cost:
Ci−ref(1,2)

Ci
.

In order to evaluate the maximum benefits we can get from such interworking of
cellular and broadcasting systems we evaluated the upper bound of the cost savings,
by exhaustively searching for the minimum cost configurations (i.e. not employing an
optimization algorithm, but rather checking all possible configurations).

The analytical modelling of the cost minimization problem proved to be hard to
follow, even if many simplifications to the system model are made (see Appendix F).
For this reason all the presented evaluations involved numerical simulations.

5.2.3 Numerical evaluations - CASE 1

Two questions are of special interest, due to their relevance for the practical system
implementation:

• How are the cost savings affected by the number of available broadcasting rates?

We expected that given a certain infrastructure setting (e.g. number of cells,
EIRP power, cell radius, etc.), for a certain number of recipients and their spatial
distribution, and values forcb andcc, there exists a value of the broadcasting rate
which will minimize the delivery cost per item. Finding these values for a wide
range of multicast group sizes and cost values is not an easy task. The choice of a
few values which are able, on average, to satisfy all the situations is not obvious.

• How are the cost savings affected by the correctness of the data rate estimates for
the recipient users?

An actual implementation of this kind of resource management in a hybrid
cellular-broadcasting system will certainly not provide real-time availability of
perfect knowledge about the reception conditions at each terminal in the multicast
group, especially when the multicast group is large. The estimation of achievable
broadcasting and cellular rate for each user at the moment oftransmission will
probably be inaccurate due to several causes, including erroneous measurements
or terminal mobility. We are therefore interested to find outthe impact of these
errors on the cost savings estimates.

Due to the nature of the proposed resource management, it is likely that
the broadcasting rate decision will be determined by the settings of system
infrastructure (e.g. transmission power, number of sites), cost values, number
of users and their distribution over the service area. That is because the main
factor affecting the cost per item is the percentage of usersthat are served by
each available rate (and not which users in particular). In order to avoid real-time
monitoring of the user reception conditions one approach isto collect statistical
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data from simulations or previous transmissions, and use itfor taking the resource
management decision.

Numerical evaluations were performed in Matlab, with a simulator based on RUNE
[75], for a test configuration with air-interfaces similar to HSDPA and DVB-H. The
modelled service area is circular. One 200 m height broadcasting tower is placed in the
middle of this area, and 147 cellular sites are placed on a hexagonal grid. Cellular site
height is 35 m and cell radius is 800 m. Transmission power (EIRP) values for cellular
base stations and broadcasting transmitter are 43 dBm, and 50 dBm respectively (no
power control). Users are uniformly distributed over the area.

For the sake of simplicity, the radio link performance modelis based on the modified
version of the Shannon limit. Maximum modulation/coding rate, in b/s/Hz, that can be
achieved for a certain carrier to interference plus noise ratio is:

MCR = log2(1 + γ · SINR) (5.6)

where0 < γ ≤ 1 is a degradation term, which shifts the link performance away
from the ideal Shannon limit for all MCRs. A valueγ = 0.4 is chosen (4 dB degradation
from Shannon limit and assumption of BER=10−4). The effective data rate is obtained
by multiplying the MCR with the amount of spectrum utilized for the transmission. The
point-to-point cellular transmissions can utilize up to 50% of the cell power, the rest
being reserved to other purposes (e.g. voice calls). A continuous domain of possible
MCRs up to 6 b/s/Hz is assumed.

Broadcasting air interface is similar with the cellular one, with the only exception
that a limited number of rates are available. The minimum MCRis chosen to be
0.375 b/s/Hz and the broadcasting system is dimensioned so that it provides 99% area
coverage with this rate. For investigations set of three available rates: [0.375 0.75 1.5]
b/s/Hz has been used. For comparison, the situations where only the first 2 rates are
employed is also taken into account. Additionally, we also considered one set of 50
rates, uniformly distributed between 0.375 and 1.5 b/s/Hz,in an effort to observe the
bounds of performance when number of available rates is verylarge.

The propagation model is Okumura-Hata for 2000 MHz in cellular and 700 MHz
in broadcasting. We assumed log-normal shadow fading withσ = 6 dB and correlation
distance of 110 m. Rayleigh fading is not considered. Radio channel was modelled
as stationary and non-frequency selective during the simulation snapshots. A complete
description can be found in [49].

While we considered the same system infrastructure setting for all computations,
the range of values forcb andcc is varied over large intervals. In this way we accounted
for the possibility that resource management can be driven by congestion, competition,
or other business related constraints. For simplicity,cc is considered fixed and equal to
1, whilecb is variable. Also, the length of the multimedia items,Li is unity.

Figure 5.10 shows the radio access selection areas in the case when 3 broadcasting
rates are available. The colors are associated with the costsaving. We have chosen
to plot against thecb/cc ratio mostly to avoid three-dimensional plots, and because
we are interested in the cost savings and not the absolute cost values. The value for
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Figure 5.9: CASE1: System model.

users/cell can be easily translated into number of users, by multiplying it with the
number of cells (we assumed omnidirectional antennas, so the number of cells is the
same as the number of sites). The figure shows that transmission cost can be reduced
up to 2.2 times compared to the reference case, but only in a tiny region. In the most
of the investigated domain there is no such large cost saving. In the areas marked with
only broadcastingandonly cellular, choosing only one, either cellular or broadcasting,
will lead to achieving the minimum possible delivery cost.

The investigations also showed that three broadcasting rates offer close performance
to 50 rates (for more than over 50 rates there is no difference). This is illustrated
in Figure 5.11, where it can be noted that the relative cost savings of having 50
broadcasting rates compared with only 3 rates is marginal (i.e. up to 16%). The colors
are associated with the values obtained for the ratioG50−G3

G3
, whereG50 andG3 are the

cost savings, for the case with 50, respective 3 broadcasting rates).
Similar performance figures were obtained for the cases with4 or 5 rates, and an

illustrative example is shown in Figure 5.12. In conclusion, most of the benefits are
already obtained with a set of 3 rates. This is an encouragingresult as, by means of
hierarchical modulation and usage of two frequency channels, a DVB-H system can
provide 4 rates over a certain area.

This experiment allowed us to draw some conclusions about how the broadcasting
rate values should be chosen. For coping with situations when number of users is very
large, the lowest rate must be able to provide full, or almostfull, coverage. The highest
rate must be dimensioned such that it covers a significant part of the users (e.g. 50% or
more), otherwise the remaining users will cost too much to beserved by point-to-point
cellular transmissions for the repairs. The intermediate value(s) could be chosen, for
example, uniformly distributed in the min-max interval. Obviously, these values can be
optimized, but this is beyond the scope of this study.

The issue of directly estimating the optimum broadcasting rate by means of
statistical analysis is also addressed. As this performs well, it means that real-time
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tracking of the achievable rates for each recipient may not be necessary. [49] discusses
the conditions when this might occur. To better clarify how statistical analysis is used
for finding the optimum broadcasting rate (out of the available set of rates), a better
explanation than the one in [49] is provided below.

In the results of the simulations, if we look to different realizations (snapshots),
we notice that for each size of the multicast group the cost minimization is not always
achieved for the same data rate. In fact, we get a histogram, or a distribution, as shown
in Figure 5.13.

Due to different positions of the users in the system in each realization the chosen
broadcasting rate will be different, such that over a large number of realizations the
decision can be different, for exampleRk in 10% of the realizations,Rk+1 in 20%,
etc. Recording this data from simulations or even collectedfrom the real system over a
period of time, it can be utilized for making subsequent resource management decisions.
In this way, polling and tracking the recipient users are avoided. The relevance of the
values for a specific realization is very much dependant uponn, and is problematic
for low values ofn. For simplicity, the broadcasting rate which has the highest
probability is always chosen. Obviously, this simple approach can be discussed and
better algorithms developed, but the results are promisingand show that the achievable
cost savings are already close to the maximum. As an example,the mean cost values for
the specific case whencb/cc=200, are compared in Figure 5.14, under the assumption
that the user distribution is know to be uniform, and the recorded histograms were
obtained from simulations assuming uniform user distribution as well. We see that very
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Figure 5.13: CASE 1: Example of histogram representing the probability of different
decisions, obtained from simulation.

little difference exists between the curves. We also include a curve for the case when
the broadcasting rate is wrongly calculated due to erroneous estimation of CNR (up
to 50% from the absolute value) in the moment of transmission(i.e. collecting CNR
values from all terminals take time, and terminal may have large errors when measuring
the CNR). The curve showing the perfect rate estimation represents the upper bound.

If we change the user distribution to something that is much different from
the uniform distribution, and still use the histograms recorded assuming uniform
distribution, the results are very different. In this case the gains are almost zero, and
sometimes even losses ca be recorded. Even if not explicitlyshown here, the knowledge
of user distribution over the service area was found to be necessary, and sufficient, for
the service provider in order to be able to adjust the costs close to optimum values.

5.2.4 Numerical evaluations - CASE 2

Similar to CASE1, we evaluated the upper bound of the cost savings by exhaustively
searching for the optimum configurations (i.e. the ones thatlead to the lowest cost). In
this case, the service provider has to make the decision on how much parity should be
inserted in the DVB-H transmission before the transmissionstarts11. This means it has

11This is a bit pessimistic assumption as the amount of parity can be dynamically adjusted during the file
transmission if quick enough feedback from the users is provided.
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resource management, when errors in CNR/SIR measurement are accounted for, and
when resource management makes the decision from collectedstatistical data. The
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to evaluate how much data will be lost by each user, at least onaverage. Again, the
optimal decision can be made only if perfect information about reception conditions of
each terminal exist (i.e. the CNR value)! Obviously, this isimpossible to get in reality,
mostly due to the terminals’ mobility and the time (and cost)necessary to collect all
the necessary information. In a practical implementation the provider can try to collect
statistical data, from a number of simulations or experiments, and use it to make the
resource management decisions. Therefore, it is interesting to evaluate the upper bound,
and how close to it is possible to get in a real system [50].

We used a Matlab simulator, based on RUNE [75], which models acircular service
area of 10 km radius. The mobile users are uniformly distributed over the whole area
and they move with an average speed of 30 km/h. The DVB-H transmission mode
is FFT 4K, GI 1/4, QPSK 1/2, which provides a channel capacityof 5 Mb/s at the
physical layer. The burst size is 2 Mb, composed of 255 sections of 1 KB. The cycle
time (i.e. time between bursts) is 6 s. DVB-H is deployed as a Single Frequency
Network (SFN) using 3 sites, each of with an antenna height of150 m (Figure 5.15).
The transmission power is adjusted so that the system provides an area coverage of
84 % for static outdoor users. For simplicity, a constant cellular rate of 1024 Kb/s is
assumed, as this is a common average value for HSDPA network deployment in urban
and suburban scenarios. DVB-H terminals are assumed to havea receiver sensitivity
of -96 dBm. The propagation model is Okumura-Hata for 700 MHzand the model for
combining signals in the SFN is the same as described in [65].We assumed log-normal
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Figure 5.15: CASE2: System model.

shadow fading withσ = 6 dB and a correlation distance of 110 m. The number of
HSDPA enabled cellular sites is 147 and they are uniformly distributed over the service
area. More details can be found in [50]12.

One of the key models in this investigation is the CNR performance model, which
maps the CNR to the number of received sections in a burst. In this study we considered
that the receivers either miss the entire burst due to shadowing or just a part of it (a
number of sections) due to fast fading effects. The employedmodel is derived from
Teamcast’s DVB-H Calculator [66] and is depicted in Figure 5.16. Rayleigh fading is
already considered in this model.

Figure 5.17 shows the upper bound of the cost savings for a wide range ofcb/cc

andusers/cell. We can also identify here theradio access selection regions, similar to
CASE 1. For low values of the broadcasting cost compared to the cellular one, and large
number of recipients, the broadcasting system on its own is found to be enough to satisfy
all users in the cheapest manner. In this area the use of broadcasting is very inexpensive
(compared to cellular), therefore large numbers of bursts may be sent with the DVB-
H system. On the other hand, for high values ofcb/cc and small numbers of users,
choosing only the cellular system will lead to achieving theminimum possible delivery
cost. The hybrid strategy makes sense in the region between these two extremes. We
can see that under certain settings the cost can be reduced 1.8 times (i.e. almost to
half) compared to the reference strategy. We also made a sensitivity analysis in order
to understand how the different regions in the figure change with cellular data rate, file
size or area coverage of the broadcasting network.

Increasing the cellular data rate determines the expansionof the area of higher cost
savings, while a smaller rate leads to a more thinner area. This can be explained by
the fact that a higher rate makes the cellular costs lower (due to less time to transmit

12The system model is different from CASE1, as this was part of a different study where different setting
were required. However, the conclusions hold, as we have tested the system under various settings for fading
correlation distance, number of DVB-H sites, and antenna height.
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Figure 5.16: CASE 2: The mapping of CNR to number of received sections (with 95%
probability) in a DVB-H burst [50].

the file), widening the range of situations when it makes sense to use the cellular for
sending repair data.

The file size also has a certain impact on the achievable costssavings. Intuitively,
the savings should be higher for lower file sizes (i.e. for lower file size the effort of the
cellular system is lower. Moreover, the gain due to digital fountain coding is also lower,
making the cellular system more important). For example, inour simulations it turned
out that cost savings up to 2.8 can be achieved if files of 4Mb are sent, compared to a
cost savings of only 1.8 for the 24Mb case.

We believe that for certain infrastructure settings and user population there is
an optimal value of the DVB-H area coverage, for outdoor stationary users, which
maximizes the cost savings. Preliminary results have shownthat, under our settings,
80-84% is a such an optimal value. If the area coverage for broadcasting is too low,
then too many users will be served by the cellular system, while if it is too high the
cellular system becomes less important and there is no significant cost savings (as most
of the cost will now be due to sending recovery data via the cellular system). For
example, 84% leads to savings up to 1.8, while 96% only to 1.3.However, it is not
clear how to optimize this parameter (i.e. the coverage) so that it maximizes the cost
savings for a wide range of situations. Additional work is needed in this direction.

After we have evaluated the upper bound of the cost savings, we now turn to a real
life implementation, and try to evaluate how close to the upper bound we can get. The
service provider needs a method to choose the optimal amountof additional bursts in
DVB-H, so that the file transmission cost is minimized. We assumed that the decision
has to be made before the transmission starts. Obviously, itis impossible to determine
the optimal value, so instead there are several options thatallows for a more educated
guess:
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• To monitor the users in real-time and have as much knowledge as possible about
their position and experienced CNR. This would probably be an approach specific
to a cellular operator who takes the role of the service provider.

• To collect statistical data from simulations or experiments and use it afterwards
for making the decision. An example could be to determine by simulations or
experiments, for each combination ofcb, cc, and number of users, what is the
optimalBp. This approach would be suited for a broadcasting network operator
which takes the role of the service provider, for example.

We investigated both these approaches. When real-time tracking is assumed, we
considered that the operator can estimate with a certain error margin (10 to 50%) the
CNR for each user. We noticed that it is not the CNR estimationwhich most affects
the performance, but rather the knowledge about user distribution of the area. Thus if
the user tracking is able to generate enough information forthe operator to correctly
estimate the user distribution over the area, then the cost savings decreases only by a
marginal value, up to 10%, for example. The price for doing sois additional signaling
in the cellular network. If the number of users is very large (e.g. one million or more)
tracking all users is impractical, but a sufficiently large number can be enough for
correctly estimating theirdistribution. It is worth mentioning that a bad estimate of
the user distribution over the area leads to no cost savings at all. How to perform an
adequate estimation of the user spatial distribution is beyond the scope of this study.

In the second approach it turned out again that knowing the user distribution is
of great importance. From system level simulations we noticed that the minimum
cost for different settings for user population and costs isnot always the same, but
it can be represented by a histogram. Figure 5.19 shows the case for cb/cc=10 and
5 users/cell. By running a large number of simulations we observed that a different
number of bursts is optimal with a certain probability. In this specific example we have
a difficult situation when choosing the optimal number of bursts, but in the majority
of cases the histogram looks much better, in the sense that one bin has significantly
greater probability than the rest. However, even in this difficult case it turn out that
the file delivery cost differences between the optimal and (adjacent) suboptimal cases
is small, in the order of several percentages.

Figure 5.18 allows us to guess that the optimal number of bursts that should be sent
through the DVB-H system for a wide range of values of the ratio cb/cc, and number
of users. A more usable representation of the statistical data is shown in Figure 5.20,
where we show an example of estimation of the amount of information delivered by the
cellular system as a function of the number of DVB-H bursts, for different file sizes.
The example is for 5 users/cell. Such a plot can be drawn for any user population and it
is a valuable guideline for the service provider, as it couldbe used to estimate the cost
of the file delivery prior to the transmission.

Based upon simulations, we concluded that using this statistical approach to making
the decision on how much parity should be inserted in the DVB-H transmission leads
to performance (cost savings) closed to the upper bound (in the order of 5%), but only
if the operator can correctly estimate the user distribution over the service area.
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The uplink channel of the cellular system can be used not onlyfor notifying
the media server how much data transmitted through DVB-H hasbeen received, but
also to specify the number of repair packets needed in a post-delivery repair phase.
Additionally, it can also transport quality measurements from the terminals to the server,
helping the media server to continuously adjust, during thefile transmission time, the
amount of parity data to be transmitted via DVB-H. This case is left for future work.

5.3 Chapter’s conclusions

The proposed cost-based resource management scheme for a hybrid cellular and
broadcasting system shows that it is possible to obtain significant operational cost
savings, if the hybrid system can take advantage of the opportunistic situations that
can arise over time. However, the gain compared to a simple interworking is not large,
appears only for some specific parameter setting, and it required at least a very good
knowledge of the user distribution of the service area.

If the broadcasting radio access offers several data rates to choose from, we show
that having three data rates is sufficient, and reduces the file delivery cost to around
half compared to the reference strategy, but only under specific settings for the cost
values and size of the multicast group. Introducing a numberof additional parity bursts
in the DVB-H transmission enables similar cost savings, butonly when mobile users
are considered, and allows the network operator to trade system capacity and perceived
delay for improved user satisfaction. Both these solutionsmay be used in order to
reduce the required investment in network infrastructure,allowing for an incremental
and cost-efficient deployment of the DVB-H network infrastructure, mirroring the user
demand.

Finding that tracking of the users’ reception conditions may not be needed, when
the targeted number of users is large and their distributionover the service area can
be correctly estimated, opens up the possibility to make theresource management
decisions only based on the statistical data collected fromprevious transmissions, or
simulations.





Chapter 6

Concluding Remarks

The outcomes of the presented studies show significant potential for hybrid cellular-
broadcasting infrastructure systems to offer interactivemobile multimedia services,
which require multicast delivery, at lower cost than conventional broadcasting and
telecom system architectures. The essence of the cost savings described in this
dissertation comes from the the performance enhancements for radio broadcasting due
to availability of the feedback channel from the users, acceptance of quality of service
(QoS) relaxations (i.e. traditionalreal-time streaming everywhere is sacrificed, macro-
diversity, and exploiting of opportunistic situations that can appear in competitive
markets.

6.1 Summary of answers

A summary of the answers to the questions formulated in section 1.5 is provided below.

With regard to Q1, the scenario work identified and motivated the working
assumptions, used in this dissertation, about the future wireless systems for multimedia
delivery. Among those we mention: decreased profit margins for the operators,
competition in the future market, power consumption of terminals and systems must
be kept low, user behavior will not dramatically change compared to today, cellular and
broadcasting businesses are part of different industries,etc. The technical implication
of these assumptions on the design constraints of hybrid cellular-broadcasting systems
translates into avoidance of over-provision in network capacity, share and reuse existing
infrastructure, build scalable infrastructure that can closely follow the demand curve,
to maximize the user perception of coverage, and focus on interworking of systems
(instead of integration). The performed evaluation studies employed system models
and architectures that follow these lines.

ConcerningQ2 the technology that might allow such coordination among different
systems, at the network layer, is developed under the framework of Ambient Network-
ing. The proposed mean for cooperation is acommon control plane, distributed across
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the individual, heterogeneous networks. Dynamic cooperation between both different
kinds of networks as well as between business entities is based on a novel concept,
calledNetwork Composition. Through prototyping and system level simulations it is
proved that Network Composition does not introduce significant delay or overhead. An
Access Selection functionality is also introduced and extensively described.

Dimensioning of future DVB-H based broadcasting systems for mobile users
for wide area coverage and high capacity leads to new and expensive infrastructure
deployment, the existing TV towers not being enough to maintain the same service
area as for fixed TV reception. The answer toQ3 is that by using a hybrid cellular-
broadcasting infrastructure, it is possible to obtain a scalable deployment, but only if
the target data rates do not go over 10 Mb/s. The most scalableimplementation is when
only cellular sites are used. The hybrid system has smaller over-provisioning, and cost
granularity, and allows the network operators to delay the investments in infrastructure
for a later time, when the demand for services is significant and more predictable.

The evaluations (performed on a 25 km radius service area) suggest that 3G cellular
systems can efficiently complement the broadcasting infrastructure. We answeredQ4
by showing that it is possible to avoid planning the DVB-H system for more than
90% area coverage (especially indoor), by letting the cellular system carry additional
parity information for the users temporarily suffering from shadowing, or fast fading.
Significant savings in transmitted power and number of sitesare possible, even with
limited amounts of data delivered through the cellular system. The infrastructure cost
savings can be in the order of 50% if filecasting is considered, but similar savings
can also be achieved for streaming services, at the expense of not being able to
provide real-time services everywhere, and time shifts of the content playback when
burst errors occur. Therefore, the results suggest that migrating from linear TV (real-
time streaming) towards solutions where content is transmitted during idle times and
stored/cached in the terminals, is one safe way towards affordable mobile TV services.

An an answer toQ5 it is described how to trade part of the broadcasting system
capacity for serving vehicular users in a network originally dimensioned for outdoor
pedestrians. Two case studies have shown that operational costs can be reduced if
the service provider can take advantage of the opportunistic situations that appear.
Through network cooperation and a novel system architecture, which allows resource
management across the two systems, it is shown to be possibleto optimize the multicast
cost by jointly using radio broadcasting and point-to pointtransmissions. An interesting
aspect is that the cost savings are not strongly influenced bythe cooperation level
between the cellular and broadcasting systems. Unfortunately, the cost savings we
obtained by assuming good information exchange between thesystems and service
provider were not much better than what a simple interworking can offer. However,
in specific cases the savings are significant, in the order of 50% or more. Under our
assumptions, having correct information about the user distribution over the service
area is sufficient in order to achieve most of the possible cost savings1. This should
encourage independent service providers to become virtualnetwork operators and strive

1More work is needed for validating the generality of this statement.
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for gaining access to the existing cellular and broadcasting systems, and to start offering
services in a competitive and cost efficient manner.

Based on the above answers, we expect the hybrid cellular-broadcasting systems to
be able to offer a low cost alternative especially in scenarios where mobile multimedia
services require multicasting to a number of users which is either too large for being
served with point-to-point transmissions, but also too small to justify the immediate
investment in a broadband broadcasting system that offers wide area coverage for
indoor and mobile users. In this sense, a combination of 3G-HSDPA and DVB-H
would be technically successful, and certainly cost-efficient compared to building a
dedicated DVB-H network for mobile broadcasting. The hybrid system could also
remain as long-term solution, especially if the mobile multimedia services in the future
systems will not be dominant, from a revenue perspective, inthe future networks.
In this case a technology as Ambient Networking, which comesat a low cost (i.e.
low investments, low overhead and basically no significant technical bottlenecks) can
provide the necessary cooperation among cellular and broadcasting systems.





Chapter 7

The Challenges of Mobile TV

Themerging of telephony, data communication, and multimediainto the user terminals
is happening, offering new business opportunities for existing and new companies. This
leads to the emergence of new players on the wireless scene and will probably result in
a restructuring of the telecom, data communications, and media industry around novel
services and business models [51].

Interactivity, customization, efficient multicasting andbroadcasting over both wide
and small areas are just a few of the features identified that must exist in order to
offer affordable mobile multimedia services on a large scale. At the same time, user
preferences diversify, as the population becomes more heterogeneous, especially in big
cities. Thus there arefewer recipients of each specific content, leading to a situation
where broadcasting is no longer cost effective! Just to givean example, many terrestrial
TV and cable operators from Europe and US are forced to include in their offer
channels from different countries and multi-language support for some international
news channels (e.g. Euronews, Eurosport, Al-Jazeera, etc.) in an effort to reduce churn
and address a wider customer range. When it comes to the mobiledelivery of the media
content the situation becomes even more complex, as the users are moving and the
network infrastructure must cope with a wide range of situations in an efficient manner.
The network architecture and the management of the associated infrastructure should
be able to adapt the operator’s costs according to the expected revenues. Only in this
way is the operator able to make sufficient profits from both low-valued services (e.g.
streaming of local TV news), and highly valued content (e.g.pay-per-view content, or
real-time streaming of a football game to a huge number of users). In other words, the
network technology should be adaptive and the service provider must be able to choose,
and combine, the wide/local area broadcasting and point-to-point delivery.

Mobile entertainment and infotainment is a new class of applications that has the
potential to change the present market for mobile services.However, a number of
particularities makes it difficult for current systems. Thepopularity of the transmitted
content can range anywhere between few people to few millions, and it may happen
that each customer demands it at a different moment in time, and with different quality.
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The required data rate and the acceptable time-shift from real-time can be low or high,
depending on the type of content (e.g. football match vs. a soap opera episode). For
these reasons, the wireless systems must be able to adapt itscosts to a large number
of situations and be able to set up the transmission channel’s parameters so that the
transmission cost is minimized.

Nowadays it seems none of the exiting systems is well suited to address the
challenge of providing affordable mobile multimedia to masses of users. The 3G
cellular systems posses a wide range of capabilities, but the current implementations
are limited to point-to-point type of data delivery to the users, not only over radio
but also in the wired part of the network. On the other hand thenew wide area
broadcasting technologies, such as DVB-H, are not enhancedwith interactivity and
billing mechanisms. Moreover, the infrastructure deployment cannot smoothly mirror
the user demand for services, as it has to be over-dimensioned from the very start in
order to cope with the worst-case scenarios. Looking at the outcomes of the studies
included in the dissertation we canspeculateon how the systems and services should
be designed.

7.1 TV in the mobile vs. TV for the mobile

Mobile TV1 is probably the hottest topic today and many believe that it will soon
become a popular application. However, the service’s ability to generate significant
revenue streams, given the amount of data that the systems will have to carry, is still
questionable.

Initially, cellular operators offered retransmissions ofthe existing TV channels and
programs. This practice is quite common today (several years after the introduction of
this service). However, the content was not produced with a mobile platform in mind,
but rather the cellular operators are simply offering compressed and perhaps shortened
versions of traditional TV content (news, sports, music videos, etc.). In the US, for
example, the mobile TV service MobiTV (Emeryville, CA)2 streams over 25 traditional
TV channels over several of the cellular networks (e.g. Sprint, AT&T). Swedish pilot
studies using DVB-H technology3 have also replicated regular TV programming, but it
soon became clear that the content is not adapted to the usagesituations of an outside-
of-the-home, mobile viewer; as the content was produced forbig screens and long
viewing time. As result, the majority of the content in traditional TV channels cannot
be presented on small screen devices with limited battery life, resulting in poor value
and inconvenience for the consumer. The Mobile TV trials in Finland, England, Spain,
France, Italy, and Norway, have shown that: consumers generally prefer simplicity
and high usability, hence mobile TV services should show high technical functionality
and accessibility, content should be adapted to short periods of viewing time, and

1Mobile TV is not yet a clearly defined media. For this reason, inthe studies included in the dissertation
we regard mobile TV as beingany video played on a mobile device.

2http://www.mobitv.com
3http://www.dvb-h.org/Services/services-stockholm-viasat.htm
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complementary mobile services (e.g. voice calls) should not be negatively affected
by these TV services. Several studies indicate that consumers expect services featuring
ease of use and familiar content (e.g from the traditional TVat home). The overall
experience must be appealing, easy to access wherever the user is, and not too expensive
[40]. New patterns of media consumption are forming. For example, traditional TV
media are currently being sidestepped in favor of web browsing4. Therefore, we can
expect that users want to access the same content in different ways depending on
their context, eventually looking for a bundled service that covers different distribution
channels. For example, the content of a TV program can be viewed via terrestrial
broadcasting while relaxing at a camping site, through the Internet when connected via
a WLAN hotspot at the airport, or in a mobile phone when sittingin a moving bus.

The most visible trends in the multimedia consumption are:

• The user experience when watching TV is changing from a synchronized and
scheduled pattern to a morepersonalized experience; thanks to technologies, such
as Personal Video Recorders (PVR) and IPTV, that allows recording of content
and time shifting.

• Video on Demand (VOD)is more and more popular, precisely because it allows
service personalization.

• The services develop independently from the distribution technologies and
networks (cellular, broadcasting, and IP).

Given the above trends, we believe that Mobile TV will slowlydevelop into
something more than justtelevision on the move, and this change will mainly bedriven
by the users. TheTV in the mobileapproach will leave its place for a newTV for the
mobile, in which content is produced and optimized for the mobile platform and the
mobile user’s likely contexts, so it can be clearly reproduced on a small screen (e.g.
a mobile phone size), it will be enhanced with interactivityfeatures, and the content
length will be adapted to the consumption pattern of mobile users. These new services
will focus on interactivity and enhancing the user’s ability to produce and personalize
content.

7.2 Technologies for mobile TV

There are multiple technologies for delivering Mobile TV services, but due to the
bounded scope of this dissertation, we focus on the 3G and DVB-H systems, as they
are the wide area wireless access networks that are expectedto dominate in Europe.
However, alternative technologies, as WiMax, are not excluded. In fact, the distribution
technology does not matter so much. This is true because already today the bit
rate, as a function of the spectrum bandwidth allocated for use, is almost the same

4For example, according to the 2006 report by the Swedish MediaCommittee, wherein the media habits
of 2000 children, young adults and parents were measured, thetime spent on surfing the internet surpassed
that of TV viewing.
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Figure 7.1: Comparison of several available technologies for delivering Mobile TV
[51].

regardless the radio technology, and quite close to the Shannon bound. There will be
no breakthrough due to improving modulation or coding techniques, but the amount of
spectrum available to different systems, and the support from the big industry players,
will give competitive advantages to one technology or another. DVB-T/H operators
might have high hopes based upon the analogue to digital TV switchover freeing
up spectrum in the UHF band (previously utilized for analogue TV broadcasting).
However, this digital switchover might not free up any spectrum at all, as the terrestrial
digital TV systems might instead offer more channels, and also better quality (e.g. HD-
TV). However, the mobile operators hope to gain access to additional spectrum in 2GHz
band5, along with the former VHF-UHF TV bands.

7.3 Disruptive changes in value chain and value net-
work

With the emergence of mobile TV there will bedisruptions in the traditional value
chain. Customized content and delivery will have a significant impact on the traditional
value network around TV content [52]. As in all commercial undertakings there is one
dominant question;who will control the revenue streams?

Traditionally, the broadcasters (e.g. TV channels) have had revenue streams from
all parts of the value chain [52], while the distributors’ revenue streams have mainly
come from subscription fees (e.g. cellular operators, Boxer in Sweden). Most of the

5In Sweden, Post and Telecom Agency (PTS) auctioned at the beginning of 2008 about 190 MHz of new
spectrum. 14 slots for FDD (2x5 MHz) were taken by the four 3G mobile operators and one slot of 50 MHz
for TDD operation by Intel Corporation for deploying WiMax systems.
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traditionaldistributors’ revenue comes from the transmission of the programs and not
from the content. The broadcasters’ role as content aggregator will probably remain,
but themobile network operators will probably become a new type of distributor as
well. As they currently tend to operate as gatekeepers for accessto Internet content
outside their own system there is also a very real possibility that they will try to extend
their control over the mobile TV services. This opportunityis enabled by theneed for
interactivity in mobile TV, a feature that will most probably be implemented using the
uplink of the cellular networks.

Another important aspect is the fact that consumers accept that they will be charged
for services provided through their mobile phones. This acceptance gives the mobile
network operators a power advantage over the broadcasters,as they have already the
support for maintaining a user databaseand a billing mechanism. As the number of
mobile network operators is very low in comparison to the number of broadcasters
there is a very real risk that they will only open up their network to broadcasters that
will abide to their rules. However, as thecurrent structure of intertwined relationships
between content creators and broadcasters are very strongand complicated it seems
unlikely that the mobile network operators will be able to circumvent this structure by
starting their own mobile TV channels [51].

Taking into account that mobile TV is a relatively new and innovative service type
(enabling new value network constellations) the regulatoris a very important actor6

and can affect the introduction and success of mobile TV services. There is a real
possibility that the regulator is in favor of increased competition, for example. One
way is forcing the network operators to open up their networks to the other service
providers. Another way is to push for virtual network operators (VNO) for mobile
TV. A virtual network operator would be more inclined to compete by offering a wide
range of services and content, as they would have no other revenue that could subsidize
their operations. At this point in time, the content creation has not been the strength of
network operators. This leaves room for new actors (such as production companies or
even advertisers) to side-step the traditional TV distribution companies, by developing
their own distribution channels.

We expect Mobile TV to complement traditional TV, but reconfigurations of
existing value chains will come at a certain cost. Powerful actors, such as network
operators (carriers) and the media industry’s content providers must agree on viable
business models that support this new ecosystem. It is not enough that carriers and
content providers cooperate, but for example, also manufacturers of mobile phones
have to be involved. To successfully create mobile TV applications adapted to mobile
users’ real needs, the incentives for all actors in this ecosystem must be clear [51].

The media broadcasting and telecommunication industries will continue to develop
separately, each of them protecting their knowledge and values. Merging of these two
industries is very unlikely, but cooperation of their systems and cooperation between
business entities are possible when win-win type of situations are enabled through
consensus.

6Regulators are supposed to play an active role when it comes tothe protection of the public, promotion
of cultural diversity and pluralism of the media, etc.
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7.4 Path forward for the network operators

There is always some hope that future will bring us cheaper electronics with stronger
and more battery friendly signal processing, improving receiver front-end, modulation
and coding performance, or antenna diversity gain. However, there are natural limita-
tions of the antenna gain given the physical antenna system dimensions relative to the
radio wavelength, the achievable data rate for a given signal-to-(interference + noise)
ratio and bandwidth (Shannon bound), and pathloss from the mobile terminal to the
base station sites. Due to these limitations, wide area coverage and anytime/anywhere
over-the-air high data rate does not come for low cost, even if the price of electronic
equipment suffers from yearly erosion.

Regardless of the type of systems, technologies and infrastructures there are two
aspects which can easily enhance the cost savings. One of them does not need any
introduction or explanation; it is thespectrum availabilityfor public wireless services.
Presently, the cellular operators have limited access to spectrum, which drives up
the cost of network infrastructure, but also encourages theefforts for development
of more spectrum efficient technologies and systems. However, now the available
technologies for wide area wireless communications are quite mature and no significant
improvements in spectrum efficiency are further expected. The regulators seems to
understand the problems and we have seen recent efforts in making more spectrum
available for mobile communications. If this turns into a significant increase in the
cellular systems capacity and larger available bandwidth per user, offering mobile
multimedia services by means of hybrid cellular-broadcasting systems becomes even
more attractive.

The second aspect is theservice design. We have shown that if transmission and
consumption of the media content can be decoupled by a significant time, it helps the
system to recover from errors generated by coverage imperfections. In this way large
investments in infrastructure can be avoided. Nowadays, the biggest show-stoppers for
such an advantageous service design are the content providers, which generally refuse
to allow caching of their content in the user terminals. In fact, for highly valued content
they prefer real-time streaming, via encrypted connections, as a mean for delivery.
Significant joint efforts from end-users, operators, and regulators are probably needed
to change this.

The big difference between broadcasting and telecom has remained in almost all
aspects, including the network architecture and the business model. The industry
investment, revenue models, and security issues are perhaps the most important
bottlenecks on the path towards convergence of the two industries [76]. Competition
and trust relationships between cellular and broadcastingnetwork operators will likely
affect the cost of the service and the degree of cooperation among the systems,
since they may not agree to share certain sensitive information about their network
performance, user data, etc.

For the cellular operators an alternative is to keep maintaining the point-to-point
communication paradigm and increase their network capacity by acquiring more
spectrum and upgrading the existing 3G system with new technologies that increase
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the data rate. High Speed Packet Access (HSPA) in WCDMA is a point-to-point
technology which currently reaches, on downlink up to 14.4 Mb/s. Dual-carrier HSDPA
can enhance the data rate even further. The Long-Term Evolution of 3G (LTE) will offer
another alternative, as products will soon start to appear on the market. However, the
new system will be the same kind of ”Swiss army knife”, which intends to provide a
wide variety of services by means of a novel and very flexible air interface and network
architecture. As the market has reached saturation in most of the developed world, the
main challenge for such a system it will be to replace existing systems: 2G and 3G.
Even if it was not successfully deployed in 3G, an enhanced version of the MBMS cell
broadcasting technology may find a place in LTE. If this occurs, and more spectrum
than today becomes available, then the cellular operators will be well equipped, with
a radio broadcasting technology, to start providing mass multimedia to mobile users,
without any cooperation with any traditional TV broadcasting network operators. They
can take advantage of the cost savings identified in the second part of the Chapter
5, by exploiting both FEC manipulation and adaptive rate broadcasting at the same
time, making possible higher cost savings than those presented already in the previous
chapters.

The DVB-H network operators will face a different kind of problem: the need for
investments in a new wireless infrastructure. We have shownthat it is not easy or
straightforward for a DVB-T operator to turn (over night) into a mobile multimedia
service provider. The DVB-H network infrastructure will bequite different from the
DVB-T infrastructure, and little of the knowledge, concepts, and business models from
the traditional TV broadcasting can be reused. Deployment of DVB-H on small size
sites and SFNs proved to be the most scalable alternative. Asdeploying new sites is very
expensive, attention should be on gaining access to existing sites belonging the cellular
operators. These operators must make the case that deployment of several superposed
networks providing different quality of service (i.e. rate, coverage) is important, as
different kinds of media can be routed to the path which is best suited for delivery.
For example, the football game streaming might occupy capacity in a wide coverage
network, while some other content might only be sent in certain areas. DVB-H network
roll-out should be progressive and carefully mirroring user demand. It makes sense
for the DVB-H operators to rely on point-to-point cellular transmission for their initial
system - as there is no economic reason to actually deploy towers and infrastructures
given that they have few users and the demand for services is uncertain7!

Our recommended option for the network operators would be tostart building
more capable wireless systems by combining existing technologies and infrastructures
for cellular, hot-spot, and broadcasting into newheterogeneous systems8. As parts
of this new system, the operators of these networks can sharethe same core,
infrastructure, billing mechanism, transport network, etc. and provide a complete
package of wireless distribution channels to the content owners. Within the Ambient

7An alternative solution for reusing the DVB-T infrastructure for providing mobile services was recently
introduced in [77], by Digital Fountain.

8Numerous reasons for adopting a multi-radio access solution,especially from a deployment cost
perspective, are also outlined in [78].
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Networking framework, cooperation can be enabled through an integration under the
same administrative entity, a third party (e.g. a service provider or a broker), and/or
using smart terminals supporting a variety of air-interfaces and protocols. However,
it is far from obvious obvious how to use AN technology to create cooperation and
trust among all necessary market actors. The main challenge is to bridge the interests
and find acceptable compensation schemes for business entities coming from different
industries, each of them developed in a different business environment, under very
different value chains and revenue models.

7.5 Future Work

As the studies presented in this dissertation only provide apartial answer to the long-
term feasibility question regarding the hybrid cellular-broadcasting systems, several
other investigations are suggested concerning the future design and management of
such systems.

We have studied the reduction in operational costs for two distinct cases, one
when the broadcasting system is rate adaptive and one when AL-FEC is utilized. An
interesting approach to reduce the costs even further wouldbe to combine AL-FEC
and variable rate. This could be a suitable proposal for future development ofcell
broadcasting technologies, which today includes both Raptor coding and rate adaptivity
(see MBMS, for example). If it can be deployed in a separate spectrum from the
other 3G services and macro-diversity similar to SFN is added, MBMS could become
an almost perfect broadcasting system, able to dynamically adapt to a wide range of
situations. LTE technology has potential in this sense and the new systems could
offer lower multicasting costs than a hybrid 3G-HSPA/DVB-Hsystem. Therefore, the
suggestion is to evaluate the cost savings in similar case studies, but assuming that both
digital fountain coding and rate adaptivity are available.Will LTE be able to offer much
lower multicasting costs than an HSDPA/DVB-H combination?What are the scalability
figures of such a network?

It would be also interesting to investigate the impact on thebroadcasting infras-
tructure design and dimensioning, when the media consumption pattern shifts from
the traditional linear TV to a customized service, based on consumption ofcontent
that is already cachedin the terminal during idle times. The recent trend towards a
personalized TV experience, with users having the freedom to choose what to watch
and when to watch it, has to be exploited at maximum, as we believe that real-time
streaming will not be the major form of mobile media deliveryin 10 years’ time.
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The Wireless Foresight project has been carried out at Wireless@KTH, a center for
research and education on wireless systems created by the Royal Institute of Technology
(KTH) in Stockholm in cooperation with industry. The objectives of the project, as seen
from the perspective of the Center, were to: (1)Initiate anddrive a strategic discussion
on what research and other activities to perform within the Center, (2) Create and
maintain a shared vision about its goals, and (3) Provide visibility.

Wireless Foresight was carried out between September 2001 and May 2002, in a
time of quite some turmoil in the wireless industry. After the decade when the Internet
and the cell-phone changed our lives and working habits, these two technologies are
about to merge. At the same time, the industry was going through one of its worst
crises ever. At this crossroads, the future can take any direction. Up or down. Success
or failure. In the Wireless Foresight project, we look further ahead, into the wireless
world beyond 3G. Which are the most important trends in the wireless industry and
what are the long-term fundamental drivers of development?What services will be
used in 2015? What technological problems have to be addressed in order to realize a
positive wireless future? Which are the most important areasof research?

B.1 Scenarios

Even a very limited literature search shows that there is an incredible number and
variety of scenarios reported in the literature. Given the specific aims of our effort, we
have been more inspired by some scenarios than others, the most important being:the
Book of Visionsby the Wireless World Research Forum [79],The Swedish Technology
Foresightby the Swedish Royal Academy of Engineering Sciences (IVA),andBeyond
Mobile, a study carried out by people at the consultancy Kairo. In the scenario making
process we have been primarily inspired by Peter Schwartz’ book on this topic [53].

The standard method for scenario development is a very structured process. It is
derived from a hypothesis driven working method and is builton quickly identifying
what is most relevant, and removing the ambiguities. Complexity is reduced in an
iterative process where less important scenario dimensions are dropped. Ideally, you
end up by identifying the two most important dimensions. If these are assumed to be
independent, you can illustrate the scenario space in a two-by-two matrix, where the
four scenarios are each in one corner of the matrix.

The Wireless Foresight project partly followed this approach. The main difference
is that we strived to keep both method and format for the scenarios open. When
formulating the four final scenarios, we chose to explore what we believe will be
important topics for the future of the industry. We did not reduce the complexity to two
independent variables illustrated in a two-by-two matrix.We have instead developed
the scenarios by combining 14 trends in different ways, giving us more freedom in the
creation of scenarios. These trends are in turn derived froma set of fundamental drivers
of development, assumed to be true in all scenarios.

Nevertheless, this approach is traditional in the sense that it starts from the world as
it looks today and by identifying driving forces and trends,attempts to say something
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about the future. Hence, he starting point is the present. Asa complementary approach,
we tried to start from the other end, trying to put ourselves in 2015 looking back. This
has been done by posing provocative questions and looking for weak signals. This
approach has been fruitful in removing the bounds due to thinking about the present
state. Examples of provocative questions are: How would thewireless world look if
base stations can be bought and installed by any user at a verylow cost and if this user
earns money from providing wireless access to others? What ifradiation from mobile
terminals proves to be harmful to humans after lengthy exposure? What if governments
completely change the way spectrum is administered? What if spectrum availability is
not a bottleneck? What happens if all users will never pay morethan an average of one
dollar a day for communication services? etc.

The report deals with the state of the wireless industry in 2015 and presents four
scenarios of the future:Wireless Explosion - Creative Destruction, Slow Motion,
Rediscovering Harmony, andBig Moguls and Snoopy Governments. The scenarios
are concrete images, including descriptions of the wireless systems of 2015, how
these systems are used, and who the most important actors andusers are. The main
focus of the scenarios is the challenges and development of the wireless industry, i.e.
operators, infrastructure vendors, terminal vendors, andservice providers/developers.
The scenarios are not intended as predictions, but as possible and plausible descriptions
of the future. They should be seen as a source of inspiration when thinking about the
future of wireless technology and industry.

From the scenarios, important assumptions about the futureare identified and
several areas for technological research are outlined. A number of critical challenges
facing industry are formulated: the high cost for the wireless infrastructure, the
slow spectrum release, the stampeding system complexity, impact on health and
environment, battery capacity, and the threat of a disruptive market change facing the
telco industry.1.

B.1.1 Scenario 1: Wireless Explosion, Creative Destruction

Keywords: Rapid growth, Datacom winning over telecom, OpenIP architectures,
Active users, Anarchistic underground culture, User deployed networks, Ad-hoc,
Creative destruction, Unlicensed spectrum.

Wireless applications and services are a huge success in 2015, and in a rapidly
transforming industry the old market leaders lost their dominant positions. The old
telco world with closed, vertically integrated solutions gave way to layered, open archi-
tectures based on IP (Internet Protocol). The datacom industry won the market battle.
The dominant market leaders did not vanish but the rapid technological development
was as ruthless in turning profitable products into low-margin commodities as it earlier
had been in creating these markets. In a large but maturing industry, profit margins
were therefore squeezed. Industry fragmentation and vertical disintegration accelerated

1More information about Wireless@KTH and the project can be found at:www.wireless.kth.se/foresight
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when companies became more and more specialized. When performance of any given
technological function was good enough, design and manufacturing knowledge was no
longer a critical asset and modularization set in. As a consequence, this part of the
market split into several new markets.

During 2005-2010, governments released significant chunksof new spectrum. With
much more available spectrum, traffic prices fell rapidly and the dominance of the
incumbent operators were reduced. Unlicensed spectrum usage was a huge success.
The unlicensed bands drove rapid innovation of cheap install-it-yourself black-box
access points, triggering mass user deployed networks. In the industrial countries as
well as in the most successful NICs, cellular systems are complemented with a large
number of other systems (e.g. ad hoc networks, WLAN access, satellites, high altitude
platforms). Most problems concerning seamless roaming, system integration etc. have
gradually been solved. Appetite for wireless applicationsand services is very high
and once the new geographical positioning infra-structurewas in place, the number of
location aware applications and services grew rapidly. Wireless services are used by
everyone and in all segments.

Users were very active and drove this development towards anopen IP world
with skyrocketing traffic and an abundance of applications.They preferred choice
over convenience and did not accept being locked-in to corporate bundles. The Open
Source movement, down-loading of music and other copyrighted material, enforced
these changes in consumer attitudes and the values of the underground culture gradually
became mainstream. Feeling this value shift, governments were more and more
reluctant to enforce restrictive IPR (Intellectual Property Rights), further undermining
profit margins.

The wireless success changed peoples way of work and lifestyle. Being always
connected with context sensitive information, a growing part of the knowledge work
force could spend most of their time on the move, in meetings or travelling between
meetings. Globalization continued and with it the growing trends of travelling and
commuting. The rapid technological development within thecommunication and
information technology industries continued and essentially all markets and industry
segments experienced a more or less continuous growth.

B.1.2 Scenario 2: Slow Motion

Keywords: Slow technological and industrial development,Global recession, Radiation
a health problem, Environmental awareness, Hacking and security still a problem,
Industry consolidation, No service explosion, Big NICs catching up.

The wireless world has developed slowly since the turn of thecentury. The
global economic recession during the first decade in combination with real and
perceived health problems due to radiation from wireless devices deeply affected
the wireless industry. The telecom, computer, and media industries were severely
affected. It became really bad when a large European operator went bankrupt. Many
3G commitments were re-negotiated. Some networks were cancelled and many were
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merged, resulting in only one or two net-works per country. In many rural areas there
is still no 3G coverage.

Even though the demand for mobile services has increased, the service explosion
that many people envisaged never materialized. Most services used by consumers are
still quite simple, focusing on satisfying basic communication and information needs.
Many consumers are simply not prepared to pay for advanced services at the price they
are offered. In the Western world and in Japan the mobile lifestyle came to a halt during
the first decade of the century. Many people, especially young families, moved from the
cities to smaller communities. Telecommuting, working from home or in local offices
became increasingly popular. The result is that fewer people travel long distances to
work. One important driver behind this shift is the increasing environmental awareness.
Environmental groups also started to campaign for decreased usage of communication
devices. For some time, usage was negatively affected but eventually industry was
able to handle this issue by significantly reducing the powerconsumption in equipment
and devices. Security a problem still waiting to be solved. The problem of hacking
and virus creation is still significant. Most security codesare quite easily broken and
viruses are easily spread in the wireless networks. Many people feel that they cannot
trust electronic transactions and are seldom willing to e-shop.

The wireless industry has gone through substantial change.Consolidation has
increased and the number of companies in each market has beenreduced. Technological
development has slowed down and profit margins have decreased substantially. The
industry has matured through consolidation and restructuring. The technological
development has slowed down considerably and profit marginsin all sectors have
decreased substantially.

The big NICs, for example China, India, and Russia, are catching up faster than
expected. The big NICs are now by far the most important markets for systems and
terminal vendors. Moreover, there are now important globalplayers such as operators,
vendors, and service providers based in these countries.

Despite large research efforts on new battery technology, no significant progress
has been made. Many wireless applications are almost impossible to run when the
terminal is on battery power and even the simple 2.5G handsets have to be recharged
after downloading a new song, video-clip, or after a teleconference session.

B.1.3 Scenario 3: Rediscovering Harmony

Keywords: Post-materialistic value shift, Balance in life, Ad-hoc networks, Media
saturation, Environmentalism, Fear of radiation, Emotional communication, Area
owners, Market refocus.

Balance in life became the dominating value in most industrialized nations where
material abundance (and security) could be taken for granted. These are post
materialistic times where human and environmental needs are in focus. The wireless
industry is experiencing a difficult dilemma: refocus or die! There are fewer service
and application providers than predicted around 2000, but the market is not completely
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dry. The big hurdle is to refocus and rethink business models, offerings, and brand on
a market with active and demanding consumers categorized bynumerous sub-cultures
with individual needs. We see many local operators and service providers that have
emerged as a result of the trend to move out of the crammed cities and forming smaller,
local communities where people live and work. At the same time there are a few
global operators providing global communication for the increasing number of people
travelling longer and more often for pleasure, and for smaller but more price insensitive
segments.

The high-paced lifestyle that dominated the western world in the closing decades of
the last century finally went out of control. The consumers became more and more
indifferent to brands and commercial messages and no longeraccepted companies
ignoring ethics, environment, human needs, and product quality. As a result, the envi-
ronment and human needs had become valuable in the marketplace. The industrialized
world is now based on the idea of a sustainable lifestyle where friends, family, and the
environment are key elements.

The move towards the new lifestyle started in two segments:Moklofs (Mobile Kids
with Lots of Friends) andElders. The Moklofs are strongly focused on entertainment
and messaging services. They participate in communities and are very global in their
ways of thinking. This segment is open-minded towards new technologies but they do
not believe smart marketers trying to sell the latest gizmo.Living in a world of tribes
with many lifestyles, they express their affiliation with clothes, looks, and stuff they
use. The Elders place high demands on usability and quality of service and they are
not afraid of letting their voice be heard. Communicating with the family while on
the move or when living apart has turned out to be essential. Healthcare is another
important segment, allowing people to check up on their health wherever they are.

Health risks and integrity problems are widely debated, butit is the telco industry’s
impact on the environment that people are most concerned with. Lower power
consumption for terminals and infrastructure is an issue that consumers want to see
improved. The perceived health threats (real or not) are hard to battle, forcing the
telco industry and governments to find new ways of restoring public trust in wireless
technology.

After the initial wave of excitement over the new communication possibilities with
3G, the pace of development slowed down. This left the telco industry confused. The
main reason was the industry’s inability to adjust to the mass market’s new attitudes and
values. Some players realize this and are adjusting their business models and offerings
to the new fragmented marketplace and are as a result highly successful. The big hurdle
is to manage to refocus and rethink business models, offerings, and brand.

Despite the new market focus, there is still a demand for wireless services but the
mass market is selective in terms of what kind of informationis being received, and
when it is delivered. A new market has gradually emerged where personalized and
very specific types of services are successful. Examples are: personal (peer-to-peer)
communication services, multi-media messaging, personallocation based services
supporting social interaction, and devices and services forming family intra-nets. The
demand for peer-to-peer technology has lead to a fierce debate on how to solve the
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problems with IPRs.

B.1.4 Scenario 4: Big Moguls and Snoopy Governments

Keywords: Market consolidation, Few big players, Integration, Centralized information
control, Secure services, Privacy, Priority, Reduced competition, Winner-take-all,
Complexity management.

Through consolidation and mergers, large companies, knownas moguls, have
come to dominate the market. A mogul is a descendant of the early, big information
technology or media companies that managed to survive the crises of the first decade
of the 2000s. These (few) grew and expanded outside their original business segments,
for instance from being only a systems software manufacturer a company became a big
content provider and also started manufacturing devices aimed specifically at using their
services. Users like these big companies because they feel they can trust them and their
products fulfill their needs. There are also no longer any problems with compatibility
of software and hardware as there is basically only one choice. Governments like the
big companies since they think they can control them. Smaller players were often
bought or put out of business due to the dominant position of the big companies. The
moguls, together with the world’s governments exert substantial and active control over
the information flow and the communication industries.

The companies and government are working against the chaotic freedom that used
to characterize the early Internet, and the purpose is to protect society and individuals
from various unwanted actors and behavior. Examples are: cyber-crime, international
terrorism, protecting content owners and others from illegal copying of software, music,
movies etc. and battling other forms of information use and abuse. The moguls are
supported by government since they are seen as more easily monitored. Anonymity on
the Net is no longer possible. All users are automatically identified and registered when
acting on the Net. The new devices relied on new, unbreakableencryption technologies,
and required a personal certificate, together with user biometrics, for use. At the
same time it contained circuitry for monitoring the traffic and sending information on
possibly unapproved traffic directly to the applicable government agencies. The world
is however not an anti-democratic society where the moguls and governments use the
Net and the information to gain power and ultimately dictatorship, even though many
people fear that this might be the case. Counter- and freedommovements do exist
despite heavy measures against them by governments and large corporations alike.

Network effects, economics of scale, and successful enforcing of Intellectual
Property Rights created a new global economy with large players becoming even larger,
resulting in a winner-take-all society. With traditional mobile operators dominating over
new actors, the strategic success factor proved to be brand and customer ownership.
Relieved of heavy debts and government demands for rapid 3G investments in
rural areas, the operators could generate just enough cash-flow to continue their 3G
investments but at a slower speed. Unlicensed spectrum use is heavily limited by
extremely low upper limits of emitted power.
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There are numerous wireless applications and services available, but most users
prefer the comfortable convenience of one-stop-solutions. Users keep all their informa-
tion stored at their favorite big company portal, easily accessible from anywhere, at any
time. Wireless devices are used for payments, to get profiledadvertisements based on
geographical location, secure transactions of money between peers and so on.
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B.2 Trends and fundamental drivers

The four scenarios are based on a set of fundamental drivers,shaping the development
of the wireless world. From the fundamental drivers 14 trends of particular importance
have been identified. These are trends whose direction and rate of change are uncertain.
They are used as defining dimensions of the scenarios.

• Trend 1.Development will be more user driven.

Up until today it can be argued that vendors and technology have driven the
wireless development. This will probably change. The scenarios differ according
to the extent the development is user driven and to what segments that are most
important drivers.

• Trend 2. User mobility will increase.

In the future we will probably travel more and longer and we will spend more time
commuting. The scenarios vary according to how fast traveling will increase and
by means of transportation.

• Trend 3. The service and application market will grow.

The future market for wireless services will probably be much larger than today,
consisting of both complex and basic services. The scenarios differ along a
dimension ranging from an abundance of different services and service types to
rather few.

• Trend 4. User security, integrity, and privacy will become more important.

Guaranteeing security, integrity, and privacy is an important problem facing
industry. The difficulty and complexity of this issue suggests that it might not
be solved by 2015. The scenarios differ according to whetherthese issues are
solved or not.

• Trend 5. Real or perceived health problems due to radiation will become more
important.

A big threat to the industry is health problems, real or perceived, due to radiation
from devices etc. Research might indicate that the radiation in fact is dangerous.
The scenarios are differentiated according to how big a problem these health
issues are.

• Trend 6. Environmental issues will become more important.

The trend towards increasing environmental awareness willcontinue. Two
areas of special importance are: energy consumption and potentially detrimental
substances used in e.g. terminal cases. The scenarios vary in terms of how big
these problems are.

• Trend 7. Spectrum will become an increasingly scarce resource.
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Today, most of the spectrum is locked-in by legacy users, e.g. operators,
the military and television broadcasters. The shortage is forcing operators to
build unnecessary expensive infrastructure. Growing usage will aggravate this
problem. The scenarios vary according to how much spectrum that is released
and whether for licensed use.

• Trend 8. The wireless industry will grow.

All scenarios are based on the assumption that the wireless communications
industry will grow during the coming decade, both in size andscope. The
question is how fast.

• Trend 9. The big NICs will continue their positive development.

There are many signs of positive developments in the most important NICs, e.g.
China, India, and Russia. These telecom markets are very large, they grow
rapidly and new companies are established with an ambition of becoming global
players. The scenarios vary according to how important the big NICs become on
the wireless scene.

• Trend 10. Market concentration in the wireless industry will change.

The future structure of the wireless industry is an open issue. We might see an
increased concentration with a few market leaders wieldinggreat market power
or a fragmented marketplace where the market leaders have little power. The
scenarios differ according to how the industry structure will develop.

• Trend 11. The fight for market dominance in the wireless industry will intensify.

The merging of telecom, datacom, and media into a single industry will have an
important impact on the existing telcos. It is not clear which industry will emerge
as the winner. The scenarios differ on whether the traditional telcos sustain their
industry dominance or not.

• Trend 12. Short terminal usage time and complexity management will become
increasingly important problems.

Power consumption in the mobile devices and how to simultaneously manage
many complex and heterogeneous wireless systems are two crucial technical
problems. The scenarios vary according to if these problemsare solved or not.

• Trend 13. 3G will be implemented.

Currently one of the most important issues for the wireless industry is the
deployment of 3G. It seems clear that 3G will be implemented,but the question
is at what speed and to what extent. The scenarios differ as tothe success of
implementing 3G.

• Trend 14. Protecting IPR on content will become increasingly difficult.

The problem of protecting IPR (intellectual property rights), especially on
content, is very important for the industry. The scenarios are differentiated
according to if these problems are solved or not.
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B.3 Fundamental Drivers

Underlying the trends used to define the scenarios is a set of fundamental drivers,
valid in all scenarios. We believe they will be valid in the next decade. The drivers
are a compilation of common wisdom from a number of areas: technology, socio-
economics, politics, business, the telecom industry, and user values. They are detailed
in the Wireless Foresight report [54] and book [35].

B.4 Technological Implications and Research Issues

Creating the scenarios gave us the opportunity to place ourselves in the middle of
four different future worlds. Here we will introduce a set ofstatements, technical
implications, derived from the scenarios. Assuming they are true in 2015 means that the
underlying problems and bottlenecks we face today have beensolved. These technical
implications can be summarized as follows:

• The wireless infrastructure will be heterogeneous

• Very high-rate and efficient air-interfaces will exist

• Much of the access infrastructure will be ad-hoc deployed

• Traffic will be IP based

• Cost per transmitted bit will be very small

• No harmful radiation from base stations

• Decreased power consumption of the wireless systems

• Terminals will have a wide range of shapes and capabilities

• Wireless terminals will be cheap, very small, and modularized

• Usage time without charging the battery will be very long

• User interfaces will be highly developed and advanced

• M2M will be everywhere

• Wireless devices will be harmless to people and environment

• Wireless services will become a commodity

• Services will be independent of infrastructure and terminals

• Tele-presence and emotional communication will be drivers

• Global roaming and seamless service will be possible
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• Broadband services will be available for all transportation systems

• The end-user will be always best-connected

• Ubiquitous computing will be everywhere

• Very high level of security can be provided

B.4.1 Seven key research areas

Seven research areas were identified based on the technical implications:

1. Air-Interfaces and protocols

With the increasing use e.g. multimedia services, there will be a need for very
high rate and efficient air-interfaces. Air interfaces of atleast 100 Mb/s for wide
area coverage and up to 1 Gb/s for very short-range personal communication
seems to be needed. OFDM (Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing) and
UWB (Ultra Wide-Band) are interesting technologies. Other interesting areas are
smart antennas (for terminals and base stations) and MIMO channels (Multiple
Input Multiple Output).

2. Resource management

Due to the high cost of developing, building, maintaining, and operating wire-
less infrastructures in general and cellular infrastructure in particular, efficient
resource management will become increasingly important. With resources we
mean spectrum, power, and available infrastructures. The large amount and
multitude of services in the future will challenge the resource management
policies much more than in today’s networks. The necessary data rates may vary
substantially, from perhaps 10 kb/s for a voice call to 100 Mb/s for a data back-up
session. Examples of important areas are:

• Sharing of infrastructure and/or spectrum by many operators

• Dynamic spectrum allocation between different services and systems ac-
cording to the demand at certain times during the day

• Flexible allocation of network capacity in time and space

• Taking advantage of the commonly asymmetric traffic patterns

• Decentralized resource management for large and complex networks

3. System integration

Providing seamless services and global roaming in a very complex world
with a multitude of air-interfaces and system architectures will be difficult.
Infrastructures and terminals have to be adaptive, e.g. by employing flexible
software radios and modular system design. The key issues are complexity
management, decentralized system control, multi-mode andadaptive radios, and
standardization of interfaces.
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4. New and advanced services

In the future a multitude of new services will be introduced.Of special interest
are location aware services and smart spaces and media. Moving the computers
into the network and making them invisible to the end user areimportant features
of the future wireless world. Being always connected and having access to
computational resources will lead to ubiquitous and seamless services enhanced
by smart spaces with a multitude of displays and sensors surrounding the user.
However, these services need to be provided in a scalable manner. The same
application has to be adapted for low or high data rates, for small or large screens,
for low or high price, etc.

5. Usability

At present, the user interfaces of wireless terminals is based mainly on either
physical or virtual buttons (existing on a small touch sensitive screen) or input
devices like joy-sticks or roller wheels. Most user interfaces are based on
proprietary models and are neither standardized, nor intuitive for the user.
Research should be focused on developing more user and humancentered
systems where the technology disappears behind the scenes into task-specific
devices, integrated in everyday things.

6. Low cost infrastructure and business models

A problem with conventional cellular systems (2G, 3G etc.) is that they
do not scale in bandwidth in the economical sense. A large part of the
infrastructure cost is related to e.g. network planning andsite work. Economies
of scale, and certainly Moore’s Law, are not applicable on site acquisition, road
works, erecting towers etc. Also, the cost depends rather weakly on the basic
radio technology (e.g. the air interface) since current modulation and signal
processing technologies are quite advanced and so close to the theoretical limits
(Shannon’s Law) that not even a radical improvement in processing capabilities
will significantly improve performance. Users are accustomed to be connected
anytime and anywhere (i.e. large coverage areas and high availability), meaning
that these parameters hardly can be compromised. If affordable multimedia
services are to be possible, i.e. higher data rates at constant or lower cost,
either some of the other Quality of Service parameters have to be sacrificed or
architectures with radically lower cost factors have to be developed. Another
important issue is to develop business models where all important actors on the
market can make money. Agreements on revenue sharing between e.g. service
providers, content owners, and operators have to be developed as well as roaming
agreements between actors operating different networks.

7. Health and environmental issues

The effect of electromagnetic radiation on the human body isan area of crucial
importance for the wireless community. As of yet, no generally accepted
scientific research has proved that usage of wireless terminals is dangerous, at
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least not with the radiation levels allowed today. However,there is a need
for more research in this area, especially studies of the long-term effects of
radiation on the human body. The impact of the communicationinfrastructure
on the environment is another important issue. One important area is the
power consumption in the systems to drive computers, servers, base stations etc.
Towers, underground cables, high power transmitters, and access roads to base
station sites can also have a negative impact on the environment and on aesthetical
values.

B.5 Challenges for Industry

There are several important challenges facing the wirelessindustry in the next ten to
fifteen years. Here we highlight a few topics we consider especially important. We are
directly expressing our own views here. The discussion is based on topics we believe
are critical for a positive development and where industry can stumble if things go
wrong or are left unresolved.

Threat from disruptive market change. At first sight, the traditional mobile industry
looks very impressive with advanced research and development, high revenues, and
billions of users. Products from equipment vendors have a reliability, complexity,
and sophistication unheard of anywhere else. But the weaknesses are there, just
below the surface. Equipment and systems are complex and hard to control centrally.
Complexity and small production volumes make the products very expensive and
product development rather slow. This is less of a problem when the only customers
are large operators. But the telco vendors and operators, living in a world of long
planning cycles and billion dollar orders, are seriously threatened by attackers with a
completely different business model - the datacom industry. What the telco industry
might overlook are new technologies that can be used as entrypoints to attack this
status quo: IP, unlicensed spectrum, self-deployed networks, ad-hoc and peer-to-peer
networks, self-configurable network elements, and open APIs. The players in the fast
moving datacom industry are masters at exploiting weaknesses and finding soft points
for attack. They understand that users prefer cheap products here and now - if these
products can meet their immediate needs for an acceptable service quality. The market
accepts unreliable and simple products if the price is low enough. This is a classical
setting for a so-calleddisruptive market change.

Speed up the process of spectrum release. Radio spectrum shortage is one of the
most important inhibitors for further industrial development. If governments allocate
more spectrum to the wireless industry, growth will be much faster and prices for the
consumer will be lower. For historical reasons, most spectrum is locked-in by legacy
users, the military, and television broadcasters. Wireless consumer communication
has been given less than a tenth of all usable spectrum between 0.5 GHz and 5 GHz,
causing a shortage in urban areas and forcing operators to build unnecessarily expensive
infrastructure.

3G and the telco debt threat. An obvious threat for the wireless industry is the
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enormous debts left from the financial hype a few years back, in particular from the
3G auctions. In addition, European operators are now facingfuture investments of the
same magnitude for building the 3G networks. The business case for 3G would be more
reasonable if it was allowed to grow organically with usage and if the large costs for
erecting mast towers all over Europe when building new networks could be lowered.

Complexity management. In a future world with billions of users seamlessly
connected over a number of heterogeneous networks, complexity will be much higher
than today. Hand-over, roaming, personal context sensitive user profiles, billing, and
uninterrupted sessions will be unmanageably complex to control centrally.

Radiation a problem, real or perceived. The complicated problem of electromag-
netic radiation from wireless terminals and base stations has to be taken very seriously
by industry. Even if, as many experts argue, the radiation levels permitted today are in
fact harmless, it is a threat to industry that needs to be dealt with. The problem is that
no proof of danger is not the same thing as proof of harmlessness. If users are afraid, it
is a problem, justified or not.

Better batteries in wireless devices. With the very rapid development of processor
power and memory capacity, the power consumption of wireless terminals will increase
dramatically. At the same time, battery capacity develops much slower. It will be very
hard to convince the mass market of using power hungry services if battery time drops
too much.

Usability and the user in focus. In contrast to the technology driven development in
the past, the wireless future will become much more user driven. Usability and intuitive
user interfaces will be very important when service access is achieved through a tiny
display.

Cheaper infrastructure and viable business models. The current mobile cellular
infrastructures have been deployed under a high-cost business model, which has been
possible to maintain by high revenues from the users. This isnot a viable way
forward. Users will not be prepared to see their average wireless bills increase several
hundred percent, which is necessary if future wireless multimedia would be carried over
traditional networks. Therefore, innovative new ways of providing wireless bandwidth
at affordable costs in a world of many heterogeneous networks have to be developed.

All industries mature. Looking back into history, it seems evident that all industries,
even though considered hi-tech in the early days, eventually matured and entered
a phase with slower technological development. In this phase with profitability is
driven by efficiency in manufacturing and large volumes, leading to low production
and distribution costs, but also lower profit margins. The question is not if, but when
telecom and wireless will mature.
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Figure C.1: Ambient Control Space - modularization and interfaces [80].

The work performed under the EU-FP6 Ambient Networks (AN) project was
intended to develop and promote novel concepts to enable newbusiness opportunities
for existing mobile networks operators, as well as for new actors in the mobile and
wireless communications market. New forms of co-operationbetween radio access
providers have been envisaged in order to provideanywhere and anytime connectivity
for the end-users [56, 57, 18].

C.1 Ambient Networks Architecture

The key constituents of the AN architecture are the Ambient Layer Model, Ambient
Control Space (ACS), a set of security principles and the network composition
procedure [18].

The Ambient Layer Model defines the upper and lower boundaries of the network-
ing functionality and is determined by a pair for inter-layer interfaces. The upper
boundary is set by the Ambient Service Interface (ASI), which provides uniform access
to the AN functionalities from upper layers. Abearer-level abstractionhas been
developed for representing the end-to-end communication services. Bearer capabilities
range from best-effort data transfers to specialized mediahandling services. The ASI
and the bearer abstractions are very important for enablinga simple deployment of new
services and applications. The lower boundary is delimitedby the Ambient Resource
Interface (ARI) which encapsulates the capabilities of theunderlying infrastructure.
A flow-level abstractionhas been defined to provide the basic data transfer between
addresses. As the abstractions are not tight to any specific network technology, the
AN control functions are portable between different network types, enabling a simple
migration path from current systems.
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Figure C.2: Illustration of bearer and flow connectivity abstractions [80].

Figure C.3: AN Connectivity Framework [80].
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The Ambient Control Space contains a set of modular control functions, which
coexist and cooperate. It includes plug-and-play concepts, that allow the ACS to
bootstrap and discover the set of present functions dynamically.

C.2 The Ambient Networks Approach

The following set of design principles has been adopted:

• Ambient Networks are build upon open networking functions.

• Ambient Networks are based on Composition and self-management.

• Ambient Networks functions can be added to existing networks.

• Ambient Networks secures and simplifies network control.

• Ambient Networks scales between personal area networks andwide area net-
works using the same protocols.

C.3 Access Sets

Managing the access flows is achieved by means of Access Sets that are established and
maintained by the RA coordination functions:

• Detected Set (DS): is the set of all access flows that have beendetected by MRRM
for an AN through e.g. scanning or reception of RA advertisements.

• Candidate Set (CS): is the set of access flows that are candidates to be assigned by
MRRM access discovery function to a given active bearer; it is always a bearer-
specific subset of the DS.

• Active Set (AS) is the set of access flows, assigned by the Access selection
MRRM function, to an active bearer at a given time; it is always a subset of the
CS. It should be noted here that in special situations when a GLL entity controls
two or more tightly integrated radio accesses we have an additional access set:

• GLL Active Set (GLL AS) is the set of access flows assigned to a given GLL
entity by MRRM to serve a given data flow at a given time; it is always a subset
of the AS. The GLL AS is used for fast access selection when multiple single
access nodes are connected via GLL to a common multi-access anchor node or
for access flow forwarding in multi-hop situations.
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D.1 Introduction

The latest member of the DVB (Digital Video Broadcast familyof standards [81], DVB-
H (DVB-Handhelds) is the European standard for terrestrialTV services for mobile
terminals [10].

Its potential success builds very much on the fact that it canbe deployed in the large
chunk of spectrum currently allocated to traditional analogue and digital terrestrial TV
(470-862 MHz), and reuse the existing broadcasting infrastructure, characterized by
very tall towers and large transmission power. Using the COFDM technology, DVB-H
can broadcast IP multimedia content to mobile phones at datarates from 5 up to 10
Mb/s on an 8MHz channel.

DVB-H is an extension of DVB-T (Digital Video Broadcast - Terrestrial). It adopts
the same physical layer as DVB-T, and adds new features at thelink layer, being capable
of sharing the same network infrastructure (e.g. transmitters, antennas, multiplexers.)

In contrast to DVB-T, where content is delivered in the form of MPEG-2 packets,
DVB-H is IP based (i.e. all content is delivered in the form ofIP data packets). MPE
(Multi-Protocol Encapsulation) is the adaptation protocol used to encapsulate multiple
IP streams (DVB-H services) into the MPEG-2 DVB-T transportstream.

The main technical features introduced, compared to DVB-T,are:

• Discontinuous transmission technique - that data is periodically sent in bursts.
The purpose is to reduce the power consumption of the terminals and to enable
seamless handovers.

• Optional forward error correction (FEC) at the link layer, which ensures a more
robust reception, especially under mobility and impulse interference conditions.

• Higher flexibility in the design of Single Frequency Networks (SFN) - more
options of SFN cell sizes and support for high velocity terminals.

A more detailed description of these new features can be found in [64, 62, 82].
Broadcasting network operators may choose out of the three different network

configurations envisaged for DVB-H:

• Existing DVB-T network sharing the multiplex with DVB-H.

• Hierarchical transmission of DVB-T (low priority stream) and DVB-H (high
priority stream).

• DVB-H dedicated network.

The main problem of sharing a multiplex with DVB-T and DVB-H is that the
transmission mode is unique for both systems. As DVB-T is planned for stationary
terminals with rooftop antennas and large SFN cell sizes (8Kmode), we expect to see a
significant impact on DVB-H service availability for movingand indoor terminals. With
hierarchical transmission, the High Priority (HP) stream requires less CNR than the
Low Priority (LP) stream, and thus it can be used to increase the coverage for handheld
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reception1. An important enhancement for these first two strategies is the new Forward
Error Correction (MPE-FEC) scheme, which complements the physical layer FEC of
DVB-T. The third option, which is also the one mostly considered for deployment as of
2008, a dedicated network, can take advantage of the physical layer extensions of DVB-
H, the 4K mode and in-depth interleaving. The choice of the 4Kmode is a compromise
between the high-speed and small SFN cells capability of the2K mode, and the low
speed and larger SFN cells of the 8K mode. Another important benefit is the possibility
of using a specific transmission mode for DVB-H. On the other hand, the drawback is
that a separated transmitter and frequency channel has to beallocated for it.

In IPDC systems over DVB-H2, multimedia content is delivered either as a
streaming service or as a file delivery service to the end user, in a time-constrained
or unconstrained manner [84]. For streaming services a continuous data flow of audio,
video and subtitling is transmitted to the terminals using RTP (Real-Time Transport
Protocol), which is directly consumed by the users. Occasional data errors may be
tolerated if the quality of the audio and video is enough for providing a satisfactory
user experience. For file delivery services (also called filecasting), a finite amount of
data is delivered and stored into the terminals as a file usingFLUTE (File Delivery over
Unidirectional Transport Protocol). Both single file transfers and data carousel sessions
(i.e. the complete file is repeatedly transmitted) are supported. Compared to streaming
services, filecasting typically requires an error-free reception of the files, as even a
single bit error can corrupt the whole file and make it uselessfor the receiver. In order
to increase the robustness of the DVB-H file delivery, an optional FEC mechanism at the
application layer using Digital Fountain coding (Raptor coding) [85] has been adopted
in the IPDC standard.

One of the key features of IPDC is the possibility to complement DVB-H with
a bidirectional interactivity path offered by the cellularsystems. The benefits of
these hybrid cellular and DVB-H systems are evident, since the cellular network can
provide bidirectional communication capabilities and a sophisticated billing system
that, traditionally, broadcasting networks lack. IPDC is thus a platform that enables
the convergence of services from broadcast and cellular domains.

D.2 Multimedia Services in IPDC

As mentioned, DVB-H employs a discontinuous transmission technique called time-
slicing, where data is periodically sent in bursts, as shownin .

Terminals synchronize to the bursts of the desired service,and switch their receivers
(front-end) off when bursts of other services are being transmitted. The DVB-H

1For example, the typical transmission mode 8K, GI 1/8, 64-QAM and code rate 2/3 (capacity of 22.2
Mb/s, also calledFrench mode), can be structured in a LP stream with QPSK CR 1/2 (5.5 Mb/s), and
a HP stream with 16-QAM CR 2/3 (14.7 Mb/s). In this case, the CNR requirement of the LP stream is
approximately the same as for the non-hierarchical 64-QAM CR 2/3, whereas the HP stream requires lower
CNR [83].

2The reader is reminded that DVB-H is a transmission standard that only specifies the physical and link
layer, while the transport protocols, audio and video coding formats, are specified by IPDC
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Figure D.1: Discontinuous transmission technique in DVB-H. For each service (TV
channel) the data is transmitted in bursts at regular intervals [46].

standard works with MPEG-2 packets at the physical layer (size 188 bytes), and IP
packets at the link layer (typical size 0.5 - 1.5 kB). Each burst consists of a number of
MPE sections, and each IP packet is encapsulated into a section. At the receiver, each
section is considered either completely received or completely lost based on a cyclic
redundancy check (CRC) field [64]. Thus, in the worst case, one single erroneous
MPEG-2 packet can cause the loss of up to two IP packets. In practice, erroneous
packets at the physical layer are usually correlated, and several consecutive packets are
lost [67]. In the case of streaming services, terminals playthe information received in
the last data burst until the next burst is received, in such away that users do not notice
the discontinuous transmission. If one burst is lost, the media stream is interrupted until
the next burst is received. The cycle time depends on the amount of IP data transmitted
in the burst and the data rate of the multimedia stream. Typically, a 5% burst error
rate is considered as an acceptable degradation point for streaming services [64]. On
the other hand, in the case of filecasting services, the terminals progressively store the
correctly received information in each burst associated tothe file until the complete file
is available error free at the receiver. Users are notified afterwards.

Planning of the DVB-H transmission mode is based on the choice of four param-
eters: FFT size, relative Guard Interval (GI), modulation and Coding Rate (CR). The
FFT size (8K, 4K, or 2K) is related to the number of OFDM sub-carriers, their inter-
carrier distance and the useful symbol period. The choice ofthe FFT size has no impact
on the capacity, but on the trade-off between mobile reception (maximum speed) and
SFN cell sizes. The 2K is the most suitable mode for mobile reception, whereas the 8K
gives the largest SFN cell size. The relative guard intervalcan have a duration of 1/4,
1/8, 1/16, or 1/32 of the useful symbol duration and togetherwith the FFT sizes gives
the absolute guard interval value. The choice of the relative guard interval represents a
trade-off between capacity and SFN cell size. Modulation and coding rate determines
the minimum required Carrier-to-Noise Ratio (CNR) and, together with the relative
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guard interval, the channel capacity.
With time slicing, terminals synchronize to the bursts of the desired service and

switch their receivers (front-end) off when bursts of otherservices are being transmitted.
Between bursts, data is not transmitted, and for streaming services terminals play
the information received in the last burst in such a way that users do not notice a
discontinuous transmission. If one burst is lost, the service is interrupted until the next
burst is received. To indicate to the receiver when to expectthe next burst, each burst
indicates the starting time of the next one.

D.3 Forward Error Correction in IPDC over DVB-H

As DVB-H only provides a unidirectional downlink channel, error correction can be
achieved by means of Forward Error Correction (FEC) mechanisms. FEC mechanisms
protect loss events on underlying levels without a need for feedback, and rely on the
transmission of additional parity data, such that the receiver can detect and possibly
correct errors occurred during the transmission.

Generally speaking, a mobile user will experience two typesof errors when moving
around a DVB-H network with imperfect coverage of the service area. The terminals
can miss the entire burst completely, when passing through outage areas caused by
slow fading (shadowing). Moreover, they may also receive only a part of the burst,
even in covered areas, due to fast fading or impulse noise. This happens because
the physical layer does not provide any time interleaving between consecutive OFDM
symbols (whose maximum duration is 1.12 ms), and applies especially to vehicular
users due to their high velocity.

A packet-based FEC encoder generates encoded packets out ofa source data file.
Assume that the source file isk times larger than an encoding packet. The encoder
generatesn ≥ k encoding packets out of thek source packets,k/n being the coding
rate. If a so-called systematic code is applied, the first packets are simply the source
packets, and the rest consist of additional parity packets.Obviously, if all source packets
are correctly received, no parity data is needed at all. Otherwise, with any subset ofr
encoding packets, such thatk ≤ r ≤ n, the decoder can reconstruct the source data
file (i.e. it does not matter which packets are received but that enough packets are
received correctly). The exact value ofr depends on the coding scheme used,(r−k)/k
being the reception overhead. DVB-H adopts the physical layer FEC of the DVB-T
standard, based on a Reed-Solomon (RS) code and a convolutional code. Moreover,
the DVB-H standard specifies an optional FEC scheme at the link layer based on a RS
code called MPE-FEC, which can be used for both streaming andfilecasting services.
For filecasting services it is also possible to perform AL-FEC using Raptor coding. It
should be pointed out that, whereas the physical layer FEC corrects bit errors within
MPEG-2 packets, the link and application layer FEC recover from IP packet losses.
Although MPE-FEC and AL-FEC can be used at the same time, it does not bring any
benefit compared to AL-FEC alone, and thus in practice AL-FECcan be employed
alone [85].
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Figure D.2: MPE-FEC Frame

D.3.1 Link Layer FEC

The MPE-FEC scheme consists of a RS code in conjunction with avirtual block
interleaver, which allows error correction within bursts,and is typically implemented in
hardware. It was mainly introduced to cope with the fast fading in the mobile channels,
and it provides an interleaving depth at the link layer equalto the burst duration (typical
values 0.2 - 0.4 s) [64]. MPE-FEC increases the robustness ofreception for mobile
terminals, such that the service availability in terms of the burst error rate becomes
practically independent of the speed. When MPE-FEC is employed, bursts contain IP
packets (data sections) and RS parity information (parity sections, maximum size is 1
kB), being possible to recover from IP packet losses within bursts partially received.
Figure D.2 shows the MPE-FEC frame structure.

However, MPE-FEC cannot recover from complete lost bursts.Basically, MPE-
FEC can cope with a maximum number of erroneous sections in a burst equal to the
number of parity sections transmitted (assuming the same size for data and parity
sections). This is because RS codes allow reconstruction ofall source packets from
any k out of then transmitted packets (i.e. reception overhead 0%). For streaming
services, if the burst cannot be decoded with MPE-FEC, only correctly received data
sections containing IP packets will be available for playback. For filecasting services,
each of the unique bursts where the file is partitioned must besuccessfully decoded to
recover the file.

D.3.2 Application Layer FEC

AL-FEC scheme is based on digital fountain coding, a specialclass of packet-based
FEC, that can generate an infinite amount of parity data on thefly (i.e., they are
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rateless). They were originally designed to allow very efficient asynchronous file
downloading over broadcast channels without the need of a feedback channel [86].
Practical implementations of the fountain codes are: LT, Tornado and Raptor codes.
Raptor codes (systematic version) have been included in theDVB-H standard (and
also in WCDMA-MBMS), since they achieve close to ideal performance, and the
computational complexity of their software implementation is suitable for mobile
devices.

AL-FEC provides the same error correction capability than MPE-FEC for a given
coding rate (assuming an ideal code like RS), and it can also be expressed in terms of the
maximum number of erroneous sections that can be corrected,but the key is that it can
provide protection across several bursts, rather than across a single burst as with MPE-
FEC. For this reason AL-FEC clearly outperforms MPE-FEC forfile delivery when the
file is spread over several bursts [87][C9]. With AL-FEC the interleaving depth at the
application layer equals to the duration of the transmission of the file (which depends
on the file size and the FEC overhead, and the burst size and thecycle time), and can
last up to several minutes. The larger the file, the higher thegain obtained with AL-
FEC compared to MPE-FEC. However, there is no gain for small files that fit within
a single burst. Note that this is the case for streaming services with MPE-FEC, where
each burst can be seen as a unique file.Raptor codesare a computationally efficient
implementation of fountain codes that allow for a software implementation without the
need of dedicated hardware [85, 88]. This, in turn, allows toefficiently support a large
range of file sizes. Fountain codes are a special class of FEC codes that can generate
an infinite amount of parity data on the fly (i.e. they are rateless). In practice, in order
to not overload the processing capacity of mobile devices, files are first partitioned into
source blocks. The Raptor encoder is then applied independently to each source block.
The standardized version of Raptor codes adopted in IPDC cangenerate up to 65536
encoding symbols from a source block (the maximum source block size supported by
the standard is 8192 symbols) [84]. The adopted version is a systematic code. For
Raptor codes the reception overhead is a statistical value,and usually a fixed value is
considered such that the reconstruction probability is very high. They achieve close
to ideal performance, and only slightly more thank packets are needed to recover the
source data (less than 1% reception overhead, in average [89]).

As users may experience different error patterns, error repair with MPE-FEC
imply the retransmission of the whole file, even though terminals will discard the
sections/bursts already received. Note also that if one burst is completely received
(i.e. all source and parity data), it cannot be used to correct errors in other bursts. On
the other hand, with AL-FEC all source and parity data correctly received is useful to
the receiver, as it makes no difference which packets are received. As a consequence,
the time required to deliver files to subscribers is reduced,and more content can be
delivered with the same infrastructure, for example. By using AL-FEC and delivering
the content in several bursts it is possible to efficiently correct temporary errors appeared
not only due to fast fading (partially received bursts), butalso due to shadowing
(complete lost bursts), taking advantage of the time and space diversity introduced by
the bursty transmission pattern of DVB-H and the users mobility.
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Table E.1: Mobility Model Parameters.

p0o p90o p−90o p180o d̄ v̄ v̄mr σv

0.695 0.2 0.1 0.005 250m 15km/h 40km/h 15km/h

This mobility model was introduced in [63] and captures the users’ movements with
three random variables: speed, relative change in direction when entering a new street,
and street distance. The parameters are: direction change probabilitiesp0o, p90o, p−90o

andp180o, standard deviation of direction distributionsσϕ (equal toπ/32 for all four
distributions), average length of major roadsd̄, variance of the length of minor city
roadsσ2

d, equal tod̄ · √(2/π), mean velocities of city and major roads,v̄ and v̄mr,
velocity deviationσv, and percentage of cars on major roadspmr. The values used in
our simulations are shown in Table E.1. The percentage of cars in major roads is 70%.
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F.1 CASE1

The following additional notations are used:
Z0 - service area radius
z - distance from Tv tower,0 < z < Z0

The cost of sending one file is:

Ci(Rl) = cb

Li

Rl

+ cc

ni−kl
∑

j=1

Li

rj

(F.1)

If we simplify by consideringLi=1 and the same rate for all users served by the
cellular systemr = rj (for any j) we obtain:

C(Rl) = cb

1

Rl

+ cc

nl

r
(F.2)

wherenl is the number of users served by the cellular system, andnl = n − kl.
Obviously there is a relationship betweennl andRl. If Rl decreases thennl increases,
and viceversa. We can writenl as:

nl = n
Z2

0 − z2

Z2
0

(F.3)

Similarly:

z = Z0

√

n − nl

n
(F.4)

We choose a simple pathloss model. At distancez the pathloss, in dB, is:

L = 40 lg z + k (F.5)

wherek is a propagation constant.
The mapping ofSNR to data rate is given by Shannon formula:

Rl = W log2(1 + γ · SNR) ' 0.332WK · SNR(dB) (F.6)

whereK is a constant due toγ. The approximation is valid ifSNR � 1.
From F.5 and F.6 we can write:

Rl = A + B lg z (F.7)

whereA andB are two constants. We have used that, in dB, theSNR can be written
as the difference of EIRP, pathloss and noise power:SNR = P − L − Noise (dB).

From F.4 and F.7 we can write the relationship betweenRl andnl:

Rl = E + F lg(n − nl) (F.8)
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whereE andF are two constants. Their expressions are simple to deduct from the
context. We can also write:

nl = n − 10
E−Rl

F (F.9)

Using F.9 in F.2 we obtain:

C(Rl) = cb

1

Rl

+ cc

1

r
(n − 10

E−Rl
F ) (F.10)

Finding the minimum value of the expression in F.10 is not trivial and certainly does
not lead to a simple solution. We have used Mathematica1 to determine the expression
of the optimumRl that minimizes the cost:

Rl−opt = −K0 · W
(

± K1
√

10E/F cc
r

cb

)

(F.11)

whereW is theProductlogfunction in Mathematica2.

F.2 CASE2

Ci(Bp) = cbBd(B0 + Bp) + cc

ni
∑

j=1

bj

rj

(F.12)

Excluding the file indexi, if we assume uniform user distribution, file size equal to
one burst, and the same rate for all users served by the cellular system we get:

C(Bp) = cbBd(B0 + Bp) + cc

1

r

n
∑

j=1

bj (F.13)

Assuming that there is no correlation between the SNR experienced by the receivers
when original and parity bursts are transmitted, the sum

∑n
j=1 bj is equal to:

n
∑

j=1

bj = nθ(Bp+1) (F.14)

whereθ is the outage probability for vehicular users. This is the same as the percentage
of users that do not manage to correctly decode a transmittedburst. Therefore, the cost
of sending a file can be written as:

1Mathematica is a computational software program used widely in scientific, engineering, and
mathematical fields and other areas of technical computing. It was originally conceived by Stephen Wolfram
and developed by a team of mathematicians and programmers that heassembled and led. It is developed by
Wolfram Research of Champaign, Illinois.

2ProductLog[z] gives the principal solution for w inz = we
w .
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C(Bp) = cbBd(B0 + Bp) + cc

1

r
nθ(Bp+1) (F.15)

As θ < 1 the expression F.15 has a minimum for an optimum value ofBp, which is
obtain by equalizing the derivative of the cost with zero:

Bp−opt =
1

ln θ
· ln

(

− cb

cc

rBd

n ln θ

)

− 1 (F.16)






